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Dear All, 
 
We have great pleasure in sending this, our latest catalogue to you and we hope it finds you well. 
 

The vast majority of books offered for sale here are new acquisitions, so we hope there’s 
something of interest for you. 
 

Books can be ordered over the telephone, by email and letter. Also, many of the books in this 
catalogue can be viewed and purchased on-line at www.ardenbooks.co.uk. 
 

All being well, from Monday 12th April our Bookroom will be open for visits Monday to Friday 
9.30am to 5.00pm & Saturday 9.30am to noon. Parking available. Answerphone outside of 
these hours. 
 

We can be flexible about the delivery of orders. There are plenty of options available to us and 
we can include delivery instructions. 
 

With our best wishes, 
 

Darren 
 

Thinking of selling your collection of books? 
 

We are always interested in purchasing large or small collections in our specialist subject areas. 
Whether it’s a handful or thousands of books, we’re happy to chat about them, and come up with a 
mutually agreeable plan. We do travel to buy collections and we keep things as simple as possible.  
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

We accept debit and credit cards, bank transfers and PayPal. We do not accept American Express.  All 
postage on books is charged additionally at very reasonable rates – please ask for more information. 
 
 
 

Abbreviations 
 

vg very good t.e.g. top edges gilt pp pages  dw dust wrapper                                 
illus. illustrations f.e.p. front end paper o/w otherwise nd no date 
a.e.g    all edges gilt b/w       black & white     sl slightly  pbk paperback     (Apr.  2021) 
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Botany 

1. Abu-Irmaileh, B.E. Weeds of Jordan. (Weeds of Crop Fields). 1st. Ed. Pub. The Author. [1982]  pp.xix, 433 

with b/w. botanical illus. throughout. 4to. Bilingual in English and Arabic. Dedication by author to half-title. Thor. 

vg. softback. Very scarce.    [58994]  £125.00 

A total of 222 weed species from 48 plant families are included, covering  the common weeds in most agricultural areas of 

Jordan. 
 

2. Adams, C.D. et al. Common Weeds of the West Indies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of the West Indies. 1968  pp.ii, 139 

with b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. Neat dedication by one of the authors to ffep. A vg. hardback. Scarce.    [58988] 

 £45.00 
 

3. Aitken, Richard. Botanical Riches. Stories of botanical exploration. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Lund Humphries.  2007  

pp.xi, 243 beautifully illustrated in colour throughout. Large 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [53477]  £38.00 

A super work. Divided into 4 main sections; ‘Plants of the ancient and classical worlds’ (from the dawn of time to 1450), ‘The 

great age of maritime exploration’ (from the 1450s to 1750s), ‘Scientific imperialism and exotic botany’ (from the 1750s to the 

1900s) and lastly, ‘Living Fossils’ (The 1900s and beyond). 
 

4. Anderson, M. L. & Taylor, C. J. (Ed.). A History of Scottish Forestry. Volume 1 and 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thomas 

Nelson. 1967  Two volume set. 8vo. Near fine hdbk. set in nr. fine dws.     [50491]  £100.00 

Volume one covers the history of Scottish forestry from the Ice Age to the French Revolution. Volume two considers the 

Industrial Revolution to Modern times. 
 

5. Andrews, Patrick. Structural Investigations of:  I. Some Plant Polysaccharides. II. Methylene 

Derivatives of L-Rhamnose.  Printed by P. Andrews. 1953  pp.ii, 130 with illus. Small 4to. Thor. vg. hardback. 

With a reprint of an article entitled ‘Mannose-Containing Polysaccarides. I. The Galactomannans of Lucerne and 

Cloder Seeds’ by P. Andrews et al from the Journal of the American Chemical Society (1952) bound in at rear.     

[58569]  £30.00 

A thesis submitted by Patrick Andrews for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the University of Bristol, March 1953. 
 

6. Arber, Agnes. Herbals. Their Origin and Evolution. A Chapter in the History of Botany. 1470-1670. 
3rd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge University Press. 1986  pp.xxxii, 358 with b/w. illus., throughout. 4to. Fine softback.    

[59152]  £10.00 

This book surveys the development of the printed herbal from 1470-1670, when the fields of knowledge generally were being 

greatly extended. A must for those interested in early botanical literature. 
 

7. Atherton, Ian et al. (Eds.). Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and Ireland. A Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

British Bryological Society. 2010  pp.v, 848 with colour photos., throughout b/w., illus., and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine 

softback.    [59427]  £32.50 

Recommended  - the most up-to-date, user-friendly guide to identifying British and Irish bryophytes in the field.  
 

8. Balfour, Isaac Bayley (et al.). Notes from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. Vols. I to XXII. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Edinburgh / Glasgow. 1900-1958  Twenty-two volumes bound in twelve. 8vo. Ex-Royal Society, Edinburgh. 

Contents all in near fine or fine condition. Handsomely bound in blue cloth with gilt lettering and emblem to 

spines. All bindings in fine condition. A superb set with plates throughout (many fold-out) including plans of the 

garden. Scarce. Was £700.00.    [53505]  £650.00 

A fascinating insight into the history and activities of RBG Edinburgh; its development, research carried out in the garden, 

much plant hunting material and more. An excellent example is the significant amount of information contributed by George 

Forrest following his expeditions to China and Tibet. Forrest’s text is supported by many plates, both illustrative and 

photographic. 
 

9. Barber, H.G. & Haworth, E.Y. A Guide to the Morphology of the Diatom Frustule. With a key to the 

British Freshwater Genera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Freshwater Biological Assoc. 1981  pp.112 with b/w. line drawings 

throughout. 8vo. Small address label to rear cover. Nr. fine softback. Signed by both authors to title page.    

[59238]  £30.00 
 

10. Baumann, H. Greek Wild Flowers and Plant Lore in Ancient Greece.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Herbert Press. 

1996  pp.252 with colour and b/w. photos., throughout. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59228]  £40.00 

Greece is far richer in flowers than any other European country, with more than 6,000 species as against 2,300 in the British 

Isles.  These plants because they are virtually the same as those which existed at the time of Homer, provide a direct link with 

the world of the ancient Greeks. The close relationship between plants and man in that period is evident in the Greek myths, in 

the way flowers and climbing plants  inspired Greek art, in the use of plants in medicine and the importance of certain plants in 

the ancient economy. 
 

11. Bean, W.J. Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the British Isles.  7th. Ed. Pub. Murray. 1950-1951  Three volume 

set with b/w. photographs and line drawings. 8vo. Hardbacks. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Occasional, 



 

neat annotations adding interest. Original cloth in vg. to thor. vg. condition. Prov: This set was presented by Alec 

Douglas-Home (1903-1995) Prime Minister from October 1963 to October 1964 to Roger Mynors (1903-1989), 

the English classicist and medievalist. Comes with a hand-written letter and a hand-written card (in AD-H’s hand) 

tipped onto ffeps. Also with bookplate of Roger and Lavinia Mynors; Treago (Herefordshire) to each volume, and 

a few other interesting loose insertions.    [59729]  £200.00 

At the time of presentation (1951 and 1952) AD-H had just regained the seat of Lanark and shortly after he inherited the title 

Earl of Home. Both the letter and card are on headed stationary for Springhill House, Coldstream, Scotland. AD-H was raised 

there for the first 16 years of his life, then returned there after his marriage in 1936. AD-H was knowledgable in this subject, 

mentioning in his letter that he had his own set of ‘Bean’. 
 

12. Behrendt, S. & Hanf, M. Grass Weeds in World Agriculture. Identification in the flowerless state. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. BASF. 1979  pp.160 with colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Signature to ffep. Fine hardback in vg. dw.    

[58991]  £20.00 

The objective of this book is to present those grass weeds which are unwanted competitors of crop plants. To this end the most 

important characteristics of  about 60 species in the flowerless state, as well as their inflorescences, are illustrated in colour 

photographs. 
 

13. Birkenhead, J. Ferns and Fern Culture. Their native habitats, organisation, habits of growth, compost 

for different genera; cultivation in pots, baskets, rockwork, walls; in stove, greenhouse, dwelling-house, 

and outdoor ferneries; potting, watering, propagation, etc. Selections of ferns; suitable for stove, warm, 

cool and cold greenhouses; for baskets, walls, exhibition, wardian cases, dwelling-houses, and outdoor 

ferneries. Insect pests and their eradication, &c. 2nd. Ed. Pub. By the author. [c.1890]  pp.128 plus adverts to 

rear. With b/w. illus. 8vo. Historical name and address (dated Jan 8th 1898) to front paste-down. A thor. vg. hdbk. 

in gilt illus., blue cloth boards.    [53613]  £25.00 
 

14. Boertmann, D. The genus Hygrocybe. Fungi of Northern Europe. Vol. 1.  2nd. Prt. Pub. Danish 

Mycological Soc. 1996  pp.184 with colour photos., throughout. Large 8vo. Thor. vg. softback.  From the library 

of Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews with 2 cards to them from the author to ffep, some related correspondence and 

notes loosely inserted.    [58723]  £60.00 

Among the most beautiful of fungi, the waxcaps are also important as indicators of unfertilized grasslands with high biological 

diversity.  
 

15. Bor, N.L. The Grasses of Burma, Ceylon, India and Pakistan. (excluding Bambuseae). 1st. Ed. 2nd. Rep. 

Pub. R.P.S. Gahlot. 1979  pp.xviii, 767 with b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Hardback. Signature to ffep. Contents nr. fine. 

Internal hinges reinforced, boards gently sunned and bumped, o/w. thor. vg. Scarce.    [58967]  £90.00 
 

16. Bowen, H.J.M.  The Flora of Berkshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.J.M. Bowen. 1968  pp.389 with b/w. dist. maps. 8vo. 

Interesting observations recorded in pencil on blank pages at end. Thor. vg. hardback in good only dw., carefully 

reinforced with tape.    [58496]  £6.00 
 

17. Bramley, W.G. A Fungus Flora of Yorkshire 1985.  1st. Ed. Pub. Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union. 1985  pp. xii, 

277. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. From the library of Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews with a letter to Patrick 

from Willis Bramley dated October 1986, and other related material,  loosely inserted.     [58729]  £25.00 
 

18. Brand, A.W. European Agaricus Species.  [with the] Second Edition Supplement. 2nd. Ed. Pub. A.W. 

Brand. 1987-1988  Two volumes, pp.185, 29. 4to. Dedication by author to ffep. Nr. fine softbacks.  From the 

library of Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews with a letter from the author to Patrick discussing the difficulties of 

identifying specimens loosely inserted. With some annotations by Patrick. Scarce.    [58741]  £80.00 

A privately printed manuscript described by A.W. Brand as a ‘compilation’.  He discusses the difficulties of identifying 

individual species and he goes on to say “This is not an attempt to revise Agaricus......The purpose of this paper is to draw 

together and attempt to co-relate the available information from the very scattered sources and present it in a useable form.” 

The Supplement contains a translation of an article by Henri Mesplede entitled ‘Le Genre Psalliota - Revision’, published in 

the Bulletin de la Societe Mycologique du Bearn in 1981/82.  
 

19. Breitenbach, J. and Kranzlin, F. Fungi of Switzerland. Vols. 1 to 6. Pub. Mykologia Luzern. 1984-2005  Six 

volume set with colour photographs and line drawings throughout. 4to Hardbacks. Fine hardbacks. An excellent 

set - as new.    [59694]  £600.00 

A monumental work. Identification is significantly aided through the provision of descriptions, habitat and collection data, 

drawings of microscopic features, and colour photographs. 
 

20. Brickell, C.D. and Mathew, B. Daphne. The Genus in the Wild and in Cultivation. 1st. Ed. Pub. Alpine 

Garden Society. 1976  pp.194 with colour and b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. With a 

22-page article, ‘Daphnes’, a lecture by Dr. A.M. Amsler (1952), loosely inserted.    [58875]  £10.00 
 

21. Bridson, D. &. Forman, L. The Herbarium Handbook.  3rd Ed. Rep. Pub. Royal Botanic Gardens. 1999  

pp.xii, 334. With b/w. illus. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. Latest edition. In-print at £34.99.    [58869]  £18.00 



 

This handbook deals primarily with the technical aspects of herbarium work: the preparation, housing, preservation and 

organization of herbarium collections, and associated subjects. 
 

22. Briggs, Roy W. ‘Chinese’ Wilson. A life of Ernest H. Wilson, 1876-1930. 1st. Ed. Pub. H.M.S.O. 1993  

pp.xiii, 154 with colour and b/w. photos. Small 4to. Fine hardback in a nr. fine dw.    [58816]  £15.00 
 

23. Brodie, J. et al. (Eds.). The Green Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland.  British Phycological Soc. 2007  pp.xii, 

242 with colour, b/w. photos., and illus., throughout. Large 8vo. Fine softback.    [59026]  £22.50 

Incorporates the latest information on the green seaweeds of Britain and Ireland (families Trebouxiophyceae and 

Ulvophyceae). Fully illustrated with colour photographs and is intended to enable ready identification of all the 100 or so 

green seaweeds known from Britain and Ireland. 
 

24. Bunbury, Sir Charles J.F. Botanical Fragments.  1st. Ed. Pub. by the Author. 1883  pp.vi, 370. 8vo. A couple of 

notes in pencil. Contents fine. Original decorated cloth boards in thor. condition. Presentation copy reading “The 

Lord Walsingham from the Author” to ffep. Scarce.    [59028]  £175.00 

Sir Charles Bunbury (1809-1886) was a keen geologist, botanist and particular friend of Sir Charles Lyell. He collected plant 

specimens on expeditions to South America in 1833 and South Africa in 1838 and much of  ‘Botanical Fragments’ is taken up 

with notes on the vegetation of Brazil and South America, and the vegetation of the Cape of Good Hope. Thomas de Grey, 6th. 

Baron Walsingham (1843-1919) was an English politician and entomologist of note. He was President of the Etomological 

Society of London and a Trustee of the British Museum. Both men were Fellows of the Royal Society.  
 

25. Cameron, M. (Ed.). Guide to Flowers and Plants of Tasmania.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Reed Books, Australia. 

1996  pp.120 with colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Fine softback, very gently sunned on spine.    [58984]  £12.50 

This guide provides a description of the plant to go with each photograph, giving enough information to identify.  
 

26. Clark, M.C. (Ed.). A Fungus Flora of Warwickshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Mycological Soc. 1980  pp.272. 

Large 8vo. Thor. vg. softback.    [58731]  £10.00 

With a section on Lichens by D.C. Lindsay. 
 

27. Clement, E.J. and Foster, M.C. Alien Plants of the British Isles. A provisional catalogue of vascular plants 

(excluding grasses). 1st. Ed. Pub. BSBI. 1994  pp.xviii, 590. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. Gently sunned on spine.    

[53395]  £15.00 
 

28. Cooke, M.C. Introduction to Fresh-Water Algae. With an Enumeration of all the British Species. 1st. Ed. 

2nd. Imp. Pub. Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. 1902  pp.vi, 339 with 13 b/w. engraved plates. 8vo. 

Hardback. Signature. Minor foxing including to some plates, o/w. contents fine. Original red cloth in thor. vg. 

condition.    [58866]  £30.00 
 

29. Cooke, M.C. A Plain and Easy Account of British Fungi, With especial reference to the esculent and 

economic species.  6th. Ed. Rev. Pub. W.H. Allen & Co. 1898  pp.viii, 166 with 20 colour plates plus 47 page 

publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Pencil signature to ffep. Contents fine. Original decorated cloth in nr. fine 

condition, just gently rubbed. A very pleasing copy.    [58821]  £65.00 
 

30. Cooke, M.C. Rust, Smut, Mildew & Mould. An Introduction to the Study of Microscopic Fungi. 5th. Rev. 

Enl. Ed. Pub. W.H. Allen. 1886  pp.262 with 16 colour plates by J.E. Sowerby plus 2 page publisher’s catalogue. 

Small 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Original decorated boards in vg. condition.    [58837]  £35.00 
 

31. Cooke, R. Fungi. Collins Countryside Series No. 8.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1981  pp.159 with b/w. photos., 

and illus. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback.    [58720]  £10.95 

The Countryside Series was intended to give a clear and simple introduction to subjects within natural history. 
 

32. Courtecuisse, R. & Duhem, B. Mushrooms & Toadstools of Britain and Europe. Collins Field Guide. 
Eng. Ed. Pub. HarperCollins. 1995  pp.480 with colour illus. 8vo. VG. hardback. Presentation copy. From the 

library of Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews with their neat informed notes in margins.      [58735]  £30.00 

Considers fungi from Europe and North Africa (regions north of Magreb). 
 

33. Cox, E.H.M. Plant-Hunting in China. A History of Botanical Exploration in China and the Tibetan 

Marches. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1945  pp.230 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback in good to vg. dw.    

[58504]  £15.00 
 

34. Culpeper, Nicholas. Culpeper’s Complete Herbal & English Physician. Foreword by Christopher Hedley 

MNIMH. Fac. Ed. Pub. Greenwich Editions. 2003  pp.viii, 240, [8] with and colour  illus. 4to. A fine hardback in 

fine dw.    [59111]  £12.50 

A very well-produced copy of the 1826 edition. 
 



 

35. Dennis, R.W.G. British Cup Fungi and their Allies.  An introduction to Acomycetes. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ray 

Society. 1960  pp.xxiv, 280 with colour and b/w. plates. 8vo. Ex-lib. VG. hardback in vg. dw.  From the library of 

Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews with correspondence from Dr. Tom Hering referring to the identification of 

specimens, and other related material,  loosely inserted.     [58732]  £25.00 
 

36. Desmond, Ray. Kew. The history of The Royal Botanic Gardens. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harvill/ Roy. Bot. Gardens. 

1995  pp.xvi, 466 with many colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [51961]  £10.00 

This volume traces the evolution over more than two centuries of Kew’s historic landscape, which began with two private royal 

gardens and expanded through the work of some of our most distinguished garden designers, including Charles Bridgeman, 

‘Capability’ Brown and W.A. Nesfield.  
 

37. Druce, G.C.  The Flora of Berkshire.  Being a Topographical and Historical Account of the Flowering 

Plants and Ferns Found in the County.  1st. Ed. Pub. Clarendon Press. 1897  pp.cxcix, 644 with colour map in 

pocket at rear plus 8 page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Original blue cloth boards nr fine.     

[58564]  £40.00 

Includes short biographical notices of the botanists who have contributed to Berkshire botany during the previous three 

centuries.  
 

38. Dukes Jr., George H. Trees of Mississippi. And other Wood Plants. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poplar Petal Publishing 

Company. [1997]  pp.282 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. Hardback. Dedication from author reads ‘All 

the best to you, George Dukes’. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Scarce.    [59802]  £75.00 

Presents information and photographs for a total of 125 different plant species representing 47 plant families.  
 

39. Ejeta, G. & Gressel, J. (Eds.). Integrating New Technologies for Striga Control. Towards Ending the 

Witch-hunt. 1st. Ed. Pub. World Scientific Publishing. 2007  pp.x, 345 with photos, illus., and figs. 8vo. 

Signature to ffep. Nr. fine hardback. In-print at £123.00.    [58958]  £60.00 

The development of promising new, integrated, knowledge-based strategies for the control of Striga are described in this peer-

reviewed book, written by acknowledged leaders in the field.  
 

40. Essette, Henri. Les Psalliotes.  [Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus]. 1st. Ed. Pub. Paul Lechevalier. 1964  

pp.vii, 84, plus 48 coloured plates with descriptions. 4to. French with scientific names. Nr. fine hardback.    

[58743]  £30.00 
 

41. Evelyn, John. Silva: or, a Discourse of Forest-Trees. and the Propagation of Timber in His Majesties 

Dominions: As it was Delivered in the Royal Society the 15th of October, 1662, upon Occasion of 

certain queries propounded to that Illustrious Assembly, by the Honourable and Principal Officers and 

Commissioners of the Navy. Fac. 5th Ed. Pub. Stobart & Son. 1979  pp.xxviii, 235. Large 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. 

TEG. Limited edition of 500 copies.    [51942]  £85.00 

An unabridged facsimile of the 5th Edition (1729). 
 

42. Everaarts, A.P. Weeds of Vegetables in the Highlands of Java.  1st. Ed. Pub. Horticultural Research 

Institute.  1981  pp.121 with b/w. photos., and many line drawings. Large 8vo. Fine softback with gently sunned 

spine.    [58992]  £20.00 
 

43. Farjon, A.  A Natural History of Conifers.   Pub. Timber Press.  2008  pp.304 with colour photographs and 

line drawings throughout. 4to. A new hardback in new dw.    [50155]  £30.00 

This is the place to go for information about conifers. Highly recommended. 
 

44. Fernie, W.T. Herbal Simples. Approved for Modern Uses of Cure. 3rd. Rev. Enl. Ed. Pub. John Wright & 

Sons. 1914  pp.xxxi, 596. 8vo. Hardback. Contents nr. fine. Original cloth boards in thor. vg. condition. Best 

edition.    [59227]  £60.00 

A very easily used and respected herbal. 
 

45. Findlay, W.P.K. Fungi. Including Colour Illustrations by Beatrix Potter. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Frederick 

Warne. 1978  pp.xi, 202 with 59 colour illustrations of fungi by Beatrix Potter, 28 by R.B. Davis, and 20 by E.C. 

Large. Additional b/w. photos. and line drawings. 8vo. Minor mark to top-edge of text-block, o/w. a fine hardback 

in nr. fine dw.     [58880]  £50.00 

A very pleasing copy of this title from the Wayside and Woodland series. 
 

46. Fletcher, H.R. A Quest of Flowers. The Plant Explorations of Frank Ludlow and George Sherriff. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Edinburgh Uni. Press. 1975  pp.xxix, 387 with colour and b/w. photos. and maps. Large 8vo. Dedication to 

ffep. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58503]  £38.00 
 



 

47. Fritsch, F.E. The Structure and Reproduction of the Algae. Volumes I and II. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. 

Cambridge Uni. Ptress. 1956 & 1952  Two volume set with b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback set.    

[59027]  £20.00 

This two volume work gives a comprehensive account of the morphology of the Algae. 
 

48. Garner, R.J. The Grafter’s Handbook.  1st. Ed. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1947  pp.223 with b/w. photos. and 

illus. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in gently sunned boards. Copy of the very practical and very well illustrated 24-page 

booklet entitled ‘Modern Pruning for Commercial Apple Orchards’ by C.R. Thompson (circa 1950) loosley 

inserted.     [58882]  £40.00 

Highly recommended. 
 

49. Gillam, B. (Ed.).   The Wiltshire Flora.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 1993  pp.x, 386 with colour photos., b/w. dist. 

maps plus transparent overlay. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., just gently sunned.     [58495]  £20.00 
 

50. Goodspeed, T.H. Plant Hunters in the Andes.  2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Uni. of California Press. 1961  pp.viii, 378 

with b/w. photos. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in vg. plus dw.     [58505]  £25.00 

Describes six botanical expeditions to the Andes from 1935 to 1958 to collect alpine vegetation from the high Andes, cacti from 

the coastal desert, and orchids from the tropical rain forest.  
 

51. Green, P.R. et al.  The Atlas Flora of Somerset.   1st. Ed. Pub. Green, Green & Crouch.  1997  pp.xxiv, 292 

with colour photos., and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [58568]  £14.00 
 

52. Grossblatt, N. (Ed.). Predicting Invasions of Nonindigenous Plants and Plant Pests.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

National Academy Press. 2002  pp.xiii, 194. 8vo. Signature to ffep., and pencil annotations in text. Nr. fine 

hardback. In-print at £49.99.    [58964]  £25.00 

Examines the growing problem of nonindigenous plants and plant pests introduced into the United States and offers 

recommendations for improving detection of potential invaders, and refining ability to predict their impact. 
 

53. Handel-Mazzetti, Heinrich. A Botanical Pioneer In South West China. Experiences and Impressions of 

an Austrian Botanist During the First World War. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. David Winstanley. 1996  pp.xv, 192 with 

b/w. photos. 4to. A fine softback.     [51921]  £36.00 

The fascinating memoirs of this well travelled botanical collector. 
 

54. Hansen, L. & Knudsen, H. (Eds.). Nordic Macromycetes. Vol. 2.  Polyporales, Boletales, Agaricales, 

Russulales. 1st. Ed. Pub. Nordsvamp. 1992  pp.474 with line drawings. Large 8vo. From the library of Drs. 

Patrick & Joyce Andrews. VG. plus softback. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [58738]  £125.00 
 

55. Hansen, L. & Knudsen, H. (Eds.). Nordic Macromycetes. Vol. 3. Heterobasidioid, Aphyllophoroid and 

Gastromycetoid Basidiomycetes. 1st. Ed. Pub. Nordsvamp. 1997  pp.444 with line drawings. Large 8vo. From 

the library of Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews, with his occasional notes. Thor. vg. softback. Out-of-print. Scarce.    

[58739]  £125.00 
 

56. Harshberger, J.W.  The Vegetation of the New Jersey Pine-Barrens. An Ecologic Investigation. 1st. Ed. 

Rep. Dover Publications. 1970  pp.xi, 329 with b/w. photos., and illus. plus fold out map. 8vo. Softback. One 

section loose at front, o/w. a thor. vg. softback.    [58499]  £5.00 
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A detailed study of native North American mushrooms. This edition was printed without the photographs that appeared in the 
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125. Smith, C.W. et al. (Eds.). The Lichens of Great Britain and Ireland.   Enl. Rev. Ed. Pub. British Lichen Soc. 

2009  pp.ix, 1046, 6 with b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Signature. Fine hardback.    [59419]  £60.00 

The standard work for the identification of lichens in Great Britain and Ireland.  Provides keys to 327 genera and 1,873 

species as well as detailed information on morphology, chemistry and distribution for each species. 
 

126. Smith, G.F. et al. Mesembs of the World. Illustrated guide to a remarkable succulent group. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Briza Publications.  1998   pp.405 with colour photos., thoughout, dist. maps throughout and key to Mesemb 

genera. Large 8vo. Faint spotting to top of text block, and small snag to spine, o/w. a fine hardback.    [59025] 

 £45.00 

The world's second largest family of Succulents, comprising 1,800 species. Found worldwide, the family is notoriously difficult 

to name and classify, so the clear, non-technical language of this book makes it invaluable. 
 

127. Smith, G.F. et al. Primulas of Europe and America.  1st. Ed. Pub. Alpine Garden Soc. 1984  pp.251 with 

colour photos., and b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58560]  £10.00 
 

128. Stace, C. New Flora of the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1992  pp.xxx, 1226 with 

b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Name to inside front cover. Nr. fine softback, gently sunned on spine. Some 

handwritten notes and related articles loosely inserted.    [58493]  £15.00 

The standard work on the identification of the wild vascular plants of the British Isles. 
 



 

129. Stangl, J. Die Gattung Inocybe in Bayern. [The Genus Inocybe in Bavaria]. 1st. Ed. Pub. Regensburg. 

1989  pp.409 with 38 coloured plates plus line drawings throughout. 8vo. German with scientific names. From the 

library of Drs. Patrick & Joyce Andrews. Fine softback in thor. vg. dw. Scarce.    [58717]  £50.00 

With three photocopied pages relating to Inocybe quietiodor loosely inserted.  
 

130. Stearn, W.T. Botanical Latin. History, Grammar, Syntax, Terminology and Vocabulary. 2nd. Rev. Ed. 

Pub. David & Charles. 1973  pp.xiii, 566 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Name to ffep. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.      

[58563]  £18.00 

Regarded as the standard work of reference on this important subject. Includes an illustrated guide to descriptive terminology 

in both English and Latin, plus an extensive vocabulary of terms taken from current botanical usage.  
 

131. Stenroos, S. et al.  Suomen Jakalaopas. [Lichen Flora of Finland]. 1st. Ed. Pub. Kasvimuseo 

Luonnontieteellinen Keskusmuseo. 2011  pp.534 with colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. Small 4to. 

Inscription. With Latin names alongside photos., and a short Finnish-English dictionary of key words used in the 

descriptions. Fine hardback in fine dw. RRP £84.99    [59223]  £60.00 

Describes all the macrolichens and some of the most common crustose lichens known from Finland. In all, 481 species are 

described and photographed in colour and superb detail. 
 

132. Surey-Gent, S. & Morris, G. Seaweed. A User’s Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Whittet Books. 1987  pp.160 with b/w. 

illus. 8vo. Faint dust marks to top of text block, o/w., a fine hardback in nr. fine dw., with small red sticker.    

[59024]  £30.00 

Explains how and when to collect, dry and store seaweed and how to use it as a fertilizer and animal feed, Also provides hints 

on its medicinal uses and includes recipes using native British seaweeds. 
 

133. Sutton, S.F. (Ed.). Alpines of the Americas.  1st. Ed. Pub. American Rock Garden Society. 1976  pp.iv, 372 

with colour photos. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. With a copy of the programme, itinerary and list of registrants of the 

First Interim International Rock Garden Plant Conference  loosely inserted.    [58492]  £25.00 

The Report of the First Interim International Rock Garden Plant Conference organised jointly by the American Rock Garden 

Society, Northwestern Chapter and the Alpine Garden Club of British Columbia. 
 

134. Swanton, E.W. Fungi And How To Know Them. An Introduction to Field Mycology. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Methuen & Co. 1909  pp.xi, 210 with 16 coloured and 32 b/w. plates plus 47 page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. 

Minor foxing o/w., contents fine. Original, charmingly decorated boards in fine condition, with good dw.    

[58728]  £45.00 
 

135. Synge, P.M. In Search of Flowers.  1st. Ed. Pub. Michael Joseph. 1973  pp.176 with colour and b/w. photos. 

Large 8vo. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [58507]  £6.00 
 

136. Tackholm, V. Students’ Flora of Egypt.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Cairo University. 1974  pp.888 with some colour 

photos., and b/w. illus., throughout. Large 8vo. Neat inscription to half-title. A vg. hardback.    [58985]  £50.00 

Preferred second edition. Comprehensive work with clear illustrations to aid identification. 
 

137. Tainton, N.M. et al. Common Veld and Pasture Grasses of Natal.  1st. Ed. 4th. Imp. Pub. Shuter & Shooter. 

1985  pp.198 with b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [58966]  £12.50 
 

138. Terry, Henry. A Victorian Flower Album. With a Forward by Bridget Boland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Allen Lane. 

1978  pp.ix, 119 with charming water colour illus., throughout. Small landscape 4to. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. 

dw.    [59029]  £10.00 

A compilation of charming illustrations by a Victorian father, Henry Terry, of wild flowers gathered by his daughters in the 

hills of Oxfordshire. Many of the flowers can still be found growing wild today and the book includes a list of the scientific and 

English names of all the plants illustrated. 
 

139. Terry, P.J. & Michieka, R.W. Common Weeds of East Africa. Magugu ya Afrika Mashariki. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Food & Agri. Org. UN. 1987  pp.xiii, 184 with colour photos. and b/w. illus., throughout. Small 8vo. Bilingual in 

English and Swahili. Fine softback.    [58987]  £16.00 
 

140. Thomas, H.H. & Edwards, W.N. Guide to the Fossil Plants in the British Museum (Natural History).  
2nd. Ed. Pub. British Museum. 1935  pp.viii, 73 with b/w. photos., and illus., and fold-out chart. 8vo. Spine neatly 

reinforced with tape, a vg. softback.     [58494]  £15.00 
 

141. Thompson, H.S. Alpine Plants of Europe. Together with Cultural Hints. Pub. George Routledge and Sons. 

[c.1911]  pp.xv, 287 with 64 coloured plates and fold out map of the Alps. 8vo. Foxing to edges of text block o/w., 

a fine hardback in fine dw.     [58565]  £15.00 
 



 

142. Thompson, H.S. Sub-Alpine Plants, or Flowers of the Swiss Woods and Meadows. 1st. Ed. Pub. George 

Routledge. 1912  pp.xv, 325 with 33 coloured plates by George Flemwell. 8vo. Foxing to edges of text block o/w., 

a fine hardback in fine dw.     [58566]  £15.00 
 

143. Tomlinson, P.B. The Botany of Mangroves.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1994  pp.xii, 419 with 

b/w. photos. and illus. Large 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59426]  £22.50 

A concise, descriptive overview of mangrove plants with an emphasis on the biology of individual species.  
 

144. Tripp, F.E. British Mosses. Their Homes, Aspects, Structure, and Uses. New Ed. Pub. George Bell & Sons.  

1888  Two volume set with 37 colour plates. Large 8vo. Very minor foxing, some sections uncut, o/w. contents 

fine.  Ffep. of Vol. 1 neatly glued to pastedown. Front internal hinge Vol. 2 a little tender. Original, blind-tooled, 

green cloth boards with gilt lettering to spines, gently bumped, o/w. nr fine. From library of Lady Fitzwilliam, 

Hunters Hall, Yorkshire. A handsome set.     [58515]  £85.00 
 

145. van Hezewijk, M.J. Germination Ecology of Orobanche crenata. Implications for cultural control 

measures. Pub. by the Author. 1994  pp.162 with b/w. figs., and tables in text. Large 8vo. Fine softback.     

[58960]  £15.00 

Orobanche crenata is a root parasite which cause serious yield loss in cool season food legume crops especially in the 

Mediterraean and Middle East. 
 

146. [Various] and Cuthbert, Nicholas Martin. Mosses and Hepatics.  Handwritten transcriptions. c.1923  [pp.226] 

with some illus. 8vo. Hardback. 8vo. A fascinating transcription of twenty complete and one incomplete 

bryological articles taken from the Journal of Botany, the Yorkshire Naturalist and one or two other sources. The 

articles focus on Yorkshire bryology, (but also take in individual species and the bryology of the Durham and Ben 

Lawes areas), and were published between 1888 and 1923. The volume ends with the partial transcription (to 

record 337) of George Stabler’s (1888) ‘On the Hepaticae and Musci of Westmorland’. Cloth back boards in thor. 

vg. condition. Minor spotting to end-papers, o/w. contents fine. A unique work.    [59580]  £150.00 

We believe the transcriptions were undertaken by Nicholas Martin Cuthbert (1877-1952), a methodist preacher, polymath and 

conductor of the York Choral Society. The transcriptions then came into the possession of Herbert Stansfield (b.1860), choir 

master at York Minster (from 1893) and a member of the York and District Field Naturalists’ Society, then remained in the 

family until we purchased them. 
 

147. Vesterholt, J. The genus Hebeloma. Fungi of Northern Europe. Vol. 3. 1st. Ed. Pub. Danish Mycological 

Soc. 2005  pp.146 with colour photos., throughout. Large 8vo. Fine softback.  With a page of notes entitled 

‘Additional notes to Sections in Jan Vesterholt’s key’ loosely inserted.     [58725]  £32.50 

All 45 species known from Northern Europe are keyed out and described in detail. 
 

148. Watson, E.V. British Mosses and Liverworts.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1968  pp.xvi, 495 with b/w. photos. 

and illus. 8vo. Neat inscription. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Facsimile of ‘Field Key to the Commonest and 

Most Conspicuous Species of Mosses and Liverworts’ loosely inserted.     [58513]  £22.50 

An introductory work, with full descriptions and figures of over 200 species, and keys for the identification of all except the 

very rare species. 
 

149. Watson, H.C. The New Botanist’s Guide To The Localities of the Rarer Plants of Britain. Vol. 1. 

England and Wales. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green & Longman, 1835  pp.vi, [2], 402 with 

32 page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Ffep., (with inscription) glued to front pastedown and neat pencil 

notes to rear pastedown, o/w. contents fine. Front internal hinge a little tender. Original cloth in good to vg. 

condition.    [58562]  £60.00 
 

150. Weber, W.A. Rocky Mountain Flora.  5th. Ed. Pub. Colorado Assoc. Uni. Press. 1976  pp.xii, 483 with colour 

photos., and b/w. illus. 8vo. Name to inside front cover and half title. Fine softback with sunned spine.    [58561] 

 £12.50 

A field guide for the identification of the ferns, conifers, and flowering plants of the Southern Rocky Mountains from Pikes 

Peak to Rocky Mountain National Park and from the Plains to the Continental Divide. 
 

151. Webster, J. Introduction to Fungi.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1980  pp.xi, 669 with colour photos., and illus., 

throughout. 8vo. VG. plus softback.    [58722]  £15.00 

A clearly written account of the structure and reproduction of the main fungal groups, as exemplified by common, easily 

obtainable examples. 
 

152. Wheelwright, E.G. The Physick Garden.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Jonathan Cape. 1939  pp.288 with b/w. plates and 

illus. 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback in vg. dw., with a little loss.    [59484]  £30.00 

A wide-ranging world history of the use of plants in (from pre-history to the time of publication) early medicine, 

pharmacopoeias, herbals and floras. 
 



 

153. White, F.B. The Flora of Perthshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. W. Blackwood & Sons. 1898  pp.lix, 407 with portrait 

frontis., and a colour map. 8vo. Hardback. Neat pencil insc. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text block and to end-

papers. Overall contents thor. vg. to nr. fine condition. Original green cloth boards very bright. in thor. vg. 

condition. Only 500 copies printed.    [38655]  £45.00 
 

154. Whittingham, S. The Victorian Fern Craze.  1st. Ed. Pub. Shire Publications. 2009  pp.64 with colour, b/w. 

photos., and illus., throughout. 8vo. Fine softback.    [59101]  £12.00 
 

155. Wilson, M. & Henderson, D.M. British Rust Fungi.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1966  pp.xviii, 384 

with b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Inscription to E.A. Ellis from D.M. Henderson, “To Ted Ellis, With warmest thanks for 

your help over the years, Douglas Henderson” to ffep.  An additional note in E.A. Ellis’s handwriting, dated 1981, 

citing Henderson & Bennett (1979) British Rust Fungi: Additions and Corrections. He continues “Major additions 

and corrections inserted in this volume” and indeed there are his neat annotations throughout the text. Nr. fine 

hardback in vg. dw. with small of loss to top of spine. A unique copy, with excellent provenance.    [58883] 

 £150.00 

The standard work on the subject. E.A. Ellis (1909 - 1986) was an expert on micro fungi. Much respected and admired, he was 

also the leading authority on the Broads. He contributed almost daily to the ‘In the Countryside’ section of the Eastern Daily 

Press from 1947 for nearly 40 years. Perhaps best known as the author of New Naturalist No. 46, ‘The Broads’. 
 

156. Zhirong, Wang (Ed.). Farmland Weeds in China. A Collection of Coloured Illustrative Plates. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Agricultural Publishing House. 1990  pp.x, 506 with colour photos., throughout. Small 4to. Inscription to 

ffep. Bilingual in Chinese and English. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58993]  £90.00 

Index and all plant descriptions in English as well as Chinese. Describes and illustrates 562 species of weed found in China. 
 

Entomology 

157. Allan, P.B.M. Larval Foodplants. A Vade-Mecum for the Field Lepidopterist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Watkins & 

Doncaster. 1949  pp.126. 16mo. Hardback. Spine gently sunned, o/w., a thor. vg. copy.    [59820]  £14.00 

A classic work for the field lepidopterist wishing to collect and rear British macro-Lepidoptera. 
 

158. Barber, A.D. Centipedes. Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Field Studies 

Council. 2009  pp.vii, 228 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. A fine softback.    [59459]  £30.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 58. 
 

159. Barker, Dr. A. & Budd, P. Butterflies of Southampton and surrounding area.   2nd. Ed. Pub. Butterfly 

Conservation. 2005  pp.68 with colour photos. and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine softback. Scarce.    [58862]  £30.00 
 

160. Beard, J. & Lees, D. A Pocket Guide to Tropical & Sub-Tropical Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Beric Tempest 

Colour. 1986  pp.38 with colour photos., throughout. Small 8vo. Small address label. Fine softback. Dedication 

from Jean Beard to title page.    [59049]  £7.50 

Published to coincide  with the increasing popularity of indoor tropical butterfly gardens, this little book is a useful guide to 29 

different species and provides interesting facts about each of hem.  
 

161. Bolingbroke, V. Frederick William Frohawk. A memoir by his daughter. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.W. Classey. 1977  

pp.16 with b/w. photos. Small 8vo. Fine softback.    [59821]  £12.00 

An absolutely delightful account with some charming pesonal ancedotes. 
 

162. Bradley, J.D. et al. British Tortricoid Moths.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society. 1973-79  Two volume set with 90 

full-page colour plates and 42 fine b/w. illustrations. 4to. Neat signature to ffeps. Nr. fine hardbacks, without dws. 

A super set.    [57904]  £125.00 

The standard work on the tortricoid moths of Britain. Volume 1: Cochylidae and Tortricidae: Tortricinae; Volume 2: 

Tortricidae: Olethreutinae. 
 

163. Carter, D. Butterflies and Moths in Britain and Europe. (Chinese Edition).  1st. Chinese Ed. Pub. Dorling 

Kindersley. 1996  pp.303 with colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Common names in English, and Latin. Fine 

softback.    [59057]  £8.00 
 

164. Carter, D.  Butterflies and Moths in Britain and Europe.   Special Ed. Pub. British Museum (Natural 

History).  1982  pp.192 with colour photos., throughout. 4to. Small address label to half-title. Nr. fine softback. 

Still much sought after.    [59084]  £8.00 
 

165. Ceballos, G. & Agenjo, R. Ensayo sobre la Graellsia isabelae (Graells), el lepidoptera mas bello dr 

Europa. (Lep. Syssph.). [An essay on the Spanish Moon Moth, Europe’s most beautiful moth]. Rep. 

Pub. Inst. Espanol De Entomologia. 1943  pp.112 plus fold-out map and 6 plates, 4 of which are in colour. 8vo. 

Spanish with Latin names. Thor. vg. softback.    [59073]  £15.00 



 

 

166. Chatfield, J. F.W. Frohawk. His Life and Work. 1st. Ed. Pub. Crowood Press. 1987  pp.184 with colour and 

b/w. illus. 4to. Spotting to top of text block, o/w., a fine hardback in fine dw., very gently sunned on spine.    

[59074]  £12.50 
 

167. Clark, G.C. and Dickson, C.G.C. Life Histories of the South African Lycaenid Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Purnell. 1971  pp.xvi, 272 with 125 colour plates. Large 8vo. Small address label. Spotting to top of text block, 

o/w., a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [59070]  £12.00 
 

168. Common, I.F.B. Australian Moths.  1st. Ed. Pub. Jacaranda Press. 1963  pp.128 with 2 colour plates and b/w. 

photos., throughout. 32mo. Small address label to title page. VG. softback.     [59065]  £10.00 
 

169. Comstock, W.P. Butterflies of the American Tropics. The Genus Anaea Lepidoptera Nymphalidae. 1st. 

Ed.. Pub. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1961  pp.xiii, 214 plus 30 fine colour plates. 4to. Address label to ffep. Fine 

hardback.    [59052]  £22.50 

Published in a first edition of 3,000 copies. Illustrations by Marjorie Statham and Dorothy Fitchew. 
 

170. D’Abrera, Bernard. Butterflies of the Afrotropical Region.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lansdowne. 1980  pp.xx, 593 with 

colour plates throughout and a map of the region. Folio. Hardback. End-papers pasted to boards, contents in fine 

condition; with dw. in nr. fine condition.    [59762]  £120.00 

Covers all tropical African countries, including Madagascar, then also Yemen, South Yemen, Socrotra, the Seychelles, 

Mauritius and Reunion Island. 
 

171. D’Abrera, Bernard. Butterflies of the Australian Region.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Lansdowne. 1977  pp.415 with colour 

plates throughout and a map of the region. Folio. Title-page removed. Small address label. Thor. vg. hardback in 

nr. fine dw.    [59696]  £75.00 

This revised edition is not simply a reprint; it is a new edition and has been extensively revised. New taxa and butterfly 

distributions are included and those species omitted from the the first edition now appear in the work. 
 

172. D’Abrera, Bernard.  Butterflies of the Neotropical Region.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lansdowne/Hill House. 1981-1995  

Seven volume set with colour plates throughout. Folio. Small address label to each volume. Fine hardbacks in fine 

dws.    [59695]  £875.00 
 

173. D’Abrera, Bernard.  Butterflies of the Oriental Region.  Part II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hill House.  1985  pp.287 with 

colour photographic plates throughout. Folio. Nr. fine hardback, small address label, title-page removed, in nr. fine 

dw.    [59763]  £65.00 

This volume considers the Nymphalidae, Satyridae & Amathusidae. 
 

174. D’Abrera. Bernard. Moths of Australia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lansdowne Press. 1974  pp.78 with colour photos., 

throughout. Large 8vo. Small address label. Some spotting to top-edge, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw., gently 

sunned on spine.    [59045]  £15.00 

D’Abrera photographed all the moths included in this volume. 
 

175. D’Abrera, Bernard. Sphingidae Mundi. Hawk Moths of the World. 1st. Pub. E.W. Classey. 1986  pp.ix, 226 

with colour plates throughout. Folio. Small address label. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59697]  £250.00 

Describes 1,050 species of hawk moth and includes a life-size colour photograph for each. 
 

176. Dennis, R.L.H. The British Butterflies.  Their Origin and Establishment.  1st. Ed. Pub. E.W. Classey Ltd.  

1977  pp.xviii, 318 with b/w. text figs. 8vo. Small address label. Thor. vg. hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59056] 

 £10.00 

Ten chapters, in four sections, dealing with: (1) environmental conditions during late Pleistocene & Post-Glacial; (2) 

geography & ecology of the butterflies; (3) racial variation; (4) arrival & establishment in the Islands. 
 

177. DeVries, P.J. The Butterflies of Costa Rica and Their Natural History. Papilionidae, Pieridae, 

Nymphalidae. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press. 1987  pp.xxii, 327 with 50 colour plates and b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Small address labels to ffep. Some foxing to edges of text block, o/w., a  fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59054] 

 £70.00 

Provides the first comprehensive coverage of these three families in Costa Rica, covering 560 species. A fine guide and 

reference. 
 

178. Dickson, R. A Lepidopterist’s Handbook.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Amateur Entomologists’ Society. 1976  pp.[ix], 

138 with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Small address label. Thor. vg softback.    [59072]  £7.50 

A comprehensive guide to collecting, breeding, displaying and recording butterflies and moths. 
 

179. Duncan, J., (Jardine, Sir W. (Ed.)). British Moths. A Complete Description of the Larvae and Full-Grown 

Insects of our Native Species.  Pub. W.H. Allen. [n.d. c. 1840]  pp.268 with engraved portrait as frontis., illus. 



 

half-title and 30 hand-coloured plates. 8vo. Inscription to ffep. Minor foxing, o/w., contents fine. Original, 

decorated blue cloth boards lightly marked and darkened on spine, o/w. thor. vg.    [59061]  £100.00 

From ‘The Naturalist’s Library’ series. With a memoir of Maria Sibilla Merian, whose work illustrates the text. 
 

180. Eltringham, H. Butterfly Lore.  1st. Ed. Pub. Clarendon Press. 1923  pp.180 with colour frontis and b/w., illus. 

Small 8vo. Contents fine. Thor. vg. hardback in gilt decorated blue cloth boards, gently sunned on spine.     

[58884]  £15.00 
 

181. Fabre, J.H. The Life of the Caterpillar.  1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. Hodder & Stoughton. [n.d. c.1916]  pp.viii, 382. 

8vo. Hardback. Minor foxing to first few pages o/w., contents fine. Original gilt lettered and decorated green cloth 

boards, gently bumped, o/w. thor. vg.    [58892]  £15.00 
 

182. Frohawk, F.W. Varieties of British Butterflies. A Selection of Rare and Interesting Specimens of 

Abberations, including Gynandromorphic and Homoeotic Forms; Albinism and Melanism. 1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Ward Lock.  1938  pp.200 with 48 colour plates by the author. Small 4to. Hardback. Some minor scattered 

foxing, o/w. contents fine. Original beige coloured boards in thor. vg., condition in vg. plus dw.     [58894] 

 £100.00 
 

183. Harmer, A.S. Variation in British Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Paphia Publishing. 2000  pp.xiv, 293 with 84 fine 

watercolour plates by A.D.A. Russwurm. 4to. Small address label. Signed by both Author and Artist. A few tiny 

speckles to top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. Unique copy.    [59083]  £120.00 

The 84 specially commissioned watercolour plates by A.D.A. Russwurm illustrate over 400 specimens. This book is intended as 

a companion volume to A.D.A. Russwurm's 'Aberrations of British Butterflies', and was published to celebrate his 95th 

birthday. Includes his biography. 
 

184. Higgins, L.G. The Classification of European Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1975  pp.320 with b/w. line 

drawings throughout. 8vo. Spotting to top of text block o/w., a fine hardback in vg. dw.    [59055]  £14.00 
 

185. Holland, W.J. The Moth Book. A Popular Guide to a Knowledge of the Moths of North America. 1st. Ed. 

Rep. Pub. Dover. 1968  pp.xxiv, 479 with 48 colour plates and b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. Small address label. A 

vg. plus softback.    [59066]  £20.00 

Originally published in 1904, this work is an unabridged republication with a new foreword, annotations and corrections made 

by A.E. Brower. It covers nearly 1,500 species of moth, representing 43 families. 
 

186. Johnston, G. & B. This is Hong Kong: Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hong Kong Govt. 1980  pp.224 with colour 

plates and photos., throughout. Large 8vo. Small address label. Nr. fine hardback in vg. plus dw.    [59068]  £15.00 

Not only a guide to identifying butterflies, but also includes much detail on the eggs, caterpillars and chrysalids as well as the 

foodplants of the different species.  
 

187. Kirby, W. Egmont. Butterflies & Moths of the United Kingdom.  2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. George Routledge & 

Sons.  [nd. c. 1920]  pp.lii, 468 with colour plates and b/w. illus. 8vo. Ffep. removed, dedication to half-title, o/w. 

contents fine. Original gilt decorated, bevel-edged boards in vg. condition.    [58176]  £15.00 

With a systematic arrangement of Families and Genera, Indexes of Scientific and Popular Names, and 70 coloured plates. 
 

188. Kirby, W.F. British Butterflies, Moths and Beetles. The Young Collector. 4th Ed. Pub. Swan Sonnenschein 

& Co. 1892  pp.96 with b/w. illus., throughout. Small 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Original decorated green 

cloth boards nr. fine.    [58890]  £30.00 
 

189. Leraut, P. Les papillons dans leur milieu.  1st. Ed. Pub. Bordas. 1992  pp.256 with colour plates and photos., 

throughout. 8vo. French with Latin names. Fine softback.    [59067]  £15.00 

An excellent identification guide to over 1,500 diurnal and nocturnal European species, family by family. 
 

190. Linssen, E.F. Beetles of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland. Series I and II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick 

Warne & Co. 1959  Two volumes. With colour and b/w. plates and illus., in text. Small 8vo. No inscriptions. Fine 

hardbacks in thor. vg. dws. Not price clipped.    [57343]  £95.00 

A very desirable set, providing an in-depth insight into the natural history of British Beetles. 
 

191. Locket, G.H., Millidge, A.F. and Merrett, P. British Spiders. Volumes I, II & III. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ray Society. 

1951-74  Three volume set with b/w. illus., and dist. maps. 8vo. Hardbacks. Eric Duffey’s ownership inscriptions 

and his notes / corrections to 34 pages of the contents. Books in thor. vg. to fine condition. The dws. of Vols. I and 

II show repairs by Eric Duffey. Loosely inserted : Six letters to Eric Duffey. One letter to G.H. Locket and a copy 

of the Order of a Service of  Thanksgiving for him (held at Lincoln College Chapel, 1991). A biography of A.F. 

Millidge (believed to have been written by the Millidge family). Page of handwritten notes by Eric Duffey and an 

annotated map of Centromerus persimilis. Copy of a line drawing of Lepthyphantes carri Jackson (Aug 1971), at 

the time , new to science. A wonderfully unique set.    [56658]  £350.00 
 



 

192. Macan, T.T. A Key to the Adults of the British Trichoptera.  1st. Ed. Pub. Freshwater Biological Assoc. 

1973  pp.151 with line drawings throughout, plus 5 b/w. plates. 8vo. Ex-college lib. Thor. vg. softback.    [59239] 

 £20.00 
 

193. Mansell, E. & Newman, L. Hugh. The Complete British Butterflies in Colour.  1st. Ed. Pub. Ebury Press. 

1968.  pp.144 with colour illus., by E. Mansell throughout. 4to. Thor. vg. hardback.    [59071]  £8.00 

The full-page illustrations show not only the butterflies, their eggs, caterpillars and chrysalids, but also their most common 

food plants. 
 

194. Newland, D.E. Discover Butterflies in Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. Wild Guides Ltd.  2006  pp.224 with colour 

photos., throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback. Out-of-print.     [58864]  £40.00 

With detailed descriptions and photographs of 66 good places to find butterflies. Readers can choose where they would like to 

go and find out what butterflies there are to be seen, or select a butterfly and find where to look for it. Also includes 

photographs and descriptions of every butterfly separately.  
 

195. Newman, Edward. An Illustrated Natural History of British Butterflies.  Pub. Hardwicke & Bogue. [n.d. 

c.1872]  pp.xvi, 176 with b/w. engraved illus. within text. Large 8vo. Hardback. Signature dated 1878 to ffep.  

Contents nr. fine. Original brown, bevel-edged boards with gilt butterfly motif to cover, showing a little wear to 

front bottom corners, o/w., in vg. plus condition.    [58897]  £25.00 
 

196. Newman, Edward. An Illustrated Natural History of British Moths. With life-size figures from nature of 

each species, and of the more striking varieties. Pub. Robert Hardwicke. 1874  pp.viii, 486, 16 with b/w. 

engraved illus. within text. Large 8vo. Hardback. Very neat name and address to ffep.  Contents nr. fine. 

Handsomely bound in half leather over marbled boards with matching marbled end papers, all in thor. vg. plus 

condition.  A very pleasing copy.     [58898]  £45.00 
 

197. Newman, Edward (Ed.). et al. The Entomologist. Volume 1 to 116 (near complete run). 1st. Ed. Pub. 

London. 1840-2, then 1864 to 1997  A total of 115 volumes. 8vo. Volume 1 provided in facsimile. Volumes 7, 8 

and a further 10 monthly parts not present. A few ex-lib., volumes. Contents in vg. to fine condition. A mixture of 

contemporary cloth, half-calf and original wrappers. Some rubbing to bound volumes, several volumes with 

greater wear, with two volumes lacking outer casing of spine. Otherwise, bindings very good. Near complete run. 

Scarce. Was £1,000.00.    [55095]  £925.00 

This highly respected Journal was first published in October, 1840 and continued for two years. It subsequently merged with 

'The Zoologist'. Due to the increase in the number of entomological articles ‘The Entomologist’ was re-established as a 

separate journal in 1864, and continued for 110 years, ceasing publication in 1973 with volume 106. It was briefly resurrected 

15 years later with vols. 107-116 (1988-1997) 
 

198. Newman, L.H. Talking of Butterflies, Moths and other Fascinating Insects.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Worcester 

Press. [1946]  pp.91 with b/w. photos.  8vo. A vg. plus hardback in good plus dw., lightly chipped and sunned dw.     

[58888]  £9.00 

Adapted from talks first broadcast on the BBC. 
 

199. Newman, L. Hugh. Butterfly Farmer.  1st. Ed. Pub. Phoenix House. 1953  pp.208 with b/w. photos. 8vo. 

Hardback. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original red cloth in thor. vg. / nr. fine condition. Copy no. 17 

of 350 numbered and author signed copies, with additional dedication by the author to ffep.      [58886]  £45.00 

The story of Britain’s first butterfly farm, started in 1894 by Leonard Newman, before being taken over by his son, Hugh 

Newman (1909-1993). 
 

200. Newman, L. Hugh. Butterfly Haunts.  1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall. 1948  pp.64 with b/w. photos., 

throughout. Large 8vo. Hardback. Scattered foxing to end papers o/w., contents fine. Signed by the author to ffep., 

with an inscription reading “This is my favourite book; the first too of any consequence!” dated November 1970. 

Original buff coloured cloth boards gently sunned on spine, o/w., thor. vg.     [58895]  £20.00 
 

201. Newman, L. Hugh. Hawk-Moths of Great Britain and Europe.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell. 1965  pp.[xx], 148 

with colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in vg. plus dw.    [59051]  £17.50 
 

202. Newman, L.W. & Leeds, H.A. Text Book of British Butterflies and Moths. Containing all the formerly 

so-called Macro-Lepidoptera, etc. 1st. Ed. Pub. by L.W. Newman & H.A. Leeds. 1913  pp.216 plus 4 pages of 

adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Neat inscriptions to front pastedown. Contents fine. Original decorated red cloth boards 

with gently sunned spine and lightly frayed ends, o/w. thor. vg.    [58889]  £15.00 

Comprises comprehensive lists giving English names; Scientific Names, Type and Varieties; what developmental stages may be 

found in all the months of the year; General remarks, Range, Etc.; Food-Plants and Rearing Hints. 
 

203. Oliver, P.G. & Meechan, C.J. Woodlice. Keys and Notes for Identification of the Species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Field 

Studies Council.  1993  pp.vi, 135 with b/w. illus. throughout. 8vo. Signature and small address label. Fine 

softback. Out-of-print.    [59456]  £22.50 



 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series) No. 49. 
 

204. Pamperis, L.N. The Butterflies of Greece.  1st. Ed. Pub. Bastas - Plessas. 1997  pp.xii, 559 with colour photos., 

and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Small address label, pages 291 to 306 show some creasing,. A thor. vg. hardback 

in fine dw. Scarce.    [59082]  £45.00 

The result of 14 years of research. All 232 species were studied meticulously in the field, and all species were photographed 

free in their natural habitat. 
 

205. Pearson, D.L. et al. A Field Guide to the Tiger Beetles of the United States and Canada. Identification, 

natural history and distribution of the Cicindelidae. 1st. Pub. Oxford University Press. 2006  pp.vi, 227 with 

24 colour plates, b/w. photos plus 107 dist. maps. New softback. Out-of-print.    [47774]  £37.50 

This colour illustrated field and natural history guide treats all 107 known tiger beetle species found in North America above 

the Mexican border.  
 

206. Pena, L.E. and Ugarte, A.J. The Butterflies of Chile. Las Mariposas De Chile. 1st. Ed. Pub. Editorial 

Universitaria. 1996  pp.359 with colour photos., and illus., throughout. Large 8vo. Bilingual in English and 

Spanish. Fine softback with very gently sunned spine. Very scarce.    [59069]  £120.00 
 

207. Pinratana, Bro. A. Butterflies in Thailand. Volumes One to Six. 1st. Ed. Pub. Viratham Press. 1977-1988  

Complete six volume set with colour plates throughout. Small 4to. Hardbacks. Small address label to ffeps. 

Occasional informed pencil notes to margins of Fine hardbacks in vg. to fine dws. A most pleasing scarce set.     

[59046]  £300.00 

Volume One is the revised edition of 1977. 
 

208. Pittaway, A.R. The Hawkmoths of the Western Palaearctic.   1st. Ed. Pub. Harley Books.  1993  pp.240 with 

colour plates, photos., and dist. maps. 4to. Small address label to ffep. With Errata slip. Small tear to bottom 

corner of front hinge (made at time of production), o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. RRP £74.99.    [59085] 

 £17.50 

Detailed study of 57 sphingid species occurring in Europe (Ireland to the Urals), North Africa and the Middle East. The colour 

plates depict adults of all species, larvae of 40 species and 5 subspecies, and 13 types of habitat. 
 

209. Plant, C.W. Larger Moths of the London Area.  1st. Ed. Pub. London Nat. Hist. Soc. 1993  pp.xxii, 292 with 

dist. maps throughout and publisher’s sheet of transparent overlays. 4to. Nr. fine hardback.    [59824]  £20.00 
 

210. Pyle, R.M. The Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Butterflies.  1st. Ed. 4th. Prt. Pub. 

Knopf. 1988  pp. 924 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. Small address label. Nr. fine softback.    [59060] 

 £7.50 

Covering over 600 species, this is a comprehensive and easy-to-use guide.  
 

211. Riley, N.D. A Field Guide to the Butterflies of the West Indies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1975  pp.224 with 24 

colour plates and b/w. illus., in text. 8vo. Small address label. Thor. vg. hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59050]  £10.00 

A complete guide to West Indian butterflies. It covers all those found in the Bahamas, Bermuda, Cuba, Haiti, and the 

Dominican Republic: in Jamaica and Puerto Rico; in the Virgin Islands, the Leeward and Windward Isles. 
 

212. Roberts, M.J. The Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland. Volumes 1 to 3. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harley Books. 1985-

1987  Three volume set. 4to. Fine hardbacks in fine dws. As new. This set comes with the Publisher’s 16-page 

‘Appendix to Volumes 1 and 2’, released in 1993. Additionally, the (detailed) pre-publication brochure, a 

published review of the work by Eric Duffey and two further period newspaper articles are all loosely inserted. An 

excellent set of this wonderful work.    [57955]  £275.00 

Contents: Volume 1: Atypidae to Theridiosomatidae; Volume 2: Linyphiidae and Check List of the British Species; Volume 3: 

The Colour Plates: Atypidae to Linyphiidae. 
 

213. Russwurm, A.D.A.  Aberrations of British Butterflies.   1st. Ed. Pub. Classey Ltd.  1978  pp.151 with 40 

colour plates. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59243]  £25.00 
 

214. Russwurm, A.D.A.  Aberrations of British Butterflies.   1st. Ed. Pub. Classey Ltd.  1978  pp.151 with 40 

colour plates. Large 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw.    [59823]  £20.00 
 

215. Savory, T.H. The Spider’s Web. Wayside and Woodland Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick Warne. 1952  

pp.154 with colour illus., b/w. photos., and line drawings. Small 8vo. Ffeps. and rfep. neatly removed, sellotape 

residue to pastedowns, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58823]  £30.00 

Describes ‘the construction, design and use of webs by different spiders’ and explains ‘how a spider knows the way to spin a 

web’. Peter Marren called it ‘a masterly account’. 
 



 

216. Savory, T.H. The Spiders and Allied Orders of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland Series. 2nd. Ed. 

Pub. Warne. 1945  pp.224 with 63 colour plates., b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. Signature to half-title. Fine hardback 

in nr. fine dw. The revised edition.    [58842]  £45.00 
 

217. Spuler, Arnold. Die Schmetterlinge Europas [with] Die Raupen der Schmetterlinge Europas.  3rd. Ed. 

Pub. Stuttgart, Schweizerbartsche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1908-1910  Four volume set with 155 fine colour 

chromolithograph plates plus text figs. 4to. Hardbacks. Some spotting to plates, largely to margins; 10 plates had 

partly adhered to the facing page and are now separated so overall contents in very good condition (please ask if 

you need clarification). Original cloth in vg. condition.    [59728]  £150.00 

This is the final and best edition of Hofmann's superb butterfly work originally entitled "Die Grossschmetterlinge Europas", 

with the important fourth volume of  "Raupen", or caterpillars, which features 50 plates illustrating egg, pupa, caterpillar and 

host plant. 
 

218. Stokoe, W.J.  The Caterpillars of British Butterflies.  Wayside and Woodland Series. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. 

Frederick Warne. 1950  pp.248  with colour and b/w. illus. Small 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in vg. plus dw.    [58838] 

 £17.50 

Companion volume to ‘The Butterflies of the British Isles’ by Richard South and including the eggs, chrysalids and food plants.  
 

219. Stokoe, W.J.  The Caterpillars of British Moths. Wayside and Woodland Series. New Rev. Ed. Pub. 

Frederick Warne. 1958  Two volume set with colour and b/w. illus., throughout. Small 8vos. Fine hardbacks in vg. 

dws.     [58839]  £45.00 

Volume I contains all the noctuid moths and volume II the geometers. Volume II also contains a list of food plants. 
 

220. Sutton, S.L. & Beaumont, H.E. (Eds.). Butterflies and Moths of Yorkshire. Distribution and Conservation. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union. 1989  pp.xi, 367 with b/w. line illus and dist. maps. 8vo. Neat 

signature to title page.  Fine softback, gently sunned spine.    [57896]  £12.50 

Packed with information about Yorkshire’s 1,591 species of butterflies and moths. 
 

221. Tutt, J.W. British Moths.  Pub. George Routledge. 1902  pp.xii, 368 with 12 colour chromolithograph plates and 

b/w. woodcuts. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Pencil signature dated 1907 to ffep., neat (period) observations listed on 

rfeps. Contents fine. Original two-tone cloth boards thor. vg.     [58885]  £30.00 
 

222. Unwin, D.M. A Key to the Families of British Beetles.  Rep. Pub. FSC. 1984  pp.149-197 with b/w. line 

drawings throughout. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softback.     [59822]  £8.00 

A field guide designed with the non-specialist in mind. The format combines accuracy with ease-of-use, ideal for those with 

little experience of identifying British Coleoptera and Strepsiptera. 
 

223. Weiwei, Huang Hao Zhang.  A Photographic Guide to Butterflies of China.  Pub. Chongqing University 

Press, China. 2009  pp.214 with colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Chinese with scientific names. Fine softback. 

Scarce.    [59058]  £20.00 
 

224. Witt, P.N. & Rovner, J.S. (Eds.). Spider Communication. Mechanisms and Ecological Significance. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press. 1982  pp.ix, 440 with b/w. photos., illus., figs., and tables. 8vo. Eric Duffey’s 

bookplate, address label. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. In-print at £154.00.    [56683]  £50.00 

Concentrating on the complex spider communication system, this book assembles the most recent multidisciplinary advances of 

leading researchers from many countries to assess the peculiar role spiders play in the animal kingdom. 
 

225. Yik-fui Lo, Philip.  Hong Kong Butterflies.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Cosmos Books. 2005  pp.565 with colour photos., 

throughout. 8vo. Bilingual in English and Chinese. Fine softback. Scarce.    [59059]  £50.00 

A comprehensive guide to the 240 butterfly species of Hong Kong. Features over 1,000 photographs, including photographs of 

some extremely rare butterflies never previously published.  
 

Fine, Illustrated and Antiquarian 

226. Atkinson, John. A Compendium of the Ornithology of Great Britain. With Reference to the Anatomy 

and Physiology of Birds. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hurst, Robinson & Co., London. 1820  pp.xii, 232. 8vo. Hardback. 

Period engraved portrait of Thomas Bewick mounted as frontis. Some spotting, o/w. contents fine. Contemporary 

half-leather over marbled boards in vg. condition. Title page bears signature of Charlotte Perrott. On blank at rear 

is written in pencil “This Book was purchased at the sale of Mifs Jane Bewick’s (Thos Bewicks eldest daughter) 

Library at NewC on Tyne, several of the M. S. marginal notes are in her handwritting. E.P. others in Thos Bewicks 

autograph.”. Contains just over 20 hand-written annotations, most of which are attributed to the Bewicks (some 

dated) and ink ticks against many species in the Index. A fascinating, unique copy.    [58952]  £2,500.00 

Jane Bewick (1787-1881) is well known for her lifelong support and admiration of her father’s work. She went on to edit and 

release ‘A Memoir of Thomas Bewick’ in 1862. Also written in the pencil notes at the end of this volume is ‘John Atkinson 

[1787-1828] was a personal friend of Bewick’s [1753-1828] and mentions him in this work’. 



 

 

227. Bewick, Thomas. History of British Birds. Land & Water Birds. [with] A Supplement to the History of 

British Birds, Parts I & II. Printed by Edward Walker for T. Bewick. 1805, 1804 & 1821  Three volume set with 

wood engravings throughout. Royal 8vo. Hardbacks. TEG. Very minor amount of spotting, o/w. contents fine. 

Handsomely bound in 19th century half morocco, gilt lettered, over marbled boards, lightly rubbed o/w. in fine 

condition. Armorial bookplate of S.V. Dashwood to each volume.    [59193]  £750.00 

‘The success of the ‘History of British Birds’ was immediate and complete; six editions were issued in Bewick’s lifetime’ 

(Mullens and Swann). This set benefits from having the Supplements for both volumes published in 1821. 
 

228. Bewick, Thomas. History of British Birds. Land & Water Birds. [with] A Supplement to the History of 

British Birds, Parts I & II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Newcastle: Printed by Sol. Hodgson for Beilby and Bewick. 1797-1804  

Two volume set with wood engravings and vignettes throughout. With Supplements bound at end of Vol. I, each 

with separate title-page. 8vo. Hardbacks. AEG. Some scattered, light spotting, o/w. contents fine. Nineteenth 

century full-calf by Francis Bedford, with rich gilt decoration, some light wear to front external hinge of Vol. I, 

and light rubbing to tops of spines o/w. in very pleasing, thor. vg. condition. With armorial bookplates of James 

Richard Wigram and his signature to each title-page. A handsome set.    [59226]  £1,250.00 

Bewick’s perenially admired ‘History of British Birds’ were first published in 1797 and 1804. Its success was immediate and 

complete (Mullens and Swann). Supplements for both volumes (Land and Water Birds) were published in 1821 to bring the first 

edition up-to-date. This set contains second edition Supplements. 
 

229. Blaikie, Francis. On the Conversion of Arable Land into Pasture and on other Rural subjects.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. J. Dawson. 1817  pp.47. 16mo. Sewn softback. Contents very clean. Internal stitching given way in places. 

Original printed wrappers in vg. condition. Scarce.    [59942]  £95.00 

Francis Blaikie, (1771-1857) agriculturist and land agent was born in Roxburghshire, Scotland and made his way to England 

in 1802. He was employed by Lord Chesterfield, then in 1816 he moved to Holkham Hall, Norfolk to work as Land Steward to 

Thomas Coke, Earl of Leicester and to whom this work is dedicated. 
 

230. Booth, E.T. Catalogue of the Cases of Birds in the Dyke Road Museum, Brighton. Giving a few 

Descriptive Notes, and the Localities in which the Specimens were obtained. 1st. Ed. Pub. George Beal. 

1876  pp.219. 8vo. Hardback. Minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. In original decorated green cloth in thor. vg. 

condition. Comes with an 8-page [Dyke Road Museum c.1876] Catalogue probably given as a guide for museum 

visitors and a further 12-page Catalogue (1891) again for museum visitors. A unique and very pleasing group.    

[59914]  £175.00 

Edward Thomas Booth (1840-1890) opened what was originally called the Dyke Road Museum in Brighton in 1874 (now the 

Booth Museum of Natural History). It was his ambition to collect examples of every bird species found in Britain and present 

them in dioramas. Booth donated the museum to the city of Brighton in 1890 with the proviso that the display of over 300 

dioramas should not be altered. The works offered for sale here show the progression of the collection over 15 years from 

opening of the Dyke Road Museum to the period just after Booth had donated the collection. The 1876 work is much more than 

a list; Booth included notes and facts ‘the result of personal observation’ which make for fascinating reading. Interestingly, 

Booth’s motto changed between 1876 and 1891 from the Latin for ‘God not only fortune’ to simply ‘Faith in God’ (as printed 

on the short Catalogues). 
 

231. Brookes, Samuel. An Introduction to the Study of Conchology. Including Observations on the Linnaean 

Genera, and on the Arrangement of M. Lamarck; A Glossary, and a Table of English Names.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. J. Arch. 1815  pp.vii, 164 with 11 copper engraved plates of which 9 are hand-coloured. Folio. Hardback. 

The magnificent plates are in nr. fine condition as are the rest of the contents. More recently, very handsomely 

bound in brown half calf leather over marbled boards with 5 raised bands, gilt lettering and blind tooling. Sewn 

headbands. Binding in fine condition. Overall a near fine copy of this sought after work. Was £1,200.00.    [46023] 

 £950.00 
 

232. Buchanan, Robert. The Life and Adventures of John James Audubon, the Naturalist. Edited, from 

materials collected by his widow. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sampson Low, London. 1868  pp.vii, 366, [1], 24 page 

publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. A small amount of foxing to last few pages of the publishers catalogue at rear of book, 

to the tissue guard facing the frontis. and to the fore-edges of the text block, o/w. contents very clean and in fine 

condition. In original green cloth boards, with gilt decoration and lettering to spine, all in thor. vg. condition. A 

thoroughly vg. copy of the 1st edition. Was £400.00.     [47767]  £360.00 
 

233. Culpeper, Nicholas. The Complete Herbal. To which is now added, upwards of one hundred additional 

Herbs, with a display of their Medicinal and Occult qualities. New Ed. Pub. Thomas Kelly. 1845  pp. 

frontis., [vi], 398, iv plus 20 hand-coloured plates with 9 images per plate. Frontispiece shows some spotting and 

marking. Some minor spotting to contents, otherwise fine. More recent quarter leather binding, gilt decoration and 

lettering to spine, all in nr. fine condition.    [59819]  £225.00 
 

234. Darwin, Charles. The Origin of Species. By means of Natural Selection. 6th. Ed. 26th. Thou. Pub. John 

Murray. 1884  pp.xxi, 458, with fold-out plate. 8vo. Hardback. Some scattered foxing, almost all at ends. Contents 



 

nr. fine. Original green cloth boards, very lightly rubbed, in nr. fine condition. A very pleasing copy. Freeman 412.    

[58238]  £550.00 

The sixth edition, “usually regarded as the last....is again extensively revised and contains a new chapter, VII” (Freeman). 
 

235. Darwin, Erasmus. Phytologia: Or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gardening. With the theory of 

draining Morasses and with an improved construction of the Drill Plough. 1st. Ed. Printed for J. Johnson, 

by T. Bensley, Bolt Court, Fleet Street. 1800  pp.viii, 612, [xii] with 12 engraved plates (two being fold-out). 4to. 

Hardback. Neat signature dated 1818 to title page. A very minor amount of spotting, o/w. contents exceptional and 

in fine condition. Marbled end-papers. Original half leather over marbled boards showing minor shelf-rubbing, 

with a more recent, period style, spine in fine condition. A very pleasing copy.    [58198]  £1,500.00 

King-Hele said that ‘Phytologia’ is the best of Darwin’s prose works....has many new ideas and some major discoveries, 

notably the specification of photosynthesis and of plant nutrients’. 
 

236. Dunker, Guilielmo. Mollusca Japonica. Descripta Et Tabulis Tribus Iconum. 1st. Ed. Pub. Stuttgartiae. 

1861  pp.iv, 34 with three hand-coloured lithograph plates depicting 65 new species. More recently rebound in 

cloth boards with gilt lettering to spine. With neat ownership inscription to title page. Scattered foxing to contents, 

which are o/w. in fine condition. Scarce. Was £800.00.    [47797]  £725.00 

A very scarce work on the mollusca of Japan, indeed this was the first publication to deal exclusively with this subject. Dunker 

was a mining engineer and mineralogist. His extensive collection of shells was placed in the Natural History Museum in Berlin 

after his death, where it remains part of the permanent collection. 
 

237. Elick, Don. & Booth, Raymond. Japonica Magnifica.  1st. Ed. Pub. Alan Sutton . 1992  pp.144 with 64 colour 

plates. Folio. Bound in publisher’s green quarter calf and cloth. Fine copy. With slipcase also in fine condition. 

Copy No.55 from a limited edition of 210.  With two specially commissioned additional plates, both signed by 

R.C. Booth. An excellent copy.    [50692]  £275.00 

This book was published to celebrate the beauty of Japanese flowers and plants through the original botanical paintings and 

drawings of English artist and horticulturist Raymond Booth. Botanist Don Elick provided many of the specimens for Booth, 

who grew them in his garden in Yorkshire, in order to study and draw them from life. Each plant portrait is true to scale and 

remarkably accurate. 
 

238. Evelyn, John, (Hunter Edition) Silva:  or a Discourse of Forest Trees, and the Propagation of Timber in his 

Majesty’s Dominions. Printed by A.Ward for J. Dodsley. 1776  Bound in two volumes; frontis., [56], 649, 1 

large fold-out table, index. Royal 4to. Collated and complete. With 40 copper-engraved plates (one being fold-

out). Neat signature dated 1873 to title-page. A little spotting or darkening to plates, o/w. contents in fine 

condition. Marbled fore-edges and end-papers. Very attractively bound  in original full-leather boards, tree-calf 

design, with gilt decoration. Most of spines relaid. Some minor rubbing, o/w. in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition.    

[58914]  £650.00 

Among his many other accomplishments, John Evelyn was well known for his knowledge of trees. ‘Silva’ was written as an 

encouragement to landowners to plant trees to provide timber for England’s burgeoning Navy. This edition was revised and 

added to by Alexander Hunter, a medical practioner and fellow of the Royal Society, who included many additional 

engravings.   
 

239. Eyton, T.C. A History of the Rarer British Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. Longman. 1836  pp.vi, [ii], 67 with woodcuts 

illustrations and vignettes plus erratum leaf. 8vo. Hardback. Contents in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition. Neat 

dedication (dated 1837). Original cloth boards, spine relaid, in vg. condition.    [59915]  £75.00 

Comes with a typed note explaining how this work was intended as a compliment to Bewick’s British Birds, the style and 

illustrations being very similar and that there are two versions of this work. This is the corrected version whereby there is an 

illustration for the Rock Grouse, but no tail-piece [vignette]. In addition, p.vi is bound between pp.66 and 67. 
 

240. Forster, T.  Observations of the Natural History of Swallows; With a Collateral Statement of Facts 

Relative to Their Migration, and the Their Brumal Torpidity: and a Table of Reference to Authors.  6th. 

Enl. Ed. Pub. T. & G. Underwood. 1817  pp.xv, 97 with 5 woodcut illustrated plates, plus 2 page publisher’s 

catalogue. Errata to verso of title. 8vo. Hardback. Signature of John N. Dalton, dated 1845 to ffep. Some minor 

foxing, o/w., contents fine. Contemporary marbled boards lightly rubbed, with more recent leather spine in fine 

condition. A very pleasing copy indeed.    [58949]  £250.00 

Contains very charming wood engraved plates and a general catalogue of British Birds, with the provincial names listed for 

each one. 
 

241. Frohawk, F.W. Natural History of British Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson. [1914]  Two volume set. 

With 60 full-page colour plates and a further 5 b/w. plates. Crown folio.  Fine hardbacks, contents exceptionally 

clean. Thor. vg. to nr. fine dws., some covert restoration on underside. One of the best sets we’ve seen, very 

pleasing indeed.    [59181]  £575.00 

Frohawk’s masterpiece and the first work to provide in illustration, all the stages of development of the butterflies featured.  
 



 

242. Harvie-Brown, John (Ed.). A Vertebrate Fauna of Scotland. Complete set. 1st. Ed. Pub. David Douglas, 

Edinburgh [- Oliver and Boyd]. 1887-1935  Eleven volumes bound in twelve as published. Large 8vo. Hardbacks. 

TEG. Some with bookplates, most notably of John Cordeaux (1831-1899) and Michael P. Harris (Poyser author) 

with some period and later inserts. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. All in original cloth except Argyll 

(contemporary half-calf). Bindings thor. vg. to nr fine. A very pleasing set.    [59285]  £1,425.00 

Comprises: A Vertebrate Fauna of Sutherland, Caithness and West Cromarty; Outer Hebrides; Iona and Mull; Orkney 

Islands; Moray Basin; Argyll and the Inner Hebrides; Shetland Islands; North West Highlands and Skye; Forth; Tweed Area; 

Tay Basin and Strathmore. 
 

243. Houghton, William. British Fresh-Water Fishes. Volumes I and II. 1st. Ed. Pub. William Mackenzie. 1879  

Two volume set with 41 fine colour chromolithographs of fish after A.F. Lydon and printed by B. Fawcett, plus 37 

fine engraved vignettes. Folio. Hardback. Old mark to corner of margin of last few leaves in Vol. II, minor amount 

of spotting, two tissue guards with short closed tear, o/w. contents  fine. Bound in original illustrated dark maroon 

cloth with attractive gilt design in vg. plus condition.     [37614]  £650.00 

Superbly illustrated by A.F. Lydon who went on to produce the plates for William Greene's ‘Parrots in Captivity’ and David 

Wooster's ‘Alpine Plants’, amongst others. The colouring is excellent and the detail fine. 
 

244. Hunger, F.W.T. The Herbal of Pseudo-Apuleius. From the ninth-century manuscript in the abbey of 

Monte Casino [Codex Casinensis 97] together with the first printed edition of Joh. Phil. de Lignamine 

[Editio Princeps Rome 1481] both in facsimile, described and annotated. Fac. Pub. Brill. 1935  pp.xlviii, 

168 with illustrations. Elephant folio. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original binding, showing some 

rubbing to corners and some marking, overall in thor. vg. condition. Copy no. 75 of a limited edition of 200. Very 

scarce.    [59879]  £825.00 

A facsimile in toto of both the 9th century manuscript used as the source for the first edition of Lignamine’s herbal, and a 

facsimile of the herbal itself which was the first printed herbal. 
 

245. Jardine, Sir William. The Natural History of Humming-birds. The Naturalist’s Library. Pub. Lizars, 

Edinburgh. (1834)  Two volumes bound in one; pp.[8], [i]-iii, 147, [8], [i]-iv, 166 plus 6-pages of publisher’s 

adverts. With 64 hand-coloured plates, 2 hand-coloured title-pages and 2 portrait frontis. Small 8vo. Hardback. 

Minor off-setting and spotting, o/w. contents fine. More recent half-calf binding with period style paper label, all 

in nr. fine condition.    [59536]  £450.00 

The first portrait frontispiece depicts Carl Linnaeus, with the second being an image of Thomas Pennant. 
 

246. Kirby, W.F. European Butterflies and Moths.  Pub. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. 1882  Two volume set with 

61 fine hand-coloured plates and 1 b/w. plate. 4to. Hardbacks. A couple of small sections loose in Moth volume. 

Previous, early, owner has made informed annotations and comments in the text and noted in pencil on many 

plates, the butterfly or moth featured and the name of the host plant. Some spotting, very largely confined to ends 

and border of a handful of plates, o/w. contents fine. Original half-leather over marbled boards, spines relaid, good 

to vg. condition.    [59759]  £175.00 
 

247. Lattin, Frank H., [Barnes, R. Magoon]. The Young Oologist [The Oologist. For the Student of Birds, 

Nests and Eggs]. Volumes 1 to 58. 1st. Ed. Gaines, NY; [Albion, NY and Lacon, Ill.]. 1884-1941  Fifty-eight 

volumes with photographs throughout, plus plates and advertisements, bound in 15. 8vo. Hardbacks. A little 

spotting to top-edge of text block of six volumes. A handful of neat repairs, o/w. contents exceptionally clean and 

in nr. fine/fine condition. Handsomely bound in 20th century blue buckram, with gilt lettering. Prov: from the 

library of Fred J. Pierce (1902-1992) with his bookplates and his name in gilt to the foot of all spines. A large, rare 

run, no comparable set traceable.    [59225]  £6,000.00 

An astonishing work. Originally published as a monthly journal entitled ‘The Young Oologist’ until January 1886 when its 

name was changed to ‘The Oologist’ and at the same time, became a bi-monthly publication. With a focus on Oology, it does 

touch on related subjects including taxidermy and the collection of other natural history specimens. Fred J. Pierce was editor 

of the highly respected journal ‘Iowa Bird Life’ for 30 years. In 1944 with his wife, he established the Pierce Book Company in 

1944, with a focus on natural history books.  
 

248. Lilford, Lord. Coloured Figures of the Birds of the British Islands.  1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter, London. 

1885-1897  Seven volume set. With photogravure portrait frontis. Extra-illustrated set with 446 hand-coloured and 

chromolithographed plates. Royal 8vo. TEG. Minor marginal spotting, o/w. contents fine. Neat pencil numeral in 

corner of each plate. Original half morocco leather over marbled boards bound by R.H. Porter. Raised bands and 

lettered in gilt to spine. All in near fine condition, spines gently, evenly, sunned as is usual for this leather, very 

gently rubbed to extremities. A very pleasing and unique set.    [58913]  £3,750.00 

Preferred first edition which normally comprises 421 plates. This set contains an additional 25 plates in different states, for 

example there are two versions of Plate No. 42 - Turtle Dove. Some present the bird in a different pose, some have differing 

colouring, or a combination of these two attributes. 
 

249. M’Alpine, D. The Botanical Atlas. A Guide to the practical study of plants containing representatives of 

the leading forms of plant life. Volumes I and II. 1st. Ed. Pub. W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh. 1883  Two 



 

volume set with illus., frontis., to both vols., plus 52 full-page colour chromolithograph plates. Hardbacks. Crown 

folio. Contents fine. Original decorated green cloth with bevelled edges in thor. vg. condition, a little play at top of 

rear internal hinge of Vol. I.    [59182]  £140.00 

Superbly illustrated Victorian work aimed at those with an interest in the various forms of plant life. Every attempt was made 

to ensure the colouring of the plates was as close to nature as possible. Volume I considers Phanerogams, Volume II, the 

Cryptogams. 
 

250. Minta, Collins (Commentary by). Tractatus de herbis. British Library Egerton Manuscript (MS) 747 

Limited Edition.  Pub. Folio Society, London.  2002  pp.219 illustrated throughout. Hardback. AEG. Bound in 

full green leather with bevelled edges, gilt titles to front board and spine, raised bands, and plant illustrations to 

front board. With publisher’s Commentary volume running to 76 pages providing background to the work. Both 

volumes in fine condition. Housed in publisher’s green cloth clamshell box, in fine condition. Limited edition of 

1,000 copies this being No. 692.    [59537]  £385.00 

The following is an extract taken from the introduction in the Commentary volume, to explain this work. ‘The magnificent 

Tractatus de herbis, reproduced here for the first time, is one of the many rare and precious manuscripts in the collections of 

the British Library. It is an illustrated herbal, which comes from a collection of pharmacological texts written in Southern Italy 

around A.D. 1300, known as British Library, Egerton MS 747. The herbal is a unique link in the transmission of knowledge of 

medicinal simples between the ancient world and modern times and is particularly important because it is the first surviving, 

and probably the original, manuscript of the Tractatus de herbis. It combines a vast corpus of information about plants and 

their medical uses inherited from Greek, Roman and Arabic sources, with paintings of plants which, in their observation of 

nature, anticipate modern botanical illustration.’ 
 

251. Moffett, Thomas. [Moffat, Mouffet or Muffet]. Insectorum sive minimorum Animalium Theatrum. Olim 

ab Edoardo Wottono, Conrado Gesnero, Thomaque Pennio inchoatum. 1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. London. 1634  

pp.[xx], 326, [iv] with woodcuts throughout the text, last 4 leaves with woodcut illus. Royal 4to. Hardback. Title 

page professionally reinforced at gutter, lightly chipped to fore-edge. Overall, contents in nr. fine condition. 

Contemporary full-calf boards in thoroughly vg. condition, more recent spine in fine condition. A very pleasing 

copy indeed. One of three variant imprints, Lisney identifies this variant as the first issue given the appearance of 

‘apud Benjam, Allen’ on the title page. Lisney 3, British Bee Books 25.    [57767]  £8,750.00 

A very significant work indeed. A first edition, first issue, copy of the first book about insects published in Britain. Partly 

compiled from the writings of Edward Wotton, Conrad Gesner and Gesner's assistant Thomas Penny, Moffett's copiously 

illustrated treatise remained the ‘standard work’ on insects until the early 1700s.  
 

252. Morris, Beverley R.  British Game Birds and Wildfowl.  1st. Ed. Pub. Groombridge and Sons. 1855  pp.iv, 

252 with 60 fine hand coloured plates. Royal 4to. Hardback. AEG. Some scattered spotting, very largely confined 

to tissue guards and text, o/w. contents fine. Original half-morocco binding with gilt motif to front board and gilt 

lettering to spine. Spine professionally relaid. Boards show some rubbing to corners and light marking including a 

small circular mark to rear. A pleasing copy of the preferred 1st edition. Was £1,500.00.    [46413]  £1,350.00 

This volume was written by the younger brother of the Rev. F.O. Morris (author of ‘A History of British Birds’ and others). He 

was trained in the Medical Profession and was a keen naturalist like his brother. From 1851- 1855 he edited ‘The Naturalist’, 

being succeeded in the editorship by his brother in 1856. There were 4 editions of this work of which this is the first. 
 

253. Morris, Rev. F.O. A History of British Butterflies.  8th. Rev. Corr. & Enl. Ed. Pub. John C. Nimmo. 1895  

pp.viii, 234 with 79 hand-coloured plates. Small 4to. Hardback. Contents nr. fine. Original green, gilt decorated 

cloth binding, some mottling and bubbling to front board, spine a little frayed at ends. Overall a good to vg. copy.    

[59231]  £135.00 

This revised, corrected and enlarged edition contains more detail and plates than featured in the earlier editions. 
 

254. Morris, Rev. F.O. A Natural History of British Moths.  3rd. Ed. Pub. John C. Nimmo. 1891  Four volume set 

with 132 hand-coloured plates. Large 8vo. Hardbacks. Neat ownership signature dated 1893. Very minor amount 

of spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated green cloth in nr. fine / fine condition. A very pleasing set 

indeed.    [58846]  £525.00 

Nearly 2,000 distinct specimens are illustrated in the hand-coloured plates. In their advert (1892) for this work, J.C. Nimmo 

said that this work ‘Accurately [delineates] every known species, with the English as well as the scientific names, accompanied 

by full descriptions, date of appearance, list of localities they haunt, their food in the caterpillar state, and other features of 

their habits and modes of existence, &c.’ 
 

255. Nicol, Walter. The Gardener’s Kalendar. or Monthly Directory of Operations in every branch of 

Horticulture. 1st. Ed. Pub. Constable. 1810  pp.xix, 648. Contents very clean, with just a little foxing. Very 

handsomely rebound more recently in half-calf leather with marbled boards. With raised bands, decoration and gilt 

lettering on spine. A most pleasing copy. Thoroughly vg.     [47669]  £140.00 

A lovely work providing a fascinating insight into gardening at the start of the 19th century. All manner of gardening is 

covered - kitchen, fruit, forcing, pleasure, greenhouse and conservatory gardening discussed in chapters dedicated to each. 

The content is further enhanced with month-by-month calendars of work, for each type of gardening.  
 



 

256. Parkinson, John. Theatrum Botanicum. The Theater of Plantes. 1st. Ed. Pub. London. 1640  pp.1755, [1] 

with 2,714 fine wood cut illustrations. Folio. Engraved title laid down, chipped to blank margins. Four preliminary 

leaves removed (including printed title) and Errata leaf at end laid down. Last few leaves of index chipped with 

some loss to blank margins (small number of letters lost). A little spotting / marking otherwise contents very clean 

and in fine condition. Handsome, late 18th Century leather binding, decorated and lettered in gilt, professionally 

rebacked, extremities showing some wear. Prov: Neat private library stamp to front pastedown (Rothamsted, 

Lawes Trust, acquired by them in 1928). Reduced from £4,000.00.    [55036]  £3,500.00 

A magnificent work and arguably the most detailed herbal in the English language. 
 

257. Pratt, Anne. The Flowering Plants and Ferns of Great Britain. [with] The British Sedges and Grasses. 
[2nd Ed.]. Pub. Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. c.1860  Seven volume set with 316 colour 

chromolithograph plates and 1 b/w. plate. Large 8vo. TEG. Small part of margin excised from Vol. VII title-page. 

Contents exceptionally clean and nr. fine. Original, richly decorated, cloth in thor. vg. condition (boards for Vol. 

VII a little sunned). With period bookplate of Mr Henry Johnson, Winchester.    [59102]  £385.00 

‘The most widely-used book on English wild flowers for half a century. A very popular Victorian work’. (Great Flower Books 

p.71.). Anne Pratt (1806-1893) of Strood Kent, was one of the best known English botanical illustrators of the Victorian age. 
 

258. Rea, John. Flora: seu De Florum Cultura. Or, a Complete Florilege, furnished with all Requisites 

belonging to a Florist. In III Books. 1st. Ed. Pub. London by J.G. for Richard Marriott. 1665  pp.[24], 174, [2], 

175-199, [3], 203-239, [5] plus 8 engraved plates of garden designs. Small folio. Hardback. Just occasional 

spotting, o/w. contents fine. Old inked pen-trial. Contemporary reversed calf boards, with Cambridge panel style 

decoration, neatly rebacked, all in very pleasing thor. vg. condition. Provenance: Henry Streatfeild (1706-1762) of 

Chiddingstone, Kent, English landowner with his ownership inscription to engraved title-page and his armorial 

bookplate.    [58320]  £2,950.00 

A very pleasing copy of ‘the most important English treatise on gardening to be published during the second half of the 

seventeenth century (Henrey). Rea undertook writing of the book since he found that Parkinson’s ‘Paradisus’ needed ‘the 

addition of many noble things of newer discovery.’ The work contains designs for gardens, and many pages dedicated to fruit 

(apples, cherries, pears etc) and tulips. 
 

259. Robinson, William. The English Flower Garden. Style, Position, and Arrangement; followed by a 

description, alphabetically arranged, of all the plants best suited for its embellishment; their culture, and 

positions suited for each. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Murray. 1883  pp.xii, cxxiv, 332 superbly illustrated with 

engravings throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Neat signature. Very minor foxing to first and last few pages, o/w. contents 

fine. Original decorated cloth boards, spine professionally relaid, all in thor. vg. / nr. fine condition. A very 

pleasing copy of the scarce 1st edition.    [58637]  £325.00 
 

260. Robinson, William. Flora and Sylva. A monthly review for lovers of Garden, Woodland, Tree or Flower; 

New and Rare Plants, Trees, Shrubs, and Fruits; the Garden Beautiful, and Home Landscape. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. London. 1903-05  Deluxe edition. Three volume set with 66 fine colour chromolithograph plates plus over 

250 fine b/w. illus. Large 4to. TEG. Some spotting (largely confined to tissue guards), o/w. contents fine. End-

papers renewed in Vol. III. Original half-vellum over cloth boards, lightly marked and in thor. vg. condition.    

[47301]  £295.00 

This work was originally released in monthly parts and then bound at a later date. A sumptuous, superb work.  
 

261. Robinson, William. Home Landscapes. With views taken in the Farms, Woods, and Pleasure Grounds of 

Gravetye Manor. 2nd. Ed. Pub. John Murray. 1920  pp.xii, 98, index (75-79) with 32 photographic plates, plus 

Supplement title-page and 12 further photographic plates. Small folio. Printed on high quality paper, edges rough-

cut as published. Light foxing to fore-edges of text block, (contents not affected) o/w. in fine condition. Some 

leaves uncut. Original green cloth binding in near fine condition. A very pleasing copy.    [53220]  £250.00 

The preferred, more comprehensive 2nd edition. 
 

262. Saville-Kent, William. The Naturalist in Australia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall.  1897  pp.xv, 320 plus one 

page advert. Royal 4to. Illustrated with 50 full-page collotype plates and 9 coloured plates by Keulemans and 

others. Scattered foxing to photographic frontis., o/w. contents beautifully clean and in fine condition. Spine 

professionally relaid, boards beautifully clean; showing some minor rubbing on corners. Scarce; even more so in 

this condition. Was £525.00.    [47705]  £475.00 

William Saville-Kent (1845-1908) was an English marine biologist of high regard; a member of both the Zoological Society of 

London and the Linnean Society. Alongside this super work, he was author of ‘A Manual of the Infusoria (1880-82) and his 

excellent study, ‘The Great Barrier Reef’ (1893). 
 

263. Seebohm, H. Coloured figures of the Eggs of British Birds. Edited by R. Bowdler-Sharpe. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Pawson & Brailsford. 1896  pp.xxiv, 304 with portrait frontis., and 60 colour chromolithograph plates. Royal 8vo. 

Hardback. Period bookplate of William Dalziel Mackenzie of Fawley Court, Bucks. Some minor spotting, largely 

confined to blank margins of plates, a hint of off-setting from frontis., o/w. contents fine. Original red cloth in 

thor. vg. condition, lettered in gilt to spine and front.    [59918]  £250.00 



 

 

264. Sowerby, J.E. & Johnson, C. Pierpoint. British Wild Flowers. To which is added a supplement containing 

180 figures of lately discovered flowering plants. Pub. Gurney & Jackson. 1902  pp.lii, 186 with 89 hand-

coloured plates illustrating 1,780 figures plus 2 b/w. plates. Small 4to. AEG. Binding shaken and hinges stretched 

in places. Neat, period inscription. Contents exceptionally clean and fine. Original bevelled green cloth in vg. 

condition showing some shelf-wear.    [59730]  £100.00 

Includes ferns, horsetails and club mosses. First published in 1858, ‘British Wild Flowers’ proved to be a popular title and this 

edition is enlarged from the original with additional material in the supplement of flowering plants and the appendix of ferns 

and fern-allies. 
 

265. Sowerby, James and Smith, James Edward. English Botany. Or, Coloured figures of British plants, with 

their essential characters, synonyms, and places of growth. Vols. VIII to XII. 2nd. Ed. Pub. London. 1841-

1844  Five volumes with 1170 fine hand-coloured copper engraved plates. 8vo. Hardbacks. TEG. Half-titles, full-

titles and indexes all present. Collated and complete. Occasional pencil notes (all dated in the 1840s). Very minor 

spotting, o/w. contents fine. Marbled end-papers. Handsomely bound in green half morocco, with gilt decoration 

to spines, all in nr. fine condition. Very pleasing indeed.    [58689]  £925.00 

These five volumes consider the Cryptogamia. Namely, the Orders Ferns, Lycopodiaceae, Marsiliaceae, Equisetaceae, 

Characeae, Musci (Mosses), Hepaticae, Lichens and Algae (sub-orders of Confervoideae, Gloiocladeae and Diatomaceae). 
 

266. Spruce, Richard., (Wallace, Alfred Russel (Ed.)). Notes of a Botanist on the Amazon & Andes.  Being 

records of Travel on the Amazon and its Tributaries, the Trombetas, Rio Negro, Uapes, Casiquiari, 

Pacimoni, Huallaga, and Pastasa; as also to the Cataracts of the Orinoco, along the Eastern Side of the 

Andes of Peru and Ecuador, and the Shoes of the Pacific, during the years 1849-1864. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Macmillan & Co., London 1908  Two volume set with frontis., plus 7 maps (4 fold-out). 8vo. Hardbacks. 

Inscription (dated 1925) and note (in same hand) tipped in. Spotting to frontis., and a little to maps, o/w. contents 

exceptionally clean and fine. Original green cloth boards in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition condition. A very 

pleasing set indeed.    [59284]  £900.00 

Spruce died before he could publish his work and it fell to Alfred Russel Wallace to extract, edit and condense his notes.  
 

267. Switzer, Stephen. The Nobleman, Gentleman and Gardener’s Recreation: Or, an introduction to 

Gardening, Planting, Agriculture, and the other business and pleasures of a Country life. 1st. Ed. Pub. B. 

Barker and C. King. 1715  pp.[viii], xxxiv, 266, [16] with engraved frontis. 8vo. Hardback. From the library of 

internationally renowned, English garden designer, Rosemary Verey (1918-2001), with her bookplate to the front 

paste-down. Two small holes to p.xxxi, with missing letters supplied in early hand, o/w. contents in fine condition. 

Very handsomely bound in original full calf-leather, decorated Cambridge panel binding, lightly marked in places. 

Acceptable wear at spine ends, to external hinges and the corners of the boards; the binding is still very firm and 

overall in vg. condition. Scarce. Was £1,750.00.    [47610]  £1,575.00 

This was eminent garden designer Stephen Switzer’s first published work. He dedicated the book to the Marquess of Lindsey, 

for whom it is thought that Switzer designed the gardens at Grimsthorpe Castle, near Bourne in Lincolnshire (Blanche Henry). 

It contains the first lengthy historical review of the development of gardening in England. 
 

268. Wallace, A.R. Island Life. Or the Phenomena and causes of Insular Faunas and Floras. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Macmillan, London. 1880  pxvii, 526 with a hand-coloured map. Royal 8vo. Originally a W.H.Smith and Son’s 

subscription library copy, the only indication being their partly removed label to ffep and a neat repair to the title-

page. Scattered, light foxing at ends o/w. contents in fine condition. Original publisher’s binding, internal hinges 

strengthened, with boards gently rubbed and bumped. A thor. vg. copy.    [42943]  £750.00 

Forward thinking W.H.Smith& Son’s subscription Library operated from 1860 to 1961 with the objective that ‘it embraces all 

the most important Works of History, Biography, Travel, Fiction, Poetry, Science and Theology, as well as the leading 

magazines and reviews’. It’s highly likely that following its publication in 1880 this copy went straight into the subscription 

service. 
 

269. Withering, William. A Botanical Arrangement of British Plants. Including the uses of each species in 

medicine, diet, rural economy and the arts. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Robinson, Robson and Balfour. 1787-1792  Volumes 

1, 2 and 3 (Part 1) bound as two volumes complete with 12 plates (2 fold-out) and one fold out, linen backed table. 

8vo. Contents in thoroughly vg. condition. More recently, handsomely bound in quarter calf-leather with marbled 

boards and gilt lettering and decoration to spine. Near fine.    [48108]  £250.00 
 

270. Yarrell, William. A History of British Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. John Van Voorst. [1837]-43  Three volume set with 

wood engraved vignettes throughout. Four-page Van Voorst catalogue to Vol. I (dated April 1838) and 20-page, 

illustrated Van Voorst catalogue with original wrappers (dated May 1843) to Vol. III. Royal 8vo. Hardbacks. 

Contents exceptionally clean and in fine condition. Original cloth binding and labels showing a little shelf wear, 

o.w. in thor. vg. condition / nr. fine condition. With armorial bookplate of William Martin to each volume. A super 

set of the scarce large paper issue of which Van Voorst published a small number.    [59830]  £600.00 

Originally published in bi-monthly parts (from 1837), this set contains the temporary half-titles, indexes plus finalised title 

pages and additional leaves to rear of Vol. III. 



 

Gardening 

271. Ackerman, W.L. Growing Camellias in Cold Climates.  1st. Ed. Pub. Noble House, Maryland. 2002  pp.136 

with colour photos. 8vo. New hardback in new dw.    [59317]  £25.00 

Establishes those cultural practices necessary for successfully growing camellias where harsh climatic conditions exist. 
 

272. Aguar, C.E. & B. Wrightscapes. Frank Lloyd Wright’s Landscape Designs. 1st. Ed. Pub. McGraw-Hill. 

2002  pp.xviii, 373 with b/w. photos. and garden plans throughout. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59097] 

 £55.00 
 

273. Alfrey, N. et al. (Eds.). Art of the Garden. The Garden in British Art, 1800 to the Present Day. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Tate Publishing. 2004  pp.256 with colour, b/w. photos., and illus., throughout. 4to. Fine softback with small 

bump to top-edge.    [59115]  £12.00 

Works featured span three centuries and range in media from watercolour and oil to digitally enhanced photography and 

installations, by artists such as Turner, Constable, Freud, Hume and Quinn. 
 

274. Anley, G. Alpine House Culture For Amateurs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1938  pp.188 with b/w. photos. 

8vo. Inscription (dated Christmas 1944) to ffep. Thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [59100]  £6.00 
 

275. Arbury, J. and Pinhey, S. Pears.  1st. Ed. Pub. Wells & Winter. 1997  pp.103 with 15 colour plates. 4to. Fine 

hardback in fine dw.    [59639]  £10.00 

Each of the more than 50 cultivars in this work is comprehensively described and beautifully illustrated in water colour 

paintings. There are others, but those selected are ones that the gardener or commercial grower in this day and age is most 

likely to come across in the gardens and orchards of Great Britain. 
 

276. Batey, M. & Woudstra, J. The Story of the Privy Garden at Hampton Court.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Barn Elms. 

1996  pp.36 with colour, b/w. photos., and illus., throughout. Large 8vo. Fine softback.    [59095]  £5.00 

The story of the reconstruction of the private garden, which began in 1992, originally created at Hampton Court for William 

and Mary of Orange. 
 

277. Beeton, Mrs. The Beeton Book of Garden Management.  Fasc. Ed. Pub. Omega Books. 1985  pp.vii, 844 

with b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. A thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [59091]  £35.00 

A faithful facsimile of the 1890’s ‘considerably enlarged and entirely remodelled, re-arranged and re-constructed’ edition of 

this comprehensive guide for gardeners, fruit and vegetable growers of the period. 
 

278. Blomfield, Reginald and Inigo Thomas, F. The Formal Garden in England.  1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan & Co. 

1892  pp.xii, 244 with b/w. illus by F. Inigo Thomas. Super Royal 8vo. Scattered foxing, o/w. contents fine. 

Inscription (dated 21 October 1892) to front pastedown. Original cream boards vg. showing some darkening, circa 

half original paper label present. A little spine lean. Newspaper article (dated June 16 1897) on ‘Marshal 

Tallards’s Residence in Nottingham’ incorporating a plan of his garden loosely inserted. Scarce large format first 

edition.    [59093]  £125.00 

Blomfeld was an architect and apologist for the formal style of landscape design, who came into conflict with William 

Robinson, the advocate of a wilder, more natural style. With illustrations by F. Inigo Thomas, it is a historical survey of the 

formal garden, covering all kinds of garden architecture as well as the use of symmetry and symbolism. 
 

279. Brix, M. The Baroque Landscape. André Le Nôtre & Vaux le Vicomte. 1st. Ed. Pub. Rizzoli. 2004  pp.191 

with colour, b/w. photos. and illus., throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59086]  £40.00 

André Le Nôtre (1613-1700) was the greatest landscape architect in France.  The castle and gardens at Vaux-le-Vicomte were 

begun in 1653 and mark the beginning of the baroque tradition in gardening.  
 

280. Clark, Peter. (Ed.). The European City and Green Space. London, Stockholm, Helsinki and St 

Petersburg, 1850-2000. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ashgate. 2006  pp.xxv, 318 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Private lib. stamp. Nr. 

fine. hardback.     [58855]  £60.00 

Explores the variety of green space developments in the modern city. It considers the different types of green space, the many 

influences shaping their evolution, as well as how planning ideas are transmitted and adapted in different European cities.  
 

281. Collens, G. & Powell, W. (Eds.). Sylvia Crowe. LDT Monographs No. 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. Landscape Design 

Trust. 1999  pp.191 with colour and b/w. photos and plans. 4to. Fine softback. As new. Limited edition of 750 

copies.    [58818]  £45.00 

An examination of the many varied fields of landscape design covered by one of the outstanding British landscape architects of 

the 20th Century.  Contributions include personal accounts from those who worked with her. 
 

282. Cresswell, W. Diary of a Victorian Gardener. William Cresswell and Audley End. 1st. Ed. Pub. English 

Heritage. 2006  pp.174 with colour photos., and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59096]  £25.00 



 

The intriguing record of a journeyman gardener, highlighting his work in the extensive gardens at Audley End House over a 

two year preiod from February 1873 to December 1875. Also includes an account of Cresswell’s life, a commentary on the 

house and gardens and a plant list. 
 

283. Crook, H.C. Campanulas. Their Cultivation and Classification. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Theophrastus. 1977  

pp.256 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Fine hardback.     [58860]  £10.00 

Still considered by many as the key book on this subject. 
 

284. Curry, David P. Childe Hassam. An Island Garden Revisited.  1st. Ed. Pub. Denver Art Museum. 1990  

pp.208 with colour and b/w. illus. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [59327]  £30.00 

A comprehensive selection of the beautiful ‘Isles of Shoals’ works created by one of America’s foremost impressionists during 

frequent visits to this popular summer resort from the late 1880s to about 1916.  
 

285. Daniels, Stephen. Humphry Repton. Landscape Gardening and the Geography of Georgian England. 1st. 

Ed. Rep. Pub. Yale Univ. Press. 2000  pp.ix, 317 with colour and b/w. llus., throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine 

dw., gently sunned on spine.     [58833]  £40.00 
 

286. Davey, P. Arts and Crafts Architecture.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Phaidon. 2005  pp.256 with colour and b/w. 

photos., throughout. 4to. Fine softback in fine dw.    [59114]  £25.00 

Gives an account of the lives, theories and work of the architects of the Arts and Crafts movement, which began in England in 

about 1880 and quickly spread to Europe and America. 
 

287. Downs, A. (Ed.). Peter Shepheard. LDT Monographs No. 4. 1st. Ed. Pub. Landscape Design Trust. 2004  

pp.159 with colour and b/w. photos and plans. 4to. Fine softback.    [58819]  £35.00 

An exploration and examination of British architect and landscape architect Peter Shepheard’s skills and achievements in the 

context of his enormous intellectual curiosity and fascination with the miniscule detail of the natural world.  
 

288. Farrer, Reginald. My Rock Garden.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Edward Arnold & Co.  1930  pp.xii, 303 with b/w. 

photos. 8vo. A vg. hardback.    [58871]  £10.00 
 

289. Farrer, Reginald. The Rock Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. T.C. & E.C. Jack. c.1913  pp.xi, 118 with 8 colour plates. 

8vo. Minor scattered foxing, o/w. contents fine. Original green cloth boards nr. fine.    [58881]  £10.00 

Present-day Gardening series No. 15.  
 

290. Francis, M. and Hester Jr., R.T. (Eds.). The Meaning of Gardens. Idea, Place and Action. 1st. Ed. Pub. MIT 

Press. 1990  pp.ix, 283 with b/w. photos and illus., throughout. 4to. Fine softback.    [59112]  £20.00 

With essays from thirty different contributors, this book explores the how the garden is perceived, designed, used and valued. 
 

291. Garrad, L.S. The Manx Garden.  Upd. Ed. Pub. Manx Heritage Foundation. 2003  pp.170 with colour and b/w. 

photos. throughout. Small 4to. Fine softback.    [59319]  £18.00 

A celebration of Manx gardens and the gardeners who created them. Originally published in 1985 and here updated to cover 

the end of the 20th Century. 
 

292. Geddes-Brown, L. The Walled Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. Merrell Publishing. 2007  pp.192 with colour photos., 

throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59107]  £60.00 

A wealth of photography, informative and entertaining text, an international directory of plants for walled gardens and contact 

details of all the featured contemporary garden designers and gardens open to the public. 
 

293. Gore, Ann & Carter, George. (Ed.). Humphry Repton’s Memoirs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Michael Russell. 2005  pp.160 

with b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [58854]  £28.00 

Repton’s memoirs from 1788 onwards (when he was 36 years old), emerged in a saleroom in 1988 and they are presented here 

in this volume. It is thought that they had some editorial intervention by his widow and probably one of his sons. Editorial 

intervention for the book itself was kept to an absolute minimum. 
 

294. Green, R. Asiatic Primulas. A Gardeners’ Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Alpine Garden Society. 1976  pp.viii, 163 

with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [58852]  £7.50 
 

295. Grey-Wilson, C. Dionysias. The Genus in the Wild and in Cultivation [with] Supplement and Key 

(1976). 1st. Ed. Pub Alpine Garden Soc.  1969 & 1976  pp.110 and pp.16 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Nr. 

fine softback set.    [58511]  £15.00 
 

296. Grey-Wilson, C. The Genus Cyclamen.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Royal Botanic Gardens. 1988  pp. 147 with 12 

colour plates plus b/w., illus and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [58879]  £15.00 
 

297. Grove, A. Lilies. Present-day gardening. 1st. Ed. Pub. T.C. & E.C. Jack. c.1912  pp.xi, 116 with colour plates. 

8vo. Neat inscription dated 1916 to ffep. Scattered foxing. Thor. vg. hardback     [58859]  £9.50 



 

 

298. Hales, M. Monastic Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 2000  pp.159 with colour photos., 

throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59113]  £30.00 

The first comprehensive book on monastery gardens, monks and nuns also offer their insights about organic gardening and 

discuss the divine purpose of gardening and its symbolic significance in Christian faiths. 
 

299. Harvey, John. Mediaeval Gardens.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford 1990  pp.xvi, 199 with colour and b/w. 

photos., and illus. Small 4to. Nr. fine softback.    [59098]  £48.00 

Still the definitive text on medieval gardens. This book demonstrates, with the aid of illustrations, that from the eleventh century 

at least, plants were grown and gardens laid out for their beauty as well as for their usefulness, and that gardening was linked 

to the planting of orchards and the formation of parks. 
 

300. Harvey, S. (Ed.). Geoffrey Jellicoe. LDT Monographs No. 1. 1st. Ed. Pub. Landscape Design Trust. 1998  

pp.175 with colour and b/w. photos and plans. 4to. Fine softback. As new. Limited edition of 999 copies.    

[58817]  £25.00 

This monograph aims to provide an insight into Geoffrey Jellicoe’s extensive body of work. Contributions include personal 

accounts from those who worked with him as well as essays exploring the background philosophies that influenced his design 

method.  
 

301. Henderson, P. The Tudor House and Garden. Architecture and Landscape in the Sixteenth and Early 

Seventeenth Centuries. 1st. Ed. Pub. Yale Univ. Press. 2005  pp.vii, 288 with colour, b/w. photos., and illus. 4to. 

Fine hardback in nr. fine dw., just gently sunned.     [58832]  £85.00 

This book focuses for the first time on 16th and early 17th century country houses in their settings. Investigating the complex 

relations between Tudor and early Stuart houses and the landscapes in which they are set, the author offers new perspectives 

on some of England’s most magical buildings.  Recommended. 
 

302. Hobhouse, Penelope. Gardens of Persia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell Illustrated. 2003  pp.192 with colour photos., 

throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw., gently sunned on spine. Out-of-print.    [58829]  £55.00 

This is the first book to explore the evolution of the Persian paradise garden from its anceint beginnings to today’s modern 

designs.  
 

303. Hunt, D. (Ed.). Magnolias and their allies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Int. Dend. Soc. & Magnolia Soc. 1998  pp.304 with 

colour photos. and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59316]  £25.00 
 

304. Jackson, J. A Year in the Life of Kew Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Frances Lincoln. 2007  pp.128 with colour 

photos. throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.  Out-of-print.    [59328]  £10.00 

Joanna Jackson shows in her superb photographs every aspect of life through the year in Kew Gardens, while her informative 

text describes the gardens' history and work. 
 

305. Jekyll, Gertrude. Garden Ornament.  1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1918  pp.xii, 460 with colour frontis., and fine 

b/w. photos., throughout. Folio. Hardback. AEG. Marbled end-papers. Neat signature to ffep. Foxing to border and 

verso of frontis., o/w. contents fine. Spine gently sunned and original boards lightly rubbed along edges.    [58062] 

 £250.00 

This is one of Gertrude Jekyll’s last books and she saw it as the discussion of garden ornament in relation to architecture. With 

her characteristic forthrightness and long experience she made good use of the excellent collection of photographs available 

from ‘Country Life’ to show what should or should not be done. 
 

306. Jekyll, Gertrude.  Home and Garden.  Notes and Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a Worker in Both.  
1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green and Co. 1900  pp.xv, 301 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Hardback. Inscription, dated 

1929, to ffep. Some minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated cloth in vg. condition, gently sunned on 

spine and showing some minor wear at ends.    [58851]  £35.00 
 

307. Jekyll, Gertrude.  Lilies for English Gardens.  A Guide for Amateurs. Compiled from Information 

Published Lately in “The Garden,” with the Addition of Some Original Chapters. 1st. Ed. Pub. Country 

Life.  1901  pp.xii, 72 with b/w. photos., throughout. 8vo. Hardback Ex-lib. Some scattered foxing, o/w. contents 

fine. Original brown cloth in vg. plus condition.     [58857]  £20.00 
 

308. Jekyll, Gertrude Old West Surrey Some Notes and Memories. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green & Co. 1904  

pp.xx, 320 with b/w. frontis., and photos. 8vo. No inscriptions. Original gilt lettered and decorated green cloth 

showing some minor rubbing. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text-block, o/w. contents fine. A thor. vg. hardback.    

[58055]  £85.00 
 

309. Jekyll, Gertrude and Weaver, L.  Gardens for Small Country Houses.   1st. Ed. Pub. Antique Collectors’ 

Club.  1981  pp.xvi, 260 with b/w. photos. and garden plans throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [59224] 

 £38.00 

A fine copy of the very pleasing reprint of Jekyll and Weaver’s excellent book which was first published in 1912. 



 

 

310. Jennings, A. Tudor and Stuart Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. English Heritage. 2005  pp.106 with colour illus. and 

photos. throughout. 8vo. Fine hardback, very gently sunned on spine and rear.    [59088]  £6.00 

An introduction to Tudor and Stuart Gardens, providing practical suggestions to help create a period feel in your garden. 
 

311. Kohlein, F. Gentians.  1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm. 1991  pp.xi, 183 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 

8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine.      [58872]  £10.00 

From one of Germany’s leading horticulturalists, this book covers every aspect of growing these lovely plants.  
 

312. Lawson, William. A New Orchard and Garden. with The Country Housewives Garden. Facs. Ed. Pub. 

Prospect. 2003  Two works in facsimile, with additional, new introduction by Malcolm Thick. Illustrated. 8vo. 

Hardback. Fine in fine dw.    [59087]  £12.50 

Clergyman William Lawson (d. 1635) was a keen, experienced gardener. He distilled the fruits of his knowledge into his two 

books (published in 1656) which are very much treasured amongst early gardening literature. 
 

313. Lilleyman, G. A Garden on the Margaret. The Path to Old Bridge House. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gillian Lilleyman. 

2011  pp.139 with colour and b/w. photos. Small 4to. Photograph of the author with the owners of Old Bridge 

House and related inserts.  Fine hardback in fine dw. A unique copy of this fascinating book.    [59326]  £50.00 

An engaging account of the history of Margaret River, a small town south of Perth in Western Australia, and of the families 

who built Old Bridge House and created the gardens around it.  
 

314. MacDougall, E.B. (Ed.). Ancient Roman Villa Gardens. Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History of 

Landscape Architecture X. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dumbarton Oaks.  1987  pp.[vi], 260 with b/w. photos., plans and 

illus. 4to. Fine hardback.     [58825]  £75.00 

A collection of seven essays on the theme of  Roman villa gardens covering topics from the literary evidence for pleasure 

gardens to details of  recently excavated gardens.  
 

315. MacDougall, E.B. (Ed.). Medieval Gardens.  Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History of Landscape 

Architecture IX. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dumbarton Oaks.  1986  pp.[vi], 278 with b/w. photos., and illus. Large 8vo.  Fine 

hardback, as new, just gently bumped to top corner.     [58824]  £100.00 

A collection of thirteen essays on the theme of  medieval gardens, covering a wide variety of topics from the medicinal uses of 

plants to a consideration of the garden as art.  
 

316. Masson, G. Italian Gardens.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Thames & Hudson 1966  pp.288 with b/w. photos. and illus., 

throughout. 8vo. Thor. vg. softback.    [59108]  £10.00 

A very well illustrated work. The six chapters consider Roman, Medieval and Early Humanist, Tuscan, Roman Renaissance 

gardens, Gardens of the Marche and Veneto and lastly The Gardens of North Italy. 
 

317. Mathew, Brian. The Iris.   1st. Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford.  1981  pp.xvii, 202 with colour, b/w. photos., and line 

drawings. 8to. Hardback. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58878]  £20.00 

This book provides not only descriptions of the plants, but also their classification, cultivation hints and much other useful 

information. 
 

318. Mawson, T.H. The Art & Craft of Garden Making.  P.O.D. Pub. Lightning Source. 2010  pp.x, 404 with b/w., 

illus., and plans throughout. 8vo. Fine softback.     [59109]  £14.50 

A print-on-demand, reduced size facsimile copy of the fourth edition published by B.T. Batsford in 1912. The reproduction of 

the photographs is not sharp, font quite small but gives a flavour of the original. 
 

319. Millais, J.G. Magnolias.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Minerva Press. 1972  pp.[7], 250 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in thor. vg. dw. Limited edition of 500 numbered copies, this being No. 304.    [59323]  £30.00 

A standard text. 
 

320. Miller, D.  Pelargoniums.  A gardener’s guide to the species and their hybrids and cultivars.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Batsford.  1996  pp.175 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Ffep. neatly removed, o/w. a fine hardback 

in thor. vg. dw. Out-of-print.    [59485]  £25.00 

There are not only descriptions, accompanied by over 100 leaf silhouettes, but detailed information also on methods of 

cultivation and propagation, as well as solutions to possible problems. 
 

321. Montero, M.I. Burle Marx. The Lyrical Landscape. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. Thames & Hudson. 2001  pp.208 with 

colour photos., and garden plans throughout. Landscape 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [58826]  £70.00 

One of the most influential landscape and garden designers of the twentieth century. Publications on Burle Marx are few, this 

is a welcome addition by someone who worked with Marx. 
 

322. Morgan, J. & Richards, A. The Book of Apples.  1st. Ed. Pub. Ebury Press. 1993  pp.304 with fine watercolour 

illus. and b/w. photos. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59640]  £25.00 



 

This work contains a comprehensive history of over 2,000 of the world’s apple varieties. The book looks at wild fruit forests, 

medieval monasteries  and English orchards. The authors look at the apple’s role in cookery, in cider making and the 

ornamental garden, in myth, medicine and religion. 
 

323. Mowl, Timothy. William Kent. Architect, Designer, Opportunist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Jonathan Cape. 2006  pp.xxii, 

298 with colour, b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [58853]  £20.00 
 

324. Nixon, Mima.  Royal Palaces & Gardens.   1st. Ed. Pub. A & C Black.  1916  pp.xii, 316 with tipped in colour 

plates by Mima Nixon throughout. Large 8vo. Hardback. Neat inscription dated 1922 to ffep. Contents fine. 

Original illustrated boards in thor. vg. condition, very gently sunned on spine, few minor marks on rear. Sepia 

photograph of two women and gypsy caravan loosely inserted.    [59090]  £50.00 
 

325. Phillips, R. & Rix, M. The Best Camellias.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pan. 1999  pp.95 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. 

Fine softback.     [59321]  £15.00 

With over 220 varieties listed, and containing ideas for choosing, planting and maintaining these beautiful plants. 
 

326. Rix, M. & Phillips, R. The Bulb Book. A Photographic Guide to Over 800 Hardy Bulbs. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pan 

Books. 1981  pp.192 with colour photos., throughout. 4to. Nr. fine softback.    [58877]  £8.00 
 

327. Robinson, William. The English Flower Garden and Home Grounds.  Design and Arrangement shown 

by existing examples of Gardens in Great Britain and Ireland followed by a Description of the Plants, 

Shrubs and Trees for the Open-air Garden and their Culture.  9th. Ed. Pub. John Murray.  1905  pp.xii, 920 

illustrated with engravings throughout. 8vo. Minor spotting to endpapers o/w., contents fine. Original, gilt 

decorated blue cloth boards, lightly rubbed, in thor vg. condition.     [58865]  £22.50 
 

328. Ruksans, Janis. Crocuses. A complete guide to the genus. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2010  pp.216 with 

colour photo. plates. 4to. Fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [58863]  £30.00 

A comprehensive, up-to-date survey of all the known species in this remarkable genus. Includes details of their use in the 

garden, their botanical characteristics, as well as their classification. 
 

329. Sackville-West, Vita. In Your Garden Again.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Frances Lincoln. 2005  pp.178. 8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dw.    [59229]  £15.00 
 

330. Sheeler, J. The Garden at Bomarzo. A Renaissance Riddle. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frances Lincoln.  2007  pp.129 

with colour photos., throughout. 4to. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    [58830]  £50.00 

Made in the latter half of the sixteenth century by the Lord of Bomarzo, Vicino Orsini, the Sacred Wood at Bomarzo, in central 

Italy, has been called the most enigmatic garden in Europe. Orsini had the soft tufa cliffs and boulders below his palace carved 

into grottoes and mythical creatures, creating an extraordinary riddle to challenge his guests. 
 

331. Smith, G.F. & Lowe, D.B.  Androsaces.   1st. Ed. Pub. The Alpine Garden Society. 1977  pp.140 with b/w. 

photos. and illus. 8vo. Fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [58873]  £5.00 

A comprehensive description and guide to the cultivation of Androsaces. 
 

332. Stamp. G. Edwin Lutyens Country Houses. From the Archives of Country Life. 1st. Ed. Pub. Aurum 

Press. 2001  pp.192 with b/w. photos., throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58831]  £50.00 

With 200 beautifully reproduced photographs from the Country Life archives, complemented by Gavin Stamp’s illuminating 

text, this work provides a unique survey of one of Britain’s foremost architects. 
 

333. Stern, F.C. A Chalk Garden.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Faber & Faber. 1974  pp.198 with colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. 

Inscription to ffep. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [58856]  £60.00 

A detailed discussion, by a knowledgeable and accomplished gardener, of the bewildering number of lovely plants he grew in 

what was probably the first garden made on pure chalk. 
 

334. Stroud, Dorothy. Capability Brown.  New Ed. Pub. Faber & Faber. 1975  pp.262 with b/w. photos., and illus. 

Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [58611]  £45.00 

With an introduction by Christopher Hussey. This revised edition contains a great deal of additional material from documents 

and other research which was not available for previous editions. 
 

335. Sutton, J. The Gardener’s Guide to Growing Salvias.  1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles. 1999  pp.160 with 

colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59486]  £16.00 
 

336. Swift, K. The Morville Year. The Story of a garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury.  2011  pp.xx, 315 with colour 

photos. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [59322]  £12.00 

Katherine Swift, one of the most-admired gardening writers of her generation, describes a year in the life of her garden, at the 

Dower House at Morville in Shropshire 
 



 

337. Synge, Patrick M. (Ed.). The Fruit Garden Displayed.  New Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. The Royal Horticultural 

Society. 1968  pp.182 with b/w. photos. throughout. Large 8vo. Minor foxing to endpapers. Occasional annotations 

in text, o/w., a thor. vg. softback. Related material on gooseberry, apple and pear varieties and a handwritten note 

on apple propagation loosely inserted. A very interesting copy.    [58858]  £15.00 

A practical book for producing fruit from the home garden. Covers planning, choice of rootstock, manuring, pruning, control 

of weeds, pests and diseases. Also, treatments for old and neglected trees and bushes. 
 

338. Tankard, J.B.  Gardens of the Arts and Crafts Movement.  Reality and Imagination. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harry N. 

Abrams.  2004  pp.216 with colour, b/w. photos., and illus.  throughout. Small 4to. Nr. fine hardback.    [58834] 

 £30.00 

This work documents the history of the movement’s diverse attitudes toward landscape architecture for the first time. Garden 

historian Judith B. Tankard brings a fresh perspective and a wealth of original research to her subject, one of the most creative 

periods in the history of modern design. 
 

339. Taylor, H.V. The Apples of England.  3rd. Ed. Rep. Pub. Crosby Lockwood. 1947  pp.206 with 36 colour 

photographic plates plus 23 pages of adverts. Small 4to. Some spotting largely confined to end-papers, neat 

inscription, o/w.  a fine hardback. Front cover of dw. loosely inserted.    [59638]  £40.00 

The preferred edition; revised and with colour plates. Still considered by many to be the standard text. 
 

340. Trehane, J. Camellias. The Complete guide to their Cultivation and Use. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford. 1998  

pp.174 with colour photos. throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [59320]  £12.50 
 

341. Turner, R. Capability Brown. and the Eighteenth-Century English Landscape. 2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub. 

Phillimore. 2006  pp.204 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw.    [59110]  £12.50 
 

342. van der Spuy, U. Old Nectar. A Garden for all Seasons. 1st. Ed. Pub. Jacana 2009  pp.208 with colour photos. 

throughout. Small landscape 4to. Fine softback. Signed by the author on title page.    [59315]  £15.00 

Old Nectar is South Africa’s most famous private garden and its creator and constant gardener, Una van der Spuy, takes us 

through it in this book, sharing a lifetime of knowledge and experience about gardening and plants. 
 

343. Villiers-Stuart, C.M. Spanish Gardens. Their History, Types and Features. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.T.Batsford. 1929  

pp.xii, 138 with colour frontis., b/w. photos. and illus., throughout plus 30 page publisher’s catalogue. Large 8vo. 

A nr. fine hardback.    [59106]  £75.00 

A very pleasing copy of this sought after work. 
 

344. Weltman-Aron, B. On Other Grounds. Landscape Gardening and Nationalism in Eighteenth-Century 

England and France. 1st. Ed. Pub. State Uni. of New York Press. 2001  pp.x, 190. 8vo. Fine softback just gently 

sunned on spine.     [58870]  £25.00 

Addresses the broader impacts of the English landscape movement on French gardening during the later half of the eighteen 

century. The author examines the links between landscape gardening, the formation of national identity, and nationalism in 

England and France.  
 

345. Whalley, Robin. The Great Edwardian Gardens of Harold Peto. From the Archives of Country Life. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Aurum Press. 2007  pp.191 with colour and b/w. photos., throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     

[58828]  £60.00 

Beautifully illustrated with over 150 photographs from the Country Life archive and with Robin Whalley’s illuminating 

commentary, the book is an inspiring survey of the life and works of one of Britains most influential garden designers.  
 

346. White, Gilbert. Garden Kalendar. 1751-1771. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scolar Press. 1975  pp.xxviii, 222 with b/w. 

frontis. 8vo. Minor spotting to top edge of text block, o/w., a fine hardback.    [59094]  £15.00 

Previously published only as a transcript and included as an appendix to Bowdler Sharpe’s 1900 edition of ‘The Natural 

History of Selbourne’, this edition is reproduced from photographs of the original manuscript which was purchased by the 

British Museum in 1897. 
 

347. Whittle, E. The Historic Gardens of Wales. An introduction to Parks and Gardens in the History of 

Wales. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cadw. 1992  pp.80 with colour, b/w. photos. and illus., throughout. Large 8vo. Fine 

softback, very gently sunned on spine.    [59092]  £9.00 
 

348. Williams, J. et al.  Rocky Mountain Alpines. Choice rock garden plants of the Rocky Mountains in the 

wild and in the garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 1986  pp.333 with b/w. and colour photos throughout. 4to. 

Small address label. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. List of Participants to Alpines ‘86 loosely inserted.     

[58572]  £18.00 

Prepared for Alpines ‘86 - the Second Interim International Rock Garden Plant Conference held in 1986 in Boulder, Colorado.   
 



 

349. Williamson, T. The Archaeology of the Landscape Park. Garden design in Norfolk, England, c.1680-

1840. 1st. Ed. Pub. Archaeopress. 1998  pp.iii, 330 with b/w. illus. and maps. 4to. Nr. fine softback.    [58827] 

 £70.00 

This book includes detailed chapters covering the history, context and interpretation of the landscape park, and a gazetteer of 

all the parks examined. 
 

350. Willis, R. & Clark, J.W. The Architectural History of the University of Cambridge,  And of the Colleges 

of Cambridge and Eton. Volumes 1 to 3. Rep. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1988  Three volumes with b/w. 

ground plans and illus. throughout. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softbacks.     [58815]  £50.00 

A monumental work. Begun by the Victorian engineer, Robert Willis, and edited and enlarged by his nephew, John Willis 

Clark, the work was first published in this format in 1886. This is a very pleasing reprint of that edited and enlarged edition, 

with an additional new introduction by David Watkin, published  in 1988.  
 

Marine 

351. Able, K.W. & Fahay, M.P. Ecology of Estuarine Fishes. Temperate Waters of the Western North 

Atlantic. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Hopkins Uni. Press. 2010  pp.xii, 566 with b/w. illus., dist. maps and figs. 

throughout. 4to. Signature. Fine hardback in fine dw.  RRP £99.00.    [59442]  £59.50 

This comprehensive reference details the life history and ecology of the fish species that occupy the estuarine and coastal 

habitats along the eastern United States and Canada. Detailed species accounts include information on distribution, habitat 

use, reproduction and migratory patterns. 
 

352. Alder, J. & Hancock, A. (Hopkinson, J. (Ed.)). The British Tunicata. An Unfinished Monograph. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. The Ray Society. 1905 - 1912  Three volume set with 66 plates, many in colour, and b/w. illus within text. 

8vo. TEG. Ex-lib. Contents fine. Original decorated blue cloth boards with gilt lettering to spines which show a 

little wear (Vols. I and II), o/w., thor. vg.    [59039]  £85.00 
 

353. Allen, E.J. (Ed).  Plymouth Marine Fauna. Being Notes of the Local Distribution of Species occurring in 

the Neighbourhood.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Marine Biological Assoc.  1931  pp.371 with fold out-map. Large 8vo. 

Hardback. Contemporary signature of J.E. Forrest  Ph.D., F.Z.R.,  Dept. of Zoology, Queen Mary College, London 

to title page and his neat, informed notes, often indicating dates and locations where species seen, to margins and 

rfep. Contents nr. fine. More recently bound in green cloth, all in fine condition.    [59467]  £40.00 
 

354. Athersuch, J. et al. Marine and Brackish Water Ostracods.  (Superfamilies Cypridacea and Cytheracea). 

Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1989  pp.vii, 343 with b/w. 

photographic plates and illus. 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59453]  £50.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 43. 
 

355. Ball, Ian R. & Reynoldson, T.B. British Planarians. Platyhelminthes: Tricladida. Keys and notes for the 

identification of the species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge University Press. 1981  pp.vii, 141 with b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Signature. Nr. fine softback, gently darkened covers.    [59450]  £35.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 19. 
 

356. Bertness, M.D. Atlantic Shorelines. Natural History and Ecology. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press. 2007  

pp.x, 431 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. Small 4to. Signature. Fine softback. Out-of-print.    [59468]  £30.00 

An introduction to the natural history and ecology of shoreline communities on the East Coast of North America. 
 

357. Boxshall, G.A. and Halsey, S.H. An Introduction to Copepod Diversity. Volume I and II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Ray 

Society. 2004  Two volume set with b/w. illus. throughout. 4to. Signature to both vols. Dedication by Geoffrey 

Boxshall to title page of Vol. I. Fine hardback set in fine dws.     [59444]  £140.00 

Designed to provide an overview of the entire group, this work gives a family by family account of all copepods, supported by 

289 pages of line drawings, adapted from the best available sources and redrawn to a standard format. 
 

358. Britton, J.C. & Morton, B. Shore Ecology of the Gulf of Mexico.  1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Texas Press. 1989  

pp.viii, 387 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 4to. Bookplate. Nr. fine softback. Dedication by Brian Morton to 

half-title.    [59461]  £15.00 

A guide to the ecology of the coastal environments of the region between the east Mississippi delta and the Yucatan peninsula 

in Mexico. Accounts for over 1,000 species are accompanied by information on climate, shore geology and patterns of 

precipitation. 
 

359. Bunker, F. et al. Seasearch Guide to Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Marine Conservation 

Society. 2010  pp.224 with colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    [59473] 

 £10.00 



 

British and Irish shallow seas contain more than 600 different seaweeds, and yet most people can put names to only a handful 

of them. This photographic guide aims to de-mystify seaweed identification for the non-specialist. 
 

360. Burggren, W.W. & McMahon, B.R. (Eds.). Biology of the Land Crabs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 

1988  pp.xii, 479 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [59481]  £40.00 
 

361. Chambers, S.J. & Muir, A.I. Polychaetes: British Chrysopetaloidea, Pisionoidea and Aphroditoidea. 
Keys and Notes for Identification of the Species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Field Studies Council.  1997  pp.vii, 202 with 

b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.     [59457]  £48.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series) No. 54. 
 

362. Chan, B.K.K. et al.  Crustacean Fauna of Taiwan: Barnacles. Volume I - Cirripedia: Thoracica 

excluding the Pyrgomatidae and Acastinae. Volume II - Cirripedia: Thoracica: Pyrgomatidae. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. National Taiwan Ocean Uni. 2009  Two volume set with colour and b/w. photos., plus b/w. illus. throughout. 

Small 4to. Hardbacks. Signature to Vol. I. Gently rubbed top of spine Vol. I, o/w. a fine set. Scarce.    [59441] 

 £385.00 
 

363. Chan, B.K.K. & Lee, K-H. Barnacles of Taiwan. Biodiversity and Ecology. 1st. Ed. Pub. National Museum 

of Natural Sciences, Taiwan. 2007  pp.199 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Bilingual in English and Chinese. 

Signature. Fine softback. Dedication by author Benny Chan to ffep. Scarce.    [59492]  £50.00 
 

364. Dallinger, R. & Rainbow, P.S. (Eds.). Ecotoxicology of Metals in Invertebrates.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lewis. 1993  

pp.461 with b/w. photos. and  figs. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [59493]  £35.00 

Reviews research concerning metal exposure of marine, freshwater, and terrestrial invertebrates. 
 

365. Debelius, H. Crustacea Guide of the World. Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Pacific Ocean. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

IKAN. 1999  pp.321 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Signature. Fine hardback with gently sunned spine. Out-

of-print.    [59482]  £45.00 

Recommended. A superb photographic guide. 
 

366. Duarte, C.M. (Ed.). The Exploration of Marine Biodiversity. Scientific and Technological Challenges.  
1st. Ed. Pub. Fundacion BBVA. 2006  pp.184 with colour photos. and text figs. Small 4to. Signature. Fine 

hardback in fine, gently sunned, dw.    [59437]  £30.00 

A comprehensive assessment of the state of knowledge of marine biodiversity from shallow coastal waters to the deep benthos.  
 

367. Edgar, G.J. Australian Marine Life. The Plants and Animals of Temperate Waters.  2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. 

Reed New Holland. 2000  pp.544 with colour photos. throughout. Small 4to. Signature. Fine softback with gently 

sunned spine. Out-of-print.    [59460]  £45.00 

Describes 1,200 of the most commonly seen plants and animals of temperate waters, including notes on their habitat and 

distribution, with more than 1,300 full-colour photographs. 
 

368. Fretter,V. et al. The Prosobranch Molluscs of Britain and Denmark. Parts 1 to 9. 1st. Ed. Pub. Angus 

Graham Associates. 1976-1986  Nine part set with b/w. photos. and illus. throughout. Large 8vo. Bookplates to all 

volumes. Fine softback set.    [59433]  £120.00 
 

369. Fretter, V. & Graham, A. British Prosobranch Molluscs. Their Functional Anatomy and Ecology. Rev. & 

Upd. Ed. Pub. Ray Society. 1994  pp.xix, 820 with b/w. fine anatomical  illus., throughout. Large 8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw., small red sticker on spine.    [59032]  £52.50 
 

370. Galil, B.S. et al. (Eds.). In the Wrong Place - Alien Marine Crustaceans:  Distribution, Biology and 

Impacts. 1st. Ed. Pub. Springer Nature. 2011  pp.xv, 716 with  colour photos. b/w. illus. and figs. 8vo. Signature. 

Fine hardback. RRP £249.99    [59477]  £125.00 

Provides a unique view into how shrimps, crabs, and lobsters have been distributed around the world by human activity, and 

the profound implications of this global reorganization of biodiversity for marine conservation biology. 
 

371. Gibbs, P.E. Sipunculans. Keys and notes for the identification of British species. Rev. Ed. Pub. Field 

Studies Council. 2001  pp.vii, 46 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    [59449]  £10.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 12. 
 

372. Gotto, V. Commensal and Parasitic Copepods associated with Marine Invertebrates (and whales). 
Keys and notes for the identification of British species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Universal Book Services. 1993  pp.vii, 

264 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    [59455]  £28.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 46. 
 



 

373. Harris, V.A. Sessile Animals of the Sea Shore.  1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall. 1990  pp.x, 379 with b/w. 

illus. throughout. 8vo. Signature. Fine hardback.    [59483]  £30.00 
 

374. Hayward. P.J. & Ryland, J.S. (Eds.). Handbook of the Marine Fauna of North-West Europe.  1st. Ed. Pub  

Oxford Uni. Press. 1995  pp.xi, 800 with b/w. illus. throughout. Large 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59446] 

 £30.00 
 

375. Henderson, Dr. P. Identification Guide to the Inshore Fish of the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces 

Conservation Ltd. 2014  pp.xviii, 321 with colour photos. throughout. Large 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    

[59490]  £22.50 

A comprehensive photographic guide to the coastal fish of the British Isles. 
 

376. Heron-Allen, E. Barnacles. In Nature and in Myth. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford. Uni. Press. 1928  pp.xv, 180 with 

b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature and occasional neat pencil marks in margins. A vg. hardback    [59480]  £20.00 
 

377. Ikeda, Hitoshi. The deep-sea crabs of Sagami Bay.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hayama Shiosai Museum. 1998  pp.180 with 

74 double-page plates of colour photographs plus Errata slip. 4to. Signature. A mix of Japanese and English text 

with Latin species names. Gently bumped on corners. Overall a nr. fine hardback. Compliment slip signed by 

author. Very scarce.    [59463]  £250.00 
 

378. Ingle, R.W. British Crabs.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. Hist.). 1980  pp.222 with 34 b/w. photographic 

plates plus illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. with a little loss at top of spine.    [59478]  £35.00 
 

379. Ingle, R.W.  Shallow-water Crabs. Keys and Notes for the Identification of the Species. 2nd. Ed. Pub. 

Field Studies Council. 1996  pp.vii, 243 with b/w. line drawings. 8vo. Fine softback.    [59042]  £22.50 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 25 (Second Edition). 
 

380. Jones, A.M. & Baxter, J.M. Molluscs: Caudofoveata, Solenogastres, Polyplacophora and Scaphopoda. 
Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill 1987  pp.vii, 123 with b/w. illus. 

8vo. Signature. Fine softback, gently darkened covers.    [59451]  £40.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 37. 
 

381. Jones, M.B. & Marsden, I.D. Life in the Estuary. Illustrated Guide and Ecology. Rev. Exp. Ed. Pub. 

Canterbury Uni. Press, New Zealand. 2005  pp.179 with b/w. illus. throughout. 8vo. Signature. Fine ringbound 

softback. Signed by Islay Marsden to title page. RRP £29.99.    [59472]  £15.00 

Although based  on organisms found within the Christchurch Avon-Heathcote Estuary, this is an ideal beachcombing 

companion for the identification of common species found throughout the New Zealand coastal environments. 
 

382. Jorgensen, C.B. Bivalve Filter Feeding: Hydrodynamics, Bioenergetics, Physiology and Ecology. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Olsen & Olsen. 1990  pp.vi, 140 with b/w. photos. and text figs. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback. Scarce.    

[59432]  £75.00 

A detailed examination of the mechanisms of feeding in filter-feeding bivalves and on the factors that determine the rate of 

filtration. 
 

383. King, P.E. British Sea Spiders. Arthropoda: Pycnoginida. Keys and Notes for the Identification of the 

Species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1974  pp.68 with numerous b/w. illus., in text. 8vo. Ex-lib. Contents fine. 

A vg. plus softback.    [59040]  £5.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series) No. 5. 
 

384. King, P.E. Pycnogonids.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson & Co. 1973  pp.144 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Ex-lib. Thor. vg. 

hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [59041]  £7.50 
 

385. Kingston, P. and Duff, A. (Eds.). Key to the Polychaete Annelids from the North Sea and Baltic 

Approaches.  Eng. Trans. Pub. Heriot-Watt Uni. 1987  pp.63. 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59475] 

 £48.00 

A translation of the keys contained in ‘Die Tierwelt Deutschlands und angrenzender Meeresteile, Annelida, Borstenwurmer, 

Polychaeta’ by Dr. Gesa Hartmann-Schroder. Translation by Maggie Ingold and Martin Riddle. 
 

386. Koslow, T. The Silent Deep. The Discovery, Ecology and Conservation of the Deep Sea. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

UNSW Press. 2007  pp.270 with colour and b/w. photos. Small 8vo. Signature. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently 

sunned on spine.    [59469]  £22.50 

A comprehensive and authoritative overview of the state of the deep sea today and the story of scientific discovery, and 

conservation of Earth's most threatened ecosystems. 
 



 

387. Larink, O. & Westheide, W. Coastal Plankton. Photo Guide for European Seas. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Dr. Friedrich 

Pfeil. 2011  pp.191 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Signature. Fine softback.    [59438]  £35.00 

An introduction to the most important and most common taxa present in the plankton. With over 900 photographs, this edition 

allows the identification of numerous common species. 
 

388. Lieske, E. & Myers, R.F. Collins Coral Reef Guide. Red Sea to Gulf of Aden, South Oman. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

HarperCollins. 2004  pp.384 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback with publisher’s 

waterproof PVC cover.    [59465]  £12.50 

The definitive guide to the underwater life of the Red Sea region. Covers all common species of underwater life, with a colour 

photograph of each species as well as details of range and characteristic behaviour. 
 

389. Little, C. & Kitching, J.A. The Biology of Rocky Shores.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1996  pp.ix, 240 

with b/w. text figs. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.     [59448]  £8.00 

An introduction to the study of marine rocky shores in the temperate zone. 
 

390. Millar, R.H. et al. The Fauna of the Clyde Sea Area.   1st. Ed. Pub. Scottish Marine Biological Assoc., & 

University Marine Biological Station. 1960-1989  Nine part set with b/w. maps. 8vo. Signatures to all parts. Thor. 

vg. to fine softback set.    [59488]  £100.00 

Part 1: Ascidiacea; Part 2: Polychaeta; Part 3: Mollusca; Part 4: Fishes; Part 5: Crustacea: Euphausiacea and Decapoda; 

Part 6: Crustacea: Mysidacea; Part 7: Crustacea: Amphipoda; Part 8: Phylum Tardigrada; Part 9: Echinodermata. 
 

391. Morton, Brian. (Ed.). The Marine Biology of the South China Sea. Volume 1 and 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hong 

Kong Uni. Press. 1993  Two volume set with b/w. photos. illus. and figs. Large 8vo. Softbacks. Signature to both 

vols. Nr. fine set.     [59436]  £75.00 

Collection of 47 papers presented at the First International Conference on the Marine Biology of Hong Kong and the South 

China Sea, held in 1990. Topics covered include conservation, pollution, and ecology.  
 

392. Newbigin, M. & Elmhirst, R.  Life By The Seashore. An Introduction to Natural History. Rev. Ed. Pub. 

George Allen & Unwin. 1931  pp.296 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Neat contemporary signature of J.E. Forrest. 

Nr. fine hardback in vg. dw. with loss to front and top of spine. Signed by Richard Elmhurst to title page. Scarce.    

[59466]  £40.00 
 

393. Nybakken, J.W. Diversity of the Invertebrates. A Laboratory Manual. Pacific Coast Version. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Wm. C. Brown. 1996  pp.xvi, 311 with b/w. illus. throughout. 4to. Softback. Signature. Nr. fine.    [59440]  £35.00 

This manual is designed for the laboratory section of an undergraduate course in invertebrate zoology with access to Pacific 

Ocean invertebrates. 
 

394. Perez Farfante, I. & Kensley, B. Penaeoid and Sergestoid Shrimps and Prawns of the World. Keys and 

Diagnoses for the Families and Genera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle.  1997  pp.233 

with b/w. illus. throughout. 4to. Signature. Fine hardback.    [59462]  £45.00 

Presents keys for the identification of seven families (the Aristeidae, Benthesicymidae, Penaeidae, Sicyoniidae, Solenoceridae, 

Luciferidae, and Sergestidae) and 56 genera, as well as diagnostics that attempt to define these taxa with scientific clarity. Also 

included are lists of the species and subspecies currently included in these genera, along with their geographic distribution, 

and a full bibliography. 
 

395. Pierrot-Bults, A.C. & Chidgey, K.C. Chaetognatha. Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 
1st. Ed. Pub. E.J. Brill. 1988  pp.vii, 66 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback.    [59452]  £32.50 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 39. 
 

396. Prudhoe, S. British Polyclad Turbellarians. Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Cambridge University Press. 1982  pp.77 with b/w. illus. 8vo.  Thor. vg. softback.    [59044]  £20.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 26. 
 

397. Reed, W. Red Sea Fisheries of Sudan.  1st. Ed. Pub. Game & Fisheries Section, Sudan Govt.  1964  pp.vi, 116 

with b/w. illus. throughout and fold-out map. Large 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine hardback.    [59489]  £12.50 

Considers the fish found in Sudan’s fisheries, providing an illustration of each one. Gives fascinating detail on the fish and 

how, when and where they are caught. 
 

398. Roberts, Prof. Callum. The Unnatural History of the Sea. The past and future of humanity and fishing. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Gaia. 2007  pp.xiv, 448 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback. Signed by author.     

[59428]  £40.00 

While today's fishing industry is ruthlessly efficient, this book reveals that intense exploitation of the seas began in the 11th 

century in medieval Europe. Roberts explores the long history of commercial fishing, taking readers around the world and 

through the centuries to witness the transformation of the seas. 
 



 

399. Sheppard, C.R.C. & Seaward, M.R.D. (Eds.). Ecology of the Chagos Archipelago.   1st. Ed. Pub. Westbury.  

1999  pp.vi, 350 with colour photos. b/w. text figs. Small 4to. Signature. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned 

on spine. RRP £39.00.    [59434]  £17.50 

A fascinating, in-depth review of the climate, flora, fauna and geology of the Chagos Archipelago in the Indian Ocean. 
 

400. Smith, S.M. & Heppell, D. Checklist of British Marine Mollusca.  1st. Ed. Pub. National Museums of 

Scotland. 1991  pp.114. 4to. Covers lightly marked, o/w. a thor. vg. softback. Scarce.    [59031]  £25.00 

An up-to-date taxonomy of the species which occur within the area delimited by Admiralty Chart 2, an area chosen particularly 

to include deep water and pelagic species. 
 

401. Southward, A. J. Barnacles. Keys and notes for the identification of British species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Field 

Studies Council. 2008  pp.viii, 140, (iv) with colour, b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    

[59458]  £25.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 57. 
 

402. Southward, A.J. et al. Catalogue of Main Marine Fouling Organisms. Found on ships coming into 

European Waters. Volumes 1 to 4. 1st. Ed. Pub. OECD. 1963-1969  Four volume set with colour and b/w. 

photos. plus illus. 8vo. Softbacks. Covers show a little wear, o/w. a vg. set. Scarce.    [59479]  £60.00 

Volume 1: Barnacles; Volume 2: Polyzoa; Volume 3: Serpulids; Volume 4: Ascidians of European Waters. 
 

403. Squires, H.J. Decapod Crustacea of the Atlantic Coast of Canada.  1st. Ed. Pub Dept. of Fisheries and 

Oceans, Canada. 1990  pp.viii, 532 with b/w. illus. and dist. maps throughout. Large 8vo. Signature and small 

address label. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [59445]  £50.00 
 

404. Stephen, A.C. & Edmonds, S.J. The Phyla Sipuncula and Echiura.  1st. Ed. Pub British Museum (Nat.Hist.). 

1972  pp.vii, 528 with b/w. illus and figs. Small 4to. Signature. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [59439]  £50.00 
 

405. Stoddart, D.R. & Yonge, Sir M. Regional Variation in Indian Ocean Coral Reefs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Academic 

Press. 1971  pp.xxxv, 584 with b/w. photos. figs. and 3 fold-out tables. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in thor. vg. 

dw.    [59464]  £20.00 
 

406. Thompson, T.E. Biology of Opisthobranch Molluscs. Vols I and II. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society. 1976 - 

1984  Two volume set with colour and b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. Neat address label to ffep. of both volumes and 

red stickers to spines. Nr. fine hardbacks in vg. dws., (dw. for Vol. II laminated to book).    [59030]  £30.00 

Volume I deals with the orders Bullomorpha, Aplysiomorpha, Pleaurobrancha, Acochlidiacea and Sacoglossa. Volume II is 

dedicated to the largest group of the Opisthobranchia;  the British Nudibranchia. 
 

407. Van Dover, C.L. The Ecology of Deep-Sea Hydrothermal Vents.  1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press 2000  

pp.xx, 424 with 4 colour plates and b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59476]  £38.00 

Explains what is known about hydrothermal systems in terms of their  environment and their geological and chemical makeup. 

Goes on to cover, among other topics, symbiotic relationships, community dynamics, evolution and biogeography. 
 

408. Wells, F.E. (Ed.). The Marine Flora and Fauna of the Houtman Abrolhos Islands, Western Australia. 
Volume 1 and 2.  1st. Ed. Pub. Western Australian Museum. 1997  Two volume set with b/w. photos. illus. and 

figs. Large 8vo. Signature to both vols. Fine softback set.     [59435]  £120.00 
 

409. Westheide, W. Polychaetes: Interstitial Families. Keys and notes for the identification of the species. 
2nd. Ed. Pub. Field Studies Council. 2008  pp.vii, 169 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    [59454] 

 £25.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series), No. 44. 
 

410. Yamada, S.B. Global Invader: The European Green Crab. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oregon State Uni. 2001  pp.xiii, 123 

with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback with gently sunned along spine area.    [59474] 

 £45.00 

Describes the biology and life history of the European green crab, and discusses the crab’s ecological and economic impact on 

the Pacific coast of North America. 
 

411. Young, P.S. (Ed.). Catalogue of Crustacea of Brazil.  1st. Ed. Pub. Museum Nacional, Rio de Janeiro.  1998  

pp.xvii, 717 with b/w. map. Large 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59491]  £48.00 

Considers species found in the marine, freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems of Brazil. 
 

412. Zongguo H. (Ed.). Marine Species and Their Distribution in China’s Seas.  1st. English Ed. Pub. Krieger. 

2001  pp.viii, 598 with b/w. maps and figs. 4to. Signature. Nr. fine hardback. RRP £150.00.    [59470]  £55.00 

Lists the distribution and general habits of over 20,000 species from five kingdoms collected and identified from China's seas. 

Each section is followed by a reference list comprising the major literature on taxonomy, ecology and related research. 



 

 

Natural History & Zoology 

413. Adam, P. Saltmarsh Ecology.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1990  pp.xii, 461 with b/w. figs. and  illus. 

8vo. Signature. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine.     [59412]  £40.00 
 

414. Amiard-Triquet, C. et al. (Eds.). Aquatic Ecotoxicology. Advancing Tools for Dealing with Emerging 

Risks. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 2015  pp.xiv, 504 with b/w. text figs. Small 4to. Dedication to title page. 

Fine hardback. RRP £86.99.    [59424]  £40.00 

An essential reference which guides users through existing and novel approaches to environmental risk assessment, before 

presenting recent advances in the field of ecotoxicology, including omics-based technologies, biomarkers, and reference 

species. 
 

415. Barlow, Nora (Ed.). Darwin’s Ornithological Notes.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. His.).  1963  pp.[ii], 

[203]-278. Small 4to. Fine softback. Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History) Historical Series Vol.2 

No.7.    [59265]  £45.00 

Through reading Darwin’s ‘Ornithological Notes’ which he finished by March 1837, it is possible to assess the part played by 

ornithology in Darwin’s developing thought. 
 

416. ‘BB’. Watkins-Pitchford, D.J. The Autumn Road to the Isles.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Merlin Unwin. 2005  pp.176 

with b/w. illus. by the author. 8vo. Minor splash marks to fore-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.    

[59637]  £18.00 
 

417. ‘BB’. Watkins-Pitchford, D.J. Confessions of a Carp Fisher.  1st. Ed. Pub. Eyre and Spottiswoode. 1950  

pp.178 with illus. by the author. Small 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped.    [58822]  £110.00 
 

418. Bowman, Robert I. Morphological Differentiation and Adaptation in the Galapagos Finches. Charles 

Darwin Foundation for the Galapagos Islands. Contribution No.1. 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of California Press. 

1961  pp.vii, 326 with b/w. photos., illus. and figs. 4to. Nr. fine softback with gently sunned covers.    [59270] 

 £35.00 

A detailed study of the structural variations of the Galapagos finches to explain the adaptive significance of these variations to 

food and feeding behaviours. It also provides an inventory of facts on the anatomy, foraging behaviour and environment of the 

finches. 
 

419. Briggs, E.G. et al. The Fossils of the Burgess Shale.  1st. Ed. Pub. Smithsonian Institution. 1994  pp.xvii, 238 

with b/w. photos. and illus. throughout. Large 8vo. Signature. Fine softback, gently sunned on spine. Out-of-print.    

[59418]  £35.00 

This book provides the first comprehensive set of illustrations of fossils from the Burgess Shale. It includes a full discussion of 

the Cambrian radiation, the period when almost all the major phyla of animals evolved, and a complete list of all currently 

accepted species described from the Burgess Shale. 
 

420. Brocklehurst, Capt. H.C. Game Animals of the Sudan. Their Habits and Distribution. A Handbook for 

Hunters and Naturalists. 1st. Ed. 1st Iss. Pub. Gurney and Jackson. 1931  pp.xix, [i], 170 plus map, [vi] with 

colour plates, b/w. photographs and illus. by J.G. Millais, Bell and Wallace. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Some spotting 

to contents o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw., neatly, covertly restored. Inscribed by the author 'To Barbara 

from Brock, Cairo, 1940' and signed by the author on the title-page. Also loosely inserted two illustrations and a 

typed biography of Capt. Brocklehurst, along with a newspaper article written by Brocklehurst (dated 17.01.39) in 

which he discusses the implications of importing giant pandas     [59187]  £450.00 

A very pleasing copy of the first edition, first issue, identifiable given the tan cloth binding and gilt lion decoration to the front 

board. Brocklehurst was a contemporary and friend of Arthur de Carle Sowerby. Beneath the inscription to Barbara, the 

following is written, ‘Barbara J. Barlow (fiancee), nee Freeman Taylor’. 
 

421. Burkhardt, F. (Ed.) et al. The Correspondence of Charles Darwin. Volumes 1 to 20. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Cambridge University Press. 1985-2013  Twenty volumes bound in 21 (Volume 16 published in two parts). Large 

8vo. Nr. fine or fine hardbacks in thor. vg. to fine dws., (Volume 18 is a fine hardback in illus. boards). An 

excellent run.    [59194]  £850.00 

A run of the first 20 volumes detailing Darwin’s correspondence between 1821 and 1872 (of a planned 30 in total - work 

underway) of what is considered the definitive edition of letters written by and to Charles Darwin. Notes and appendixes put 

these wide-ranging letters in context. Darwin was dependent on such correspondence in order to help in the formulation of his 

ideas. 
 

422. Carson, Rachel. The Edge of the Sea. Illustrated by Robert W. Hines. 1st. UK Ed. Pub. Staples Press. 1955  

pp.viii, 276 with b/w. illus. throughout. 8vo. Signature. VG. hardback in vg. dw. with a little loss on edges.    

[59430]  £25.00 
 



 

423. Chapman, D.H. The Seasons & The Woodman.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1941  pp.viii, 79 with 

b/w. illus., by C.F. Tunnicliffe. Large 8vo. Thor. vg, hardback.    [59080]  £10.00 

From the series of books for children illustrated by C.F. Tunnicliffe. 
 

424. Clay, R.S. & Court, T.H. The History of the Microscope. Compiled from Original Instruments and 

Documents, up to the Introduction of the Achromatic Microscope. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. The Holland Press. 

1975  pp.xiv, 266 with b/w. photos. Small 4to. Signature. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw. Article on ‘Chemical 

microscopy 1800-1850’ by R.H. Nuttall loosely inserted.     [59222]  £75.00 

Originally published in 1932, this account is based in nearly every case on actual examination of the instruments described.  
 

425. Curry, J.P. Grassland Invertebrates. Ecology, influence on soil fertility and effects on plant growth. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Chapman and Hall. 1994  pp.viii, 437 with figs. 8vo. New hardback. RRP £199.99.    [35836]  £50.00 

Grasslands comprise more than a quarter of the Earth's land surface, in addition to supporting a wide range of vertebrates 

such as domestic livestock and a variety of game species. This book considers the invertebrates which occur on grassland and 

their impact on soil fertility and herbage growth. 
 

426. Darwin, Erasmus. The Botanic Garden. A Poem in Two Parts. Fac. Ed. Rep. Pub. Scolar Press. 1973  pp.xii, 

214, 126, 184 with b/w illus., and fold-out illus. 4to. TEG. Fine hardback just gently sunned on spine and rear 

cover. No. 211 of a limited edition of 500 copies.    [59236]  £120.00 

Originally published in 1791, this is a faithful facsimile, reproduced to the original size, from a copy held at Glasgow 

University Library. 
 

427. De Beer, Sir Gavin. Embryos and Ancestors.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press 1958  pp.xii, 197 with b/w. 

photos., and illus. 8vo. Neat signatures to ffep., with occasional markers in margins and text. A thor. vg. hardback.    

[59413]  £30.00 

De Beer first published this work in 1930. A revised edition was published in 1951, and by 1958, he had enough material to 

warrant a further revision.  
 

428. De Beer, Sir Gavin (Ed.). Darwin’s Journal.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. Hist.).  1959  pp.21. Small 4to. 

Fine softback. Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History) Historical Series Vol.2 No.1.     [59266]  £30.00 

Charles Darwin kept a ‘little diary’ in which he recorded the work he was engaged in, the time which he took completing each 

of his researches, the books in which they were described and his movements from place to place. Relatively small in detail, it 

is still an important record. 
 

429. Desmond, Adrian. The Politics of Evolution. Morphology, Medicine, and Reform in Radical London. 1st. 

Pbk. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Chicago. 1992  pp.x, 503 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59429] 

 £16.50 

Seminal study of the scientific controversies surrounding early pre-Darwin evolutionary theories in Britain in the turbulent 

1830s. 
 

430. Ealand, C.A. The Romance of the Microscope.  An Interesting Description of Its Uses in All Branches of 

Science, Industry, Agriculture, and in the Detection of Crime, with a Short Account of Its Origin, 

History and Development. Pub. Seeley, Service & Co. [c.1934]  pp.314 with b/w. photos plus 6 page 

publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Some foxing to edge of text block, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated blue cloth 

boards nr. fine.    [58840]  £45.00 
 

431. Eggeling, W.J. The Isle of May. A Scottish Nature Reserve. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oliver & Boyd 1960  pp.xiv, 280 

with endpaper map and b/w. photos. 8vo. VG. hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59240]  £15.00 
 

432. Gardiner, B. et al. (Eds.). Survival of the Fittest. A  Special Issue of The Linnean celebrating the 150th 

anniversary of the Darwin-Wallace theory of evolution. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Linnean Soc. 2008  pp.120 with 

colour, b/w. photos., and illus. Small 4to. Signature. Nr. fine softback.    [59421]  £14.00 

The Linnean Special Issue No. 9. 
 

433. Gibson, R. British Nemerteans. Keys and Notes for the Identification of the Species.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Cambridge Uni. Press 1982  pp.212 with b/w. illus., and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. Ex-lib. Thor. vg. softback.    

[59043]  £5.00 

Synopses of the British Fauna (New Series) No. 24. 
 

434. Grunfeld, F.V. Wild Spain. A Traveller’s and Naturalist’s Handbook. 1st. Ed. 1st. Imp. Pub. Ebury Press. 

1988  pp.222  with colour and b/w., photos., and maps. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [58774]  £10.00 

A guidebook for the wildest parts of Spain. 
 

435. Harvie-Brown, J.A. and Buckley, T.E. A Vertebrate Fauna of the Orkney Islands.  1st. Ed. Pub. David 

Douglas. 1891  pp.xxiv, 314 plus colour map and 16-page David Douglas catalogue. Large 8vo. Hardback. TEG. 



 

Neat period signature to title-page. Contents fine. Original green cloth nr. fine, gently sunned on spine.    [59302] 

 £150.00 
 

436. Herbert, S. (Ed.). The Red Notebook of Charles Darwin.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. Hist.). 1980  

pp.164 with b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. Fine softback. Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History) Historical 

Series Vol.7.    [59267]  £20.00 

The Red Notebook is one of a series of notebooks kept by Charles Darwin during his voyage on the Beagle from 1831-1836, 

and dates from May 1836 to September 1836. 
 

437. Hoffman, D.J. et al. (Eds.). Handbook of Ecotoxicology.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Lewis Publishers. 2003  pp.1290 with 

b/w. text. figs. Large 8vo. Minimal amount of highlighting and underlining in text, o/w. a fine hardback. RRP 

£235.00.    [59425]  £60.00 

Not to be confused with Calow's two-volume work of the same title, this work contains contributions and case studies from 

more than 50 scientists on all aspects of ecotoxicology. 
 

438. Janzen, D.H. (Ed.) Costa Rican Natural History.   1st. Ed. Pub. Univ. Chicago Press.  1983  pp.xi, 816 with 

b/w. photos., throughout. 4to. Nr. fine softback. RRP £50.00.    [59081]  £25.00 

A synthesis of existing knowledge about the flora and fauna of Costa Rica, with detailed accounts of agricultural species, 

vegetation, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, birds, and insects. 
 

439. Kemp, T.S. The Origin and Evolution Of Mammals.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 2005  pp.x, 331 

with b/w. illus. throughout. Large 8vo. Signature. Fine softback, very gently sunned on spine. RRP £69.99.    

[59417]  £45.00 

An account of the remarkable 320 million year long fossil record that documents the origin of mammals, their long spell as no 

more than small, nocturnal creatures, and their explosive radiation since the extinction of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago. 
 

440. Keynes, R.D. Charles Darwin’s Beagle Diary.  1st. Ed. Pub. C.U.P. 1988  pp.xxix, 464 with illus. 8vo. Spine 

a little rolled, o/w. a fine hardback in vg. dw. showing some sunning.    [38535]  £19.50 

This volume contains a fresh transcript of the diary kept by Darwin throughout the Beagle voyage in which he recorded his 

daily activities, not only on board the ship but also during the several long journeys that he made on horseback in Patagonia 

and Chile. 
 

441. Leonard, Y.J. Flowers and Wildlife of Mildenhall Parish.  1st. Ed. Pub. Mildenhall Parish Council. 2001  

pp.91 with colour photos., colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine softback.    [58983]  £12.00 
 

442. Lydekker, Richard. Marsupials. Allen’s Naturalist’s Library. Pub. John. F. Shaw [c.1900]  pp.xvi, 302 with 

38 charming colour plates. 8vo. Hardback. Ffep neatly removed. Contents nr. fine. Original gilt decorated red 

cloth in thor. vg. condition.     [59411]  £40.00 
 

443. McMenamin, M.A.S. The Garden of Ediacara. Discovering the First Complex Life. 1st. Ed. Pub. Columbia 

Uni. Press. 1998  pp.xii, 295 with colour, b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback.    [59431]  £25.00 

McMenamin has been researching Ediacarans, which date back some 600 million years, for many years. In this book he argues 

they were not animals in the strict sense, because they never passed through an embryonic stage, a finding that has profound 

implications for the understanding of evolution. 
 

444. McPhail, Rodger. The Private Life of Adders.   1st. Ed. Pub. Merlin Unwin.  2011  pp.128 with colour photos. 

Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59552]  £40.00 

Illustrated with stunning photographs taken by the author which beautifully reveal the lives of these elusive snakes. 
 

445. Mitchell-Jones, A.J. (Ed.). The Bat Worker’s Manual.  1st. Ed. Pub. Nature Conservancy Council. 1987  

pp.108 with b/w. illus. 4to. Thor. vg softback.    [59244]  £20.00 
 

446. Roscoe, S. Thomas Bewick. A bibliography raisonne of editions of the General History of Quadrupeds, 

the History of British Birds and the Fables of Aesop issued in his lifetime.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Dawsons. 

1973  pp.xxx, 198 with illus. and tables. 8vo. A vg. plus hardback.    [59549]  £22.50 
 

447. Sage, B.L. (Ed.). Northaw Great Wood. Its history and natural history. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Hertfordshire 

County Council. 1967  pp.186 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Hardback. Signature. Old, light coloured splash 

marking toward rear, o/w. contents clean and fine. Illus. boards in fine condition.    [59414]  £9.50 
 

448. Sims, R.W. (Ed.). Animal Identification A Reference Guide. Vol. 1. Marine and brackish water animals; 

Vol. 2. Land and freshwater animals (not insects). 1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. Hist).  1980  Two 

volume set. Large 8vo. Fine hardback set.    [59410]  £15.00 

Published with the intention of helping non-specialists to find primary reference sources so they can set about identifying any 

animal from any part of the world. 
 



 

449. Thompson, D'Arcy Wentworth. On Growth and Form. An Abridged Edition edited by John Tyler Bonner. 
Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press.  1961  pp.xiv, 346 with b/w. plates and text figs. throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Neat 

inscriptions to ffep. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59409]  £50.00 
 

450. Tomkies, Mike. In Spain’s Secret Wilderness.  1st. Ed. Pub. Jonathan Cape. 1989  pp.240 with colour 

photographs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine.    [59296]  £12.50 
 

451. Vaucher, C-A. Wild Andalusia. Coto Donana. 1st. Ed. Pub. Editions Marguerat. 1967  pp.56, 210, [7] with 

265 photographs and 9 colour plates. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. With publisher’s very useful printed list (A4 

double-sided, on stiff card) to the photographs and illustrations loosely inserted.    [58782]  £49.50 

A superb work, illustrating the ever-changing cycle of seasons in the Quadalquivir marshes and Donana National Reserve, 

beautifully realised by Charles-A. Vaucher’s evocative photographs of landscapes, people, vegetation, birds and animals.  
 

452. Walton, Izaac. The Complete Angler. or the Contemplative Man’s Recreation. 5th. Ed. Thus. Rep. Pub. 

Adam & Charles Black. 1945  pp.xi, 229 with b/w. decorations by Herbert Cole. Small 8vo. Signature to ffep. Fine 

hardback in thor. vg. dw., gently darkened on spine.     [58841]  £12.50 

A careful reprint of the text of the fifth edition (originally published in 1676) as revised by Sir John Hawkins, Knight.  
 

453. Waters, David. Archibald Thorburn. Artist and Illustrator. The prints and proofs 1889-1934. Wildlife 

Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2009  pp.181 with Thorburn’s illustrations in colour throughout. A new 

hdbk. in new dw. Title No. 18 in the series. Out-of-print.    [59192]  £70.00 

A must for those interested in Thorburn’s work. 
 

454. Webster, A.D. The Regent’s Park and Primrose Hill. History and Antiquities. 1st. Ed. Pub. Greening & 

Co. 1911  pp.x, 112 with b/w. illus. and fold-out map. 8vo. TEG. Ex-lib. Front pastedown and ffep., renewed.  

VG. plus hardback.    [59104]  £10.00 

‘With maps of the park and 24 illustrations from rare prints of Old Marylebone Park and Primrose Hill.’. 
 

455. White, Gilbert, (Jardine, Sir William (Ed.)). The Natural History of Selborne.  1st. Ed. Pub. George 

Routledge. 1890  pp.xxvi, 475 with colour frontis., and b/w. illus., throughout plus 8-page publisher’s catalogue. 

8vo. Hardback. A little spotting to fore-edge of text block, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated boards very 

bright and in thor. vg. condition. A very pleasing copy.    [59079]  £30.00 

This edition edited and with additional notes by Sir William Jardine, the great Scottish naturalist. 
 

456. Whitten, A.J. et al. The Ecology of Sumatra.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Gadjah Mada Uni. Press. 1987  pp.xx, 583 with 

colour & b/w. photos., illus., and figs. 8vo. Bookplate. Thor. vg. softback.     [59447]  £20.00 

‘This is a well-written and copiously illustrated account of a tropical forest region’, T.C. Whitmore, Journal of Ecology. 
 

457. Williams, R.J.P. & Frausto da Silva, J.J.R. The Natural Selection of the Chemical Elements. The 

Environment and Life’s Chemistry. 1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1997  pp.xxvi, 646 with b/w. text 

figs. 4to. Signature. Fine softback.     [59423]  £25.00 

Explores the relationship between the chemical elements and both living and non-living systems.  
 

New Naturalist – Main series 
 

458. 07. Ramsbottom, J. Mushrooms and Toadstools. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1953  8vo. 

Minor foxing to end papers and edges of text block, o/w.,  a fine hardback in  vg. plus dw. Neat dedication from 

the author reading ‘To J.R.M. with warmest greetings J.R.’ to ffep. Not price clipped. Very uncommon to find a 

copy with a dedication from the author.    [58719]  £110.00 
 

459. 09. Boyd, A.W. A Country Parish. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1951  8vo. Nr. fine hardback 

with some spotting to fore-edge of text-block in fine facsimile dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59734] 

 £30.00 
 

460. 18. Fleure, H.J. A Natural History of Man in Britain. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1951  8vo. 

Signature. VG. hardback in vg. dw. Price clipped.    [59826]  £22.50 
 

461. 28. Fisher, J. and Lockley, R.M. Sea-Birds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954  8vo. Some 

scattered foxing to end-papers and fore-edges of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in good to vg. dw., with some 

loss. Not price clipped.     [48656]  £30.00 
 

462. 29. Butler, Colin G. The World of the Honeybee. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954  8vo. 

Minor spotting to edges of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in bright, thor. vg. dw. No inscriptions. Not price 

clipped.    [59825]  £95.00 



 

 

463. 30. Ford, E.B. Moths. The New Naturalist. 3rd. Ed. Rep. Pub. Collins. 1976  8vo. A thor. vg. hardback in nr. 

fine dw. Price clipped.    [59053]  £20.00 
 

464. 33. Raven, J. & Walters, M. Mountain Flowers. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1956  8vo. 

Signature, minor sellotape residue to end-papers, some neat notes to rfep. A thor. vg. hardback in very pleasing nr. 

fine dw. Not price clipped.     [59218]  £50.00 
 

465. 35. Russell, Sir E. John. The World of the Soil. The New Naturalist. 5th. Ed. Rep. Pub. Collins. 1975  8vo. 

Fine hardback in fine dw. No inscriptions. Price clipped.     [59221]  £22.50 
 

466. 41. Corbet, P.S. et al.  Dragonflies The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1960  8vo. Nr. fine hardback in 

nr. fine, exceptionally clean and bright dw., covertly strengthened (underside) at top of spine. No inscriptions. Not 

price clipped. A very pleasing copy indeed.    [59551]  £275.00 
 

467. 67. Mellanby, K. Farming and Wildlife. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1981  8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [59220]  £60.00 
 

468. 71. Simms, E. British Warblers. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Iss. Pub. Collins. 1985  8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59621]  £350.00 
 

469. 72. Webb, Nigel. Heathlands.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins.  1986  8vo. Fine hdbk. in 

fine dw. Not price clipped.    [51313]  £210.00 
 

470. 73. Tubbs, C.R. The New Forest. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1986  8vo. Thor. vg. softback. No 

inscriptions.    [59626]  £18.00 
 

471. 73. Tubbs, C.R. The New Forest. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1986  8vo. True first edition with 

‘Collins’ printed at foot of spine and printed price (£22.50) on turn-in of dw. Fine hdbk. in fine dw. only very 

lightly faded on spine. Not price-clipped.    [59632]  £200.00 
 

472. 74. Page, C.N. Ferns. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1988  8vo. Fine hardback in fine 

dustwrapper. Not price clipped. A superb copy.    [56612]  £550.00 
 

473. 77. Davis, B. et al. The Soil. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1992  pp.192. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in 

fine dw., with just a hint of sunning to spine. Not price clipped.    [41928]  £200.00 
 

474. 78. Simms, Eric. British Larks, Pipits and Wagtails. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1992  

pp.320. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw., showing just a hint of sunning to spine. Not price clipped.    [41929] 

 £150.00 
 

475. 80. Walters, M. Wild and Garden Plants.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  1993  8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dustwrapper. Not price clipped. A superb copy.    [55773]  £450.00 
 

476. 82b. Marren, P. The New Naturalists. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2005  8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. Out-of-print.    [59636]  £40.00 

Published to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the series. 
 

477. 84. Cabot, D. Ireland. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1999  8vo. Fine softback. As new. No 

inscriptions.    [59631]  £30.00 
 

478. 85. Ingram, D. and Robertson, N.  Plant Disease. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  1999  8vo. Fine 

softback. With 2 pages of handwritten notes loosely inserted.     [59217]  £16.00 
 

479. 88. Mitchell, J. Loch Lomondside. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2001  8vo. Fine hardback in nr. 

fine dw. Out-of-print.    [59620]  £45.00 
 

480. 89. Moss, B. The Broads. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2001  8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. No 

inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [59219]  £60.00 
 

481. 109. Berry, R.J. Islands. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2009  8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP 

£50.00. Out-of-print.    [59647]  £42.50 
 

482. 112. Allen, David Elliston. Books And Naturalists. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2010  8vo. 

New hardback in new dw. Out-of-print. RRP £50.00.    [59630]  £40.00 
 



 

483. 114. Roper, T.J. Badger. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2010  8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP 

£50.00.    [59622]  £40.00 
 

484. 115. Kington, J. Climate and Weather. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2010  8vo. New hardback 

in new dw. Last few copies. RRP £50.00.    [59623]  £37.50 
 

485. 118. Allott, A. Marches. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2011  8vo. New hardback in new dw. Out-

of-print. RRP £50.00.    [59633]  £45.00 
 

486. 120. Benton, T. Grasshoppers and Crickets. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2012  8vo. New 

hardback in new dw. With DVD as published. RRP £50.00.    [59627]  £30.00 
 

487. 121. Potts, G.R. Partridges. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2012  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

RRP. £50.00.    [59619]  £40.00 
 

488. 122. Proctor, M. Vegetation of Britain and Ireland. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2013  8vo. 

New hardback in new dw. Out-of-print.    [59629]  £65.00 
 

489. 124. Newton, I.  Bird Populations. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2013  8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. RRP. £55.00. Out-of-print.    [59645]  £44.00 
 

490. 125. Toms, M. Owls. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2014  8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP 

£55.00. Out-of-print.    [59646]  £50.00 
 

491. 127. Goode, David. Nature in Towns and Cities. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2014  8vo. New 

hardback in new dw. RRP £55.00.    [47419]  £44.00 

Stephen Moss in his Guardian review of the best nature literature of 2014 called this ‘probably the finest work on urban 

ecology ever written’ (Birmingham Nat. Hist. Soc. Newsletter Jan. 2015). 
 

492. 128. Moss, Brian. Lakes, Loughs and Lochs. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  8vo. New 

hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [59625]  £45.00 
 

493. 132. Sale, R. Falcons. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2016  8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP 

£65.00.    [50141]  £48.75 

In a much-anticipated volume on one of Britain's most fascinating group of birds, Richard Sale draws on a wealth of 

experience and research, providing a comprehensive natural history of the four British breeding falcons. The Kestrel, Merlin, 

Hobby and Peregrine Falcon are all considered in easy to absorb detail. 
 

494. 136. Jones, Richard. Beetles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2018  8vo. Signed copy. New hardback 

in new dw. Very gently bumped to top fore-edge corner. RRP £75.00.    [59169]  £48.75 
 

495. 137. Morris, Pat. Hedgehog. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2018  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

RRP £65.00.    [54461]  £48.75 

The hedgehog is regularly voted Britain’s favourite mammal, and yet we know surprisingly little about the life of this spiny 

mammal. Pat Morris provides an all-encompassing new study of the hedgehog and its habitat, shedding new light on 

conservation efforts. 
 

496. 140. Toms, Mike. Garden Birds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2019  8vo. New hardback in new 

dw. RRP £60.00.    [58596]  £45.00 

This timely addition to the New Naturalist Library examines the ways in which birds use gardens, revealing the many new 

discoveries that are being made and explaining why individual species of bird use gardens in the ways that they do. 
 

497. 141. Mullard, Jonathan. Pembrokeshire. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2020  8vo. New hardback 

in new dw. RRP £65.00.     [58144]  £48.75 

A comprehensive book about the wildlife, landscapes and history of Pembrokeshire. Jonathan Mullard explores how the 

landscape has evolved under man’s influence and observes the effects on its native species and habitats. He also provides a 

detailed examination of the geology of the region. 
 

498. 142. Newton, Ian. Uplands and Birds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2020  8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. RRP £65.00.    [58297]  £48.75 

The uplands of Britain are unique landscapes created by grazing animals, primarily livestock. The soils and blanket bogs of the 

uplands are also the largest stores of carbon in the UK, and 70% of the country’s drinking water comes from the uplands. It’s 

a significant region, not least to the multitudes of bird species that hunt, forage and nest there. 
 

499. 142. Newton, Ian. Uplands and Birds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2020  8vo. Hardback. New 

copy of the leatherbound, limited edition with dustwrapper and slipcase. Limited to 50 copies, each signed and 

numbered by the author. The dustwrapper is signed by Robert Gillmor. RRP £250.00.    [58912]  £225.00 



 

 

500. 143. Wilkinson, David. Ecology and Natural History. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2021  8vo. 

New hardback in new dw. RRP £65.00. Due for publication on 29th April 2021.   [58297]  £48.75 
 

501. Bernhard, T. &. Loe, T. Collecting the New Naturalists.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  pp.352 with colour 

illustrations and images throughout. Large 4to. New hardback. RRP £60.00. A must for those interested in the 

New Naturalist series of books.    [59628]  £30.00 

With previously unpublished, in-depth insight into the workings of the series and its collectors, Collecting the New Naturalists 

comprehensively covers every aspect of the New Naturalists, from rare editions produced for Bloomsbury and the Reader's 

Union to foreign editions. 
 

New Naturalist – Monographs 
 

502. 01. Neal, E. The Badger. The New Naturalist Monographs. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1948  8vo. Some scattered 

foxing. A thor vg. hardback in vg. dw. Signature (dated 1949) and bookplate of highly respected ornithologist 

Kenneth E.L. Simmons. Not price clipped.    [59676]  £30.00 

Simmons worked full-time on the editorial board of ‘The Birds of the Western Palearctic’. 
 

503. 02. Buxton, John. The Redstart. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1950  8vo. A thor. vg. 

hardback in thor. vg. dw with small loss to top of spine. Signature to ffep. Price clipped.    [59624]  £65.00 
 

504. 02. Buxton, John. The Redstart. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1950  8vo. Scattered 

foxing at ends. A vg. hardback in vg. dw. with scattered foxing. No inscriptions. Price clipped and repriced by 

Collins.    [59677]  £60.00 
 

505. 03. Armstrong, E.A. The Wren. The New Naturalist Monographs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1955  8vo. Some 

foxing, mainly to edges and at ends. o/w. contents fine. A thor. vg. hardback in fine facsimile dw. Not price 

clipped.    [59737]  £85.00 
 

506. 04. Smith, S. The Yellow Wagtail. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. 1st. State Pub. Collins. 1950  

8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Price clipped.    [59634]  £50.00 
 

507. 04. Smith, Stuart. The Yellow Wagtail. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. 1st. State Pub. Collins. 

1950  8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59678]  £65.00 
 

508. 05. Nethersole-Thompson, D. The Greenshank. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1951  

8vo. Nr. fine hardback in very pleasing vg. plus dw., covertly repaired on underside. With signature of A.W. 

Boyd, author of NN 9 ‘A Country Parish’ and covering letter from Collins to A.W. Boyd (dated 21st November 

1951) explaining that Nethersole-Thompson had asked Collins to send a copy of his book to Boyd. Obituary (from 

BTO News) for Nethersole-Thompson also loosely inserted. Not price clipped. Unique copy.     [59679]  £275.00 

‘The Greenshank’ was published on 15th November 1951. 
 

509. 06. Fisher, J. The Fulmar. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1952  8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in fine facsimile dw. Signature. Not price clipped.    [59738]  £50.00 
 

510. 07. Rothschild, M. and Clay, T. Fleas, Flukes and Cuckoos. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Collins. 1952  8vo. Some foxing to endpapers and fore-edges of text block, o/w. a thor. vg. hardback in vg. 

plus dw., covertly repaired on underside. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59680]  £30.00 
 

511. 09. Tinbergen, N. The Herring Gull’s World. The New Naturalist Monographs. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1953  

8vo. Spine gently rolled, very minor spotting on top-edge, o/w. a fine hardback in very clean, thor. vg. dw. No 

inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59681]  £60.00 
 

512. 11. Lowe, F.A. The Heron. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954  8vo. Minor spotting 

to fore-edge of text block, o/w. a nr. fine hardback in vg. dw. With bookplate of Michael P. Harris (Poyser author). 

Not price clipped.    [59682]  £125.00 
 

513. 12. Shorten, M. Squirrels. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954  8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in thor. vg, dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59683]  £45.00 

 

514. 14. Homes, R.C. et al. The Birds of the London Area since 1900. The New Naturalist Monographs.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Collins. 1957  8vo. Nr. fine hardback in very clean, vg. plus dw., repaired covertly on underside at top of 

spine. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59684]  £110.00 
 

515. 15. Mountfort, G. The Hawfinch. The New Naturalist Monographs. 1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins. 1957  8vo. 

Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. laminated to boards. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [59635]  £100.00 



 

 

516. 15. Mountfort, G. The Hawfinch. The New Naturalist Monographs. 1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins. 1957  8vo. 

Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.  With two period book reviews loosely inserted. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    

[59685]  £395.00 
 

517. 16. Jones, J.W. The Salmon. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1959  8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [59686]  £60.00 
 

518. 19. Summers-Smith, J.D. The House Sparrow. The New Naturalist Monographs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 

1963  8vo. Nr. fine hardback in vg. plus dw. No inscriptions. Price clipped.    [59687]  £80.00 
 

519. 20. Murton, R.K. The Wood Pigeon. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. 1st. Binding variant Pub. 

Collins.  1965  8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [59688]  £120.00 
 

Ornithology 

520. Adams, H.G. & H.B. The Smaller British Birds. With descriptions of their Nests, Eggs, Habits etc. 2nd. 

Ed. Pub. Gibbings and Co., London. 1894  pp.iv, 252 with 16 colour plates of birds by A.F Lydon and 16 colour 

plates of eggs. Large 8vo. Ex. Lib. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original, gilt decorated boards in vg. 

condition.    [58809]  £38.00 

Informed and charmingly written. Alexander Francis Lydon (1836-1917) was a British watercolour artist, illustrator and 

engraver of natural history and landscapes. He worked for Benjamin Fawcett the printer (of Driffield), to whom he had been 

apprenticed from an early age. 
 

521. Anderson, A. Prodigious Birds. Moas and moa-hunting in prehistoric New Zealand. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Cambridge Uni. Press. 1989  pp.xviii, 238 with b/w. photos., and illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently 

sunned on spine.     [58813]  £30.00 

Drawing on fossil, archaeological and ethnographical evidence, the author has produced a survey of the biology, ecology and 

extinction of this bird. 
 

522. Andrews, I.J. The Birds of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.  1st. Ed. Pub. I.J. Andrews. 1995  pp.185 

with 32 plates of colour photos., and b/w. drawings by John Busby. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.     [59313]  £22.50 
 

523. ap Rheinallt, T. et al. (Eds.). Birds of Argyll.  1st. Ed. Pub. Argyll Bird Club. 2007  pp.424 with colour photos., 

and maps. 4to. Fine hardback.    [59144]  £50.00 

As well as considering the history, status and distribution of birds in Argyll, this work gives individual accounts of the 327 bird 

species recorded to date. 
 

524. Arnold, E.C.  Bird Reserves.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1940  pp.xi, 216 with colour and b/w.  plates 

and b/w. photos. Small 4to. Minor foxing, o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [58764]  £30.00 

An account of five private small bird reserves established by E.C. Arnold, including details of the bird species observed at each 

one. Illustrations are by the author. 
 

525. Arnold, E.C. Birds of Eastbourne.  1st. Ed. Pub. Strange, Eastbourne. 1936  pp.93 with 10 colour and 9 half-

tone plates, plus illus. in the text. Sm 4to. Hardback. Contents nr. fine with some minor spotting. Original illus. 

green cloth boards, nr. fine.    [59917]  £65.00 
 

526. Arnold, E.C. British Waders. Illustrated in Water-Colour. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge University Press. 1924  

pp.vii, 102 plus 51 illustrations from water-colours. 4to. Hardback. TEG. Neat inscription to ffep., dated 1937. 

Minor foxing o/w. a nr. fine hardback in vg. dw., showing some wear and a little loss.    [58762]  £55.00 
 

527. Audubon, John James. The Original Water-Color Paintings by John James Audubon for The Birds of 

America.  1st. Ed. Pub. American Heritage. 1966  Four hundred and thirty-one colour plates (some fold-out) plus 

supporting text. Folio. Hardback. Spotting to fore-edge of text block, not affecting contents which are in fine 

condition, in nr. fine dw. A superb work.    [59760]  £95.00 
 

528. Bailey, A.M. Birds of Arctic Alaska.  1st. Ed. Pub. Colorado Museum of Nat. Hist. 1948  pp.317 with b/w. 

photos., throughout. Large 8vo. A thor. vg. softback.     [58767]  £18.00 

The first third of this work is a fascinating insight into the authors travels in this region, the remainder discussing the birds, 

their nests and eggs wherever possible. Some species feature images of their nests, eggs and young. 
 

529. Ballance, D.K. Birds in Counties. [with First, Second & Third Supplements]. An Ornithological 

Bibliography for the Counties of England, Wales, Scotland and the Isle of Man. 1st. Ed. Pub. Imperial 

College Press, Isabelline Books & The Author. 2000-2015  Four volume set. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., 

plus fine softbacks. The Second and Third Supplements are signed by the author.    [59303]  £150.00 



 

Includes all known books, pamphlets and papers which contain substantial studies of the birds of local areas, from a county 

down to a back garden or a gravel pit. Besides Errata, Corrigenda et Addenda, the First Supplement includes a new section on 

the Channel Islands, the Second Supplement includes a new section on Ireland and the Third Supplement includes an Index to 

Journals & Authors.  
 

530. Bannerman, D.A. & Vella-Gaffiero, J.A. Birds of the Maltese Archipelago.  1st. Ed. Pub. Museums 

Department, Malta. 1976  pp.xix, 550 with 22 colour plates plus b/w. illus., and fold-out map. Large 8vo. Fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw. With inscription ‘Autographed for Nowell Peach by the author, David A. Bannerman, 

January 1977’.    [58760]  £100.00 

The first full description of the hundreds of birds recorded in the Maltese Islands. Considers the important role the archipelago 

plays in bird migration between Europe and Africa. Artists include Charles Tunnicliffe, Donald Watson and more. 
 

531. Bannerman, D. & Lodge, G. The Birds of the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oliver & Boyd. 1953-63  Twelve 

volume hardback set. 4to. Hardbacks. Just some minor indications of their age, o/w. nr. fine to fine hardbacks in 

nr. fine to fine dws. A very pleasing  set indeed.    [59878]  £450.00 

A wonderful reference work with fine illustrations by George Lodge. 
 

532. Bhushan, B. et al. A Field Guide to the Waterbirds of Asia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Wild Bird Soc.of Japan. 1993  

pp.224 with colour plates throughout. Small 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [59310]  £22.50 
 

533. Borrer, W.  The Birds of Sussex.   1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter.  1891  pp.xviii, 385 with 6 colour plates by 

Keulemans and a fold-out colour map plus 8 page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Ex. lib. Contents fine. Thor. vg. 

hardback in original blue cloth boards with gilt lettering. Spine professionally relaid and end papers renewed.     

[58799]  £50.00 
 

534. Bowdler Sharpe, R. Sketch-book of British Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. SPCK. 1898  pp.xx, 255 with colour frontis.,  

and illus. in colour throughout. Small 4to. Hardback. Minor cockling to bottom corner of last half of text block, 

with a little marginal loss to 3 leaves, not affecting text. Spotting to end-papers and fore-edge of text block, o/w. 

contents fine. Original decorated green cloth boards in vg. condition.    [58808]  £30.00 
 

535. Brown, L. & Amadon, D. Eagles, Hawks and Falcons of the World.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub Wellfleet, New Jersey, 

1989  pp.945 with 165 colour and b/w. plates, plus dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on 

spine.    [59129]  £45.00 

Originally published in two-volumes, this is the single volume edition. It is organised in two parts, the first covering taxonomy, 

morphology, flight, migration, etc., and the second consisting of species accounts. 
 

536. Bunn, D.S. et al.  The Barn Owl.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser.  1982  pp.264 with colour frontis., b/w. photos. and illus. 

8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine.     [58790]  £13.50 
 

537. Butler, D. & Merton, D. The Black Robin. Saving the World’s Most Endangered Bird. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford 

Uni. Press. 1992  pp.294 with colour and b/w. photos., and illus. Large 8vo. Fine softback with very gently sunned 

spine.     [58804]  £35.00 
 

538. Carmichael Low, G. The Literature of the Charadriiformes from 1894 to 1928. With a classification of 

the order, and lists of the Genera, Species and Subspecies. 2nd. Rev. Enl. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1931  

pp.xiii, [i], 637. 8vo. Hardback. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw., very neatly, covertly, restored. With dedication 

(dated Dec. 25th 1936) from the author. Also, with note on headed notepaper from the author wishing the 

recipient, M.K. Hamilton, best wishes for Christmas and New Year (1936).     [59184]  £45.00 
 

539. Chance, Edgar P. The Truth about the Cuckoo.  1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1940  pp.xvi, 207 with colour and 

b/w. plates and two maps. 8vo. Hardback. Some minor spotting, o/w. a fine hardback in neatly restored, good to 

vg. dw.    [59185]  £48.00 

Comes with the Inset (loosely inserted) in which Edgar Chance responds to comments made by Dr. James P. Chapin in the 

Foreword. 
 

540. Ching, Raymond. Studies & Sketches of a Bird Painter.   1st. Ed. Pub. Lansdowne.  1981  pp.260 with full-

page colour plates and sketches throughout. Folio. Hardback. A couple of very minor blemishes to spine, o/w. a 

fine, unread copy in publisher’s slipcase (which has the wrap-around dustwrapper as published) in near fine 

condition.    [59761]  £195.00 

Perhaps of all the painters of the late twentieth century, the considerable influence of Ramond Ching has done more than any 

other to establish the position of bird painting as an art form. 
 

541. Clancey, P.A. The Rare Birds of Southern Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Winchester Press. 1985  pp.512 with colour 

plates and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [59291]  £50.00 

A showcase of the 94 rarest birds to be found in Southern Africa, superbly illustrated in full colour by Dr P.A. Clancey. 
 



 

542. Clarke, T. Birds of the Atlantic Islands. Canary Islands, Madeira, Azores and Cape Verde. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Helm. 2006  pp.368 with 69 colour plates and dist. maps. throughout. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [59314] 

 £20.00 

Covering all resident, migrant and vagrant species found in Macaronesia (Canary Islands, Madeira, Azores and Cape Verde), 

with over 450 species llustrated. 
 

543. Cole, Andrew. In Search of the Cirl Bunting.  1st. Ed. Pub. By the Author.  1993  pp.xii, 127 with colour and 

b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate of Bryan Sage. Fine hardback in fine dw. Limited edition of 450 copies.     [58810] 

 £40.00 

A history of the species in England and Wales, followed by a thorough study of the Cirl in its remaining stronghold in South 

Devon. 
 

544. Collar, N.J. et al. The Great Bustard (Otis tarda) and The Houbara Bustard [Chlamydotis undulata)  
1st. Ed. Pub. The Game Conservancy.  [1979]  pp.[168] with b/w. photos., figs and maps. Large 8vo. Bilingual in 

English and German. Nr. fine softback. Compliment slip addressed to Eric Duffey (distinguished Arachnologist) 

from Nigel Collar loosely inserted.      [58803]  £30.00 

A collection of symposium papers read at two conferences organised under the aegis of the International Foundation for Game 

and Wildlife Conservation in 1978 and 1979.  
 

545. Condry, W. Birds & Wild Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1967  pp.192 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Fine hardback in 

nr. fine dw.     [58773]  £15.00 

A lively account of the countryside, birds, insect and plants along the Zambia-Tanzania frontier.  
 

546. Cramp, Stanley (Chief Ed.). Handbook of the Birds of Europe the Middle East and North Africa. The 

Birds of the Western Palearctic. Pub. Oxford University Press. 1980-1994  Nine volumes. 4to. Thor. vg. to nr. 

fine hardbacks in nr. fine to fine dws. A complete set of the preferred ‘Oxford University Press’ edition.    [59896] 

 £345.00 

Comprehensive and with egg plates at the end of each volume. 
 

547. Croxall, J.P. Seabirds. Feeding ecology and role in marine ecosystems. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 

1987  pp.viii, 408 with b/w. figs., in text. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback.    [58792]  £35.00 

Examines the ways in which seabirds function as predators in the marine environment, how they find and catch food and how 

much of it they consume. Reviews both the feeding ecology of seabirds and also most of the leading field studies that have 

examined the interactions of seabird communities with their prey. 
 

548. Davie, Oliver. Nests and Eggs of North American Birds.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Hann & Adair. 1889  pp.[viii], 455, 

xii with b/w. plates. 8vo. Hardback Amorial bookplate. Occasional pencil annotation in margins, contents thor. vg. 

Original boards, spine relaid, all in thor. vg. condition.    [58800]  £45.00 
 

549. de Juana, E. (Ed.).  Where to Watch Birds in Spain.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lynx Edicions. 1994  pp.546 with maps 

throughout. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback. Out-of-print.    [58776]  £50.00 

Detailed site guide presenting 309 site itineraries, prepared by the Sociedad Española de Ornitología. Each entry lists species 

(residents; summer; winter; passage), access, accomodation, and recommended routes.  
 

550. De la Pena, M..R. and Rumboll, M. Birds of South America and Antarctica.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1998  

pp.304 with 97 colour plates and dist. maps. Small 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [59309]  £10.00 
 

551. De Schauensee, R.M. The Birds of China.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1984  pp.602 with 38 colour plates 

and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [59300]  £30.00 

Intended for use as a field guide as well as a descriptive catalogue, this book offers an account for each species with emphasis 

on diagnostic field characters. 
 

552. De Schauensee, R.M. & Phelps, Jr. W.H. A Guide to the Birds of Venezuela.  1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. 

Press. 1978  pp.xxii, 424 with 40 colour plates and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [59299] 

 £18.00 
 

553. Debus, S. Birds of Prey of Australia. A Field Guide. 2nd. Ed. Pub. CSIRO  2012  pp.xxi, 180 with colour 

photos., and illus. 8vo. Fine softback.    [58789]  £17.50 

Raptors, despite being popular and iconic birds, are among the most difficult  to identify. This is an easy to use, illustrated field 

guide to diurnal raptors and includes a section on difficult species-pairs.  
 

554. Densley, M. In Search of Ross’s Gull.  1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 1999  pp.xxii, 268 with colour photos. 

Large 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.     [57055]  £95.00 

The fascinating story of encounters with this bird, by many explorers, including Parry, De Long, Newcombe and its discoverer 

James Clark Ross. 
 



 

555. Dewar, S. & Shawyer, C.R. Boxes, Baskets and Platforms. Artificial nest sites for owls and other birds of 

prey. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Hawk & Owl Trust.  2001  pp.40, with colour photos., and bird box plans throughout. 

Large 8vo. Fine softback. Promotional leaflet for The Owl and Hawk Trust loosely inserted.     [58811]  £15.00 
 

556. Dixon, C. The Game Birds and Wild Fowl of the British Islands. Being A Handbook for the Naturalist 

and Sportsman. 1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall. 1895  pp.xv, 468 with 13 colour plates plus 24 page publisher’s 

catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. A few spots, o/w. contents fine. Original blue cloth boards in thor. vg. condition.    

[58802]  £30.00 
 

557. Dunne, P. et al. Hawks in Flight. The Flight Identification of North American Raptors. 2nd. Ed. Pub. 

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 2012  pp.ix, 335 with colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., 

which previous owner has laminated. Latest edition.    [58786]  £10.00 
 

558. Eriksen, H. et al. Birdwatching guide to Oman.  1st. Ed. Pub. Al Roya Publishing. 2001  pp.256 with colour 

photos.., and maps throughout. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softback. Out-of-print.    [58759]  £30.00 

With practical information on visiting Oman, site guides to over 60 of the best birdwatching spots and bird lists.  
 

559. Etchecopar, R.D. & Hue, F. Les Oiseaux De Chine, de Mongolie et de Coree. Volume 1. non passereaux. 

Volume 2. passereaux. 1st. Ed. Pub. Les Editions Pacifique. 1978-83  Two volume set with colour plates and 

b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardbacks in nr. fine dws.    [59249]  £80.00 
 

560. Fjeldsa, J. & Krabbe, N. Birds of the High Andes.  1st. Ed. Pub. Zoo. Mus. Copen. & Apollo Books. 1990  

pp.876 with 64 colour plates, dist. and geographic maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback.    [59139]  £90.00 

This book covers the area of the temperate and alpine zones of the Andean region from Venezuela and Columbia in the north, 

through Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, to the southernmost part of the continent in Chile. 
 

561. Forrester, R.W. & Andrews, I.J.(Eds.).  The Birds of Scotland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Scottish Orn. Club. 2007  Two 

volume set with superb colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Fine hardbacks in publisher’s slipcase. Out-

of-print    [59295]  £120.00 

This is an in depth examination and analysis of the changes to Scotland’s birdlife over the years. These volumes were achieved 

by the contribution of some 157 authors under the guidance of 9 editors. A major achievement. 
 

562. Francis, I. & Cook, M. (Eds.). The Breeding Birds of North-East Scotland. An atlas of the breeding birds 

of Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire and Moray. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scottish Ornithologists’ Club. 2011  pp.x, 518 with 

colour photos., and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    [59145]  £50.00 
 

563. Goodwin, D. Crows of the World.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Natural History). 1976  pp.354 with colour 

and b/w. illus. 4to. With illustrations by Robert Gillmor. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw., gently sunned and 

rubbed.    [58812]  £20.00 
 

564. Gosse, P.H. Popular British Ornithology. Containing a Familiar and Technical Description of the Birds 

of the British Isles. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Reeve & Co. 1853  pp.viii, 320 with 20 hand-coloured plates. Small 8vo. 

Hardback. Neat inscription. Some scattered foxing o/w. contents fine. Occasional neat pencil annotations. Original 

decorated blue cloth in good to vg. condition.    [58820]  £80.00 

The book is arranged in chapters corresponding to the months of the year, giving details of which birds are likely to be 

observed and what behaviours to look out for.  
 

565. Gretton, A. et al. The Ecology and Conservation of the Slender-Billed Curlew (Numenius 

Tenuirostris).  1st. Ed. Pub. International Council for Bird Preservation. 1991  pp.x 159 with b/w., photos., and 

figs. 8vo. Occasional, informed, neat pencil annotations and small mark to bottom edge-of text block, o/w. a fine 

softback. Scarce.     [58796]  £70.00 
 

566. Gurney, J.H. The Gannet. A bird with a history. 1st. Ed. Pub. Witherby & Co. 1913  pp.li, [i], 567 with 

frontispiece map, plates (one of eggs), and many illustrations mostly from photographs. 8vo. Hardback. AEG. 

Minor darkening and spotting to end-papers, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated green cloth in nr. fine 

condition. A great copy.    [59189]  £150.00 
 

567. Hale, W.G. Sacred Ibis. The Ornithology of Canon Henry Baker Tristram. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sacristy Press.  

2016  pp.xx, 322 with colour photos and b/w. illus. 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw.      [50767]  £55.00 

This book follows Tristram’s epic adventures and love for birds - from his boyhood on the moors of Northumberland to his time 

as a Residentiary Canon of Durham Cathedral. He was the first scientist to support Charles Darwin in print.  
 

568. Harrison, Dr. J.M.  Bristow and the Hastings Rarities Affair.   1st. Ed. Pub. Harrison.  1968  pp.xv, 160 with 

colour and b/w. plates. 8vo. Hardback. Author’s signature with his dedication to H.H. Lamb to title page. 

Photocopy of a letter to The Times by Sir Arthur Landsborough Thomson neatly pasted to front pastedown. 



 

Extensive underlining with marginal notes in pencil throughout text by H.H. Lamb. Two letters to H.H. Lamb 

from Landsborough Thomson in which he gives his opinion on the Hastings Rarirties affair (and other matters), 

loosely inserted.  A fine hardback in nr. fine dw., with a fascinating provenance, providing a unique insight into 

the Hastings Rarities.     [59216]  £175.00 

Presented to the English climatologist H.H. Lamb (1913-1997 - cited in Chapter 7 ‘Meteorlogical and Habitat Influences’) by 

the author. Lamb became known for his prediction of gradual global cooling, but subsequently highlighted the more immediate 

prospect of global warming. Sir Arthur Landsborough Thomson (1890–1977) was a Scottish medical researcher, mainly 

remembered as an amateur ornithologist, author and acknowledged expert on bird migration. 
 

569. Harrison, P.  Seabirds.  An Identification Guide.  Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Helm.  1989  pp.448 with 88 colour 

plates, text figs. and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58794]  £15.00 
 

570. Hartert, E. & Jourdain, F.C.R. The Birds of Buckinghamshire and the Tring Reservoirs.  Rep. from 

Novitates Zoologicae Vol. XXVII. 1920  pp.171-259 with 2 b/w. plates. 4to. Hardback. Spotting to tissue guards, 

o/w. contents fine. Red cloth boards, gilt lettered, in fine condition. We believe there were only 100 copies printed.    

[59298]  £125.00 
 

571. Harvie-Brown, J.A. (Ed.). The Birds of Iona and Mull. 1852-1870 by the late Henry Graham Davenport. 
1st. Ed. Pub. David Douglas. 1890  pp.xvi, 279 with illus. Large 8vo. Hardback. TEG. With neat inscription 

(dated 1934) and bookplates of both bird artist Martin Woodcock and ornithological author Michael P. Harris. 

Contents fine. Original green cloth in nr. fine condition.    [59301]  £100.00 
 

572. Haverschmidt, F. Birds of Surinam.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Oliver & Boyd. 1971  pp.xxix, 445 with 40 colour 

plates, b/w. photos., and fold out map. Small 4to.  Fine hardback in fine dw., gently sunned on spine. A very 

pleasing copy of this classic text.    [58763]  £80.00 

In addition to an extremely full and detailed list of some 600 of the species to be found in Surinam, the author gives an 

extensive account of the topography and climate of the country. A great deal of original and hitherto unpublished information 

is also given on habits, ecology and the breeding birds with additional information on the migrants. 
 

573. Hayman, Peter. et al. Shorebirds. An identification guide to the Waders of the world. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. 

Helm. 1987  pp.412 with 88 colour plates plus dist. maps. Large 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [59253] 

 £20.00 
 

574. Heather, B. & Robertson, H. The Field Guide to the Birds of New Zealand.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 

1997  pp.432 with 74 colour plates, b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [58770]  £27.50 

An excellent field guide. The only field guide to New Zealand birds officially endorsed by the Ornithological Society of New 

Zealand. 
 

575. Hilty, S.L. & Brown, W.L. A Guide to the Birds of Colombia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press. 1986  

pp.xii, 836 with colour and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Fine softback.    [59259]  £40.00 

The first field guide to a country with one of the world's largest avifaunas - 1,700 species. Eighty-five percent of them are 

illustrated in this excellent guide, with identification notes and detailed species accounts. 
 

576. Hilty, S.L. & Brown, W.L. A Guide to the Birds of Colombia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press. 1986  

pp.xii, 836 with colour and b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softback. Some neat pencil annotations.    [59306] 

 £30.00 

The first field guide to a country with one of the world's largest avifaunas - 1,700 species. Eighty-five percent of them are 

illustrated in this excellent guide, with identification notes and detailed species accounts. 
 

577. Hudson, W.H. Birds of La Plata.  1st. Ed. Pub. J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd. 1920  Two volume set with twenty-two 

coloured illus. by H. Gronvold. Royal 8vo. Occasional, very minor spotting, o/w. fine hardbacks in nr. fine dws., 

which have benefited from some very neat, covert restoration. From the limited edition of 1,500 copies for the 

British market. A most pleasing set.    [59190]  £150.00 
 

578. Jeyarajasingam, A. & Pearson, A. A Field Guide to the Birds of West Malaysia and Singapore.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1999  pp.xxiv, 460 with 72 colour plates and map endpapers. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback.    

[58772]  £70.00 

The most comprehensive field guide for identifying birds in this area. 
 

579. Keast, A. et al. Birds of the Eucalypt Forests and Woodlands. Ecology, Conservation, Management. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Surrey Beatty & Sons. 1985  pp.[xiv], 384 with colour photos., and illus. 4to. Fine hardback.     [58806] 

 £30.00 

A comprehensive review of the ecology, conservation and management of these unique habitats, as well as giving status and 

distribution of the birds found there. `An impressive synthesis of recent research on eucalypt habitats and their birds' L. 

Tomialojc, British Birds. 
 



 

580. Kemp, A. The Owls of Southern Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Struik Winchester. 1987  pp.184 with colour and b/w., 

illus by Simon Calburn. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. & publisher's slipcase.    [59292]  £30.00 

A superbly illustrated monograph on the 12 owl species that inhabit the southern African subregion. 
 

581. Kennedy, R.S. et al. A Guide to the Birds of the Philippines.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 2000  pp.xx, 

369. With map endpapers, 72 colour plates, dist. maps and illus. Large 8vo. Fine softback. RRP £53.99    [59246] 

 £30.00 

First comprehensive modern guide to the birds of the Philippines. It illustrates and describes every bird species found in the 

Philippines including many sub-species. 
 

582. King, H. Survey of the Breeding Birds of the Hawar Archipelago.  1st. Ed. Pub. Ministry of Housing, 

Bahrain. 1999  pp.xxii, 94 with colour photos., throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback. Scarce.    [58779]  £120.00 

A detailed work, presenting  colour maps and locational photographs. Birds, nests and eggs illustrated in colour photographs 

wherever possible. 
 

583. Kirke Nash, J. The Birds of Midlothian.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1935  pp.xxiii, [i], 303 with 3 

plates and 1 fold-out map. 8vo. Hardback. Fine hardback in vg. dw, neatly restored. With bookplate of 

ornothological author Michael P. Harris. Scarce.    [59186]  £135.00 
 

584. Knobel, J. Eagles of Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Sunbird Publishing. 2012  pp.216 with colour photos., and dist. maps. 

throughout. 4to. Fine hardback. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [58778]  £75.00 

Features superb colour photographs of all 26 eagle species occurring on the African mainland. Informative species accounts, 

distribution maps and measurements. 
 

585. Kortright, F.H. The Ducks, Geese and Swans of North America. A Vade Mecum for the Naturalist and 

the Sportsman. 2nd. Ed. Pub. American Wildlife Institute. 1943  pp.vii, 476 with fold-out family tree, 36 colour 

plates, b/w. illus. & dist maps. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback.    [59307]  £12.00 
 

586. Lack, David. Darwin’s Finches.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1947  pp.x, 208 with colour frontis. and 

plates, plus b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Signature of Eric Duffey (distinguished Arachnologist) to front 

pastedown. Fine hardback in thor. vg dw.     [58797]  £80.00 

Described by him as “a work of natural history, based on a study of living birds in the Galapagos and of dead specimens in 

museums”, Lack has attemped to trace the successive stages of the evolution of Galapagos finches from trivial differences 

between species to much more striking adaptations. 
 

587. Lack, David. Island Biology. Illustrated by the Land Birds of Jamaica. 1st. Ed. Pub. Blackwell. 1976  pp.xvi, 

445 with b/w. photos., maps and figs. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [58807]  £25.00 
 

588. Lack, David. The Life of the Robin.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby.  1943  pp.200 with b/w. photos., and  

illus. Small 8vo. Signature of Eric Duffey (distinguished Arachnologist) to front pastedown with his occasional 

neat pencil notes to margins. Minor foxing, mainly to endpapers. A thor. vg. hardback, a little spine lean, in a vg. 

dw.     [58795]  £35.00 

An account of four years of observation of a population of robins living in a region of woodland, orchards, quarries and fields 

at Dartington in South Devon, beginning in January 1935. 
 

589. Lack, David. Swifts in a Tower.  1st. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1956  pp.[vi], 239 with 19 photographic plates and 24 

text figures. 8vo. Ex-St. John and Red Cross Lib. Minor spotting, o/w. a nr. fine hardback with vg. plus dw. with 

scattered foxing to rear and turn-ins. A pleasing copy.     [59550]  £50.00 

David Lack’s definitive, highly engaging study of nesting Swifts in the tower of the Oxford University Museum of Science; 

alongside detail of other Swift species. 
 

590. Lewis, A. & Pomeroy, D. A Bird Atlas of Kenya.  1st. Ed. Pub. A.A.Balkema. 1989  pp.xv, 620 with dist. maps, 

b/w. photos and transparent overlay in pocket. Small 4to. Fine hardback. In-print at £230.00.    [58761]  £55.00 

Kenya has one of the richest and  most varied avifaunas in Africa. This atlas is an explanatory overview of the 1,000 plus 

species, essential both as a means of finding birds and as a standard reference work. 
 

591. Liguori, J. Hawks at a Distance. Identification of Migrant Raptors. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Uni. Press. 2011  

pp.xii, 190 with colour photos., throughout. 8vo. Fine softback. As new. RRP £16.99.    [58787]  £10.00 

A very useful guide for identifying migrant raptors, ‘Hawks at a Distance’ is the first volume to focus on distant raptors as they 

are truly seen in the field. 
 

592. Love, J.A. The Return of the Sea Eagle.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press 1983  pp.xiii, 227 with b/w. 

photos., and text figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [58791]  £22.50 

John Love managed the White Tailed Sea Eagle reintroduction programme from 1975, when young birds were brought over 

from Norway and released on the island of Rum.  
 



 

593. Lundevall, C-F. The Bird Fauna in the Abisko National Park and its Surroundings.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Almqvist & Wiksells. 1952  pp.73 with b/w. photos., and maps. 4to. VG. plus softback. Neat inscription from the 

Author to Collingwood Ingram ((1880-1981) renowned ornithologist and plant hunter) thanking him for his help.    

[58780]  £30.00 

Abisko National Park is located in Northern Sweden in the heart of Lapland’s alpine world. 
 

594. Lysaght, Averil. Some Eighteenth Century Bird Paintings in the Library of Sir Joseph Banks (1743-

1820).  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. Hist.). 1959  pp.[ii], 253-371 plus 3 b/w. plates. 4to. Nr. fine softback. 

Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History) Historical Series Vol.3 No.4.    [59269]  £25.00 

An account of a number of bird paintings made for Sir Joseph Banks by various naturalists and artists in the late 18th Century, 

particularly those connected with the voyages of Captain Cook. 
 

595. McCulloch, N. A Guide to the Birds of St Helena and Ascension Island.  1st. Ed. Pub. R.S.P.B. 2004  

pp.iv, 92 with colour illus. throughout. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [59312]  £25.00 

The varied origins of the birds on these  islands make this guide invaluable for visitors to these excellent birdwatching 

locations. Contains background on the islands' history and biogeography, and illustrated species accounts. 
 

596. MacGillivray, William. A History of British Birds. Indigenous and Migratory. Vol. II Cantatores, 

Songsters. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scott, Webster & Geary. 1839  pp.xii, 503 with engraved illus., within text. 8vo. 

Contents nr. fine. Original blind decorated boards, with gilt lettering and decoration to spine, showing a little wear 

at spine ends, o/w. in vg. plus. condition.    [58801]  £65.00 
 

597. MacKinnon, J. and Phillipps, K. A Field Guide to the Birds of Borneo, Sumatra, Java and Bali.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1993  pp.xvi, 491 with 88 colour plates. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    

[58777]  £90.00 

This is the first complete identification guide to the birds of this region, including detailed descriptions and illustrations of all 

820 species found there. The 88 full-colour plates have been specially painted for this guide. Information is provided on where 

to look for these endemic and insular forms and on major birdwatching localities, while introductory chapters discuss habitats, 

climate, land-use and conservation.  
 

598. Madge, S. and Burn, H.  Crows and Jays.  Helm Identification Guides.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm .  [1994]  pp.xxiii, 

191 with 30 colour plates plus text figs. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Publisher's 

errata loosely inserted.    [54758]  £28.00 

The standard reference work for these widespread and fascinating birds. 
 

599. Manning, Mrs. T. A Summer on Hudson Bay. With an appendix on the Birds of North-Western Ungava. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Hodder & Stoughton. 1949  pp.224 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. A very 

pleasing copy.    [58775]  £50.00 
 

600. Meinertzhagen, Col. R. Pirates and Predators. The Piratical and Predatory Habits of Birds. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Oliver & Boyd. 1959  pp.ix, [i], 230 with plates and illus., by Tunnicliffe, Lodge and others. 4to. Nr. fine hardback 

in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped.    [59191]  £140.00 
 

601. Moore, A.  A Field Guide to the Warblers of Britain and Europe.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1983  

pp.xiv, 145 with 32 colour plates & dist. maps. 8vo. Neat address label to front pastedown. Fine hardback in nr. 

fine dw.      [58798]  £12.50 

This field guide provides for each bird a full description of plumage at various ages and times of the year; details of 

distribution, habitat preference, and song alongside identification points to look for in the field. 
 

602. Mudie, Robert. The Feathered Tribes of The British Islands.  4th. Rev. Ed. Pub. Henry. G. Bohn. 1861  Two 

volume set with each with hand-coloured title page, plus 26 hand-coloured plates (19 of which illustrate birds, 7 

depict eggs). Hardbacks. Small 8vo. Overall contents very clean and in thor. vg. condition. The end-papers for 

each work feature adverts for books published by Bohn. Original decorated cloth in vg. condition.    [40111] 

 £125.00 

A very popular, detailed ornithological work focusing on the birds commonly found on the British Isles. This fourth edition was 

revised by W.C.L. Martin. 
 

603. Mundy, P. et al. The Vultures of Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1992  pp.460 with colour photos., and 

b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [59290]  £75.00 

A major monograph giving detailed information on all eleven species of African vulture, including distribution, preferred 

habitats, behaviour and  breeding. 
 

604. Myers, Susan Birds of Borneo. Brunei, Sabah, Sarawak, Brunei and Kalimantan. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton 

Uni. Press. 2009  pp.271 with colour illus. and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. Fine softback. As new, just very gently 

sunned on spine.    [58784]  £14.00 



 

Covering the whole of the island of Borneo, this is the definitive guide to the island’s birdlife.  
 

605. Narosky, T. & Yzurieta, D. Birds of Argentina & Uruguay. A field guide. 16th. Ed. Pub. Vazquez Mazzini 

Editores. 2010  pp.427 with colour photos., dist. maps and DVD of bird sounds. 8vo. Bilingual in English and 

Spanish. New softback. Out-of-print.    [59120]  £50.00 

The guide covers some 1,000 species and contains over 2,000 illustrations. It includes a DVD with 900 birds sounds. 
 

606. Nethersole-Thompson, D. & M. Greenshanks.   1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1979  pp.275 with b/w. photos. and colour 

and b/w. illus. 8vo. A little spine lean, o/w. a fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [51257]  £20.00 
 

607. Nethersole-Thompson, D. & M. Greenshanks.   1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1979  pp.275 with colour illus., and b/w. 

photos., and figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. just very gently sunned. Review copy with review request from 

Poyser loosely inserted.     [58783]  £25.00 
 

608. Newton, I. The Sparrowhawk.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1986  pp.396 with b/w. photos., and text figs. 8vo. Fine 

hardback in nr fine dw.    [58805]  £50.00 

Text embellished by Keith Brockie’s fine drawings. 
 

609. Oatley, T & Arnott, G. Robins of Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Acorn Books. 1998  pp.288 with colour and b/w. illus. 

and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    [59305]  £50.00 

A celebration of Africa's 33 endemic robin species. It contains individual species accounts for each species accompanied by a 

watercolour plate. 
 

610. Oppenheimer, J. and L. The Family of Hummingbirds. The Complete Prints of John Gould. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Rizzoli Electa. 2018  pp.304 with 450 colour illus. Small folio. New hardback in new dw. RRP £49.99. A super 

production.    [59731]  £45.00 

The sublime collection of 418 superbly detailed paintings of hummingbirds by John Gould, the 19th-century naturalist painter 

often referred to as the "British Audubon", represents all the known species on the planet at the time.  
 

611. Pazzuconi, A. Uova E Nidi Degli Uccelli D’Italia. [Eggs and nests of the Birds of Italy]. Pub. Calderini. 

1997  pp.xxv, 655 with colour photos. of nests, plus 95 colour plates of eggs. 4to. Nr. fine hardback. Scarce.    

[58781]  £225.00 

A stunning work. Common bird names in English, Italian, German and French, alongside their scientific names. 
 

612. Perry, K.W. The Irish Dipper.  1st. Ed. Pub. Privately. 1986  pp.142 with colour and b/w. photos and maps. 4to. 

Fine hardback.     [58814]  £15.00 

A fascinating, highly readable and meticulous study by the author. Very well illustrated. 
 

613. Restall, R. et al. Birds of Northern South America. An Identification Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher 

Helm. 2006  Two volume set with colour illus., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softbacks.    [59151]  £47.50 

Volume One contains the species accounts. Volume Two has all the plates and maps. A comprehensive identification guide 

describing 2,308 species in depth. 
 

614. Riviere, B.B. A History of the Birds of Norfolk.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1930  pp.xlviii, 296 with 

b/w. photos, sketch map and colour fold-out map at rear. Also includes page 58a which was inadvertantly 

ommitted and issued separately in 1932 for insertion between pages 58 and 59. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Spotting, 

o/w. contents fine. Signed by Bernard B. Riviere and gelatin silver print photograph, mounted below, to title page. 

Ownership inscription of esteemed ornithologist and bird artist R.A. Richardson (with related annotations to end-

papers) and his marginalia noting local East Anglian bird names through the volume. Original cloth in thor. vg. 

condition, with the scarce dw., showing repair and restoration. A fascinating, unique copy.    [59183]  £225.00 

R.A. Richardson (1922-1977) used as asterisk to further indicate which East Anglian names had become obsolete. This copy 

was loaned to Cley Bird Observatory from 1949 to 1963. 
 

615. Rowan, M.K. The Doves, Parrots, Louries and Cuckoos of Southern Africa.  1st. Ed. Pub. Croom Helm. 

1983  pp.xx, 429 with 8 colour plates and dist. maps. 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw. A super copy.    [58769] 

 £25.00 
 

616. Sakthivel, R. et al. Catalogue of Eggs (Aves) in the  National Zoological Collection of the Zoological 

Survey of India (Part-1).  1st. Ed. Pub. Zoological Survey of India. 2011  pp.xvi, 308 with colour photos., 

throughout. Small 4to. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw.     [58765]  £75.00 

This catalogue lists all the bird eggs deposited at the Zoological Survey of India. Eggs are presented in colour photos in full 

size. 
 

617. Saunders, H., (Clarke, William Eagle (Ed.)). Manual of British Birds.  3rd. Rev. Enl. Ed. Pub. Gurney and 

Jackson. 1927  pp.834 with 405 illus. of species. Hardback. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw., neatly 



 

repaired. With bookplate of A.J. Greenwood and one further period ownership insc. Scarce in dw.     [59188] 

 £75.00 
 

618. Sclater, William Lutley. Systema Avium Aethiopicarum. A Systematic List of the Birds of the Ethiopian 

Region. 1st. Ed. Pub. Taylor & Francis for  British Ornithologists’ Union. 1930  pp.xi, 922. 8vo. Hardback. 

Bookplate. Issued as two volumes, bound here as one, with original card covers included at rear. Contents fine. 

Handsome half leather binding over textured blue boards, with gilt lettering and raised bands to spine. Spine very 

gently sunned and very gently rubbed at extremities, o/w. fine.     [58788]  £75.00 
 

619. Scott, Peter. Morning Flight. A Book of Wildfowl. 1st. Ed. 8th. Imp. Pub. Country Life. 1946  pp.xiii, 138 

with colour and b/w. plates and line drawings. 4to. Nr. fine hardback, just gently sunned on spine.    [59241] 

 £20.00 
 

620. Slater, P. et al. A Field Guide to Australian Birds. Vol. 1 Non-Passerines;  Vol. 2 Passerines. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Scottish Academic Press. 1970-1974  Two volume set with over 100 colour plates plus b/w. illus., and dist., maps. 

Small 8vo. Fine hardback set in fine dws.     [58758]  £20.00 

A comprehensive field guide which includes species distribution maps, enabling the watcher to tell at a glance whether a 

particular bird is within its normal area.   
 

621. Snow, D.W. & Perrins, C. M. The Birds of the Western Palearctic. Concise Edition. Volume 1 - Non-

Passerines and Volume 2 - Passerines. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1998  Two volume set with colour 

illus., and dist. maps throughout. 4tos. Fine hardbacks in fine dws. Fine slipcase. Robert Gillmor was one of artists 

involved in this work; he produced illustrations for both the plates and the dustwrappers. Out-of-print.    [59230] 

 £120.00 

Based on the monumental 9 volume work ‘Birds of the Western Palearctic’ (BWP: 1977-94). An essential reference work for 

all interested in the Birds of Europe. This two volume work includes a significant amount of updated material. 
 

622. Stobo, W.T. & McLaren, I.A. The Ipswich Sparrow.  1st. Ed. Pub. Nova Scotian Institute of Science. 1975  

pp.105 with colour frontis., and b/w. figs. in text. 8vo. Minor foxing, o/w., a fine softback with gently sunned 

spine. Scarce.    [58793]  £20.00 
 

623. Tarboton, W. Roberts Nests & Eggs of Southern African Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Trustees of the John 

Voelcker Bird Book Fund.  2011  pp.415 with colour photos., throughout. Large 8vo. Dedication by author to Jeff 

Coburn, thanking him for his help in completing the book. Fine softback.     [58768]  £27.50 

A comprehensive guide to the nesting habits of over 720 bird species in southern Africa.  
 

624. Thevenot, M. et al. The Birds of Morocco. An annotated Checklist. BOU Checklist Series: 20. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. British Ornithologists’ Union. 2003  pp.xii, 594 with colour photos., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine 

hardback- as new. With a page of Addendum loosely inserted. Out-of-print.    [59304]  £150.00 

Covers five hundred species recorded in Morocco, in habitats as diverse as the Atlantic and Mediterranean coastal wetlands to 

the High Atlas mountains. 
 

625. Thomson, David Croal. The Life and Works of Thomas Bewick. Being an account of his career and 

achievements in Art with a notice of the works of John Bewick. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Art Journal Office. 1882  

pp.xiv, 276 with full page engraved portrait of Bewick as frontis., plus 100 illus. of Bewick’s engravings. Folio. 

Hardback. Internal hinges neatly strengthened. Some spotting to end-papers, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated 

tan cloth in vg. plus condition. Copy No. 32 of just 75 copies.     [59180]  £175.00 

Published in two formats, this being a copy of the preferred large paper version. 
 

626. Thomson, David Croal. The Water-Colour Drawings of Thomas Bewick.  1st. Ed. Pub. Barbizon House, 

London. 1930  pp.83 with 40 tipped in colour plates. 4to. Hardback. TEG. Occasional, very minor spotting, o/w. 

contents fine. Original tan boards marked on rear, o/w. thor. vg. Copy No. 75 of 325 copies.    [59179]  £40.00 
 

627. Tomkinson, P. M. L. & J. W. Eggs of the Great Auk.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Nat. Hist.). 1966  pp.[ii], 

[95]-128 plus 75 pages of b/w. photographic plates. 4to. Nr. fine softback. Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural 

History) Historical Series Vol.3 No.4.    [59268]  £70.00 

A compilation of photographs and available information for all recorded Great  Auk eggs, based on a list originally prepared 

by Edward Bidwell in 1892 but subsequently updated by the authors. 
 

628. Vaurie, Charles. Tibet and its Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1972  pp.xv, 407 with colour plates, 

b/w. photos. and map. Large 8vo. TEG. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. A super copy.    [59294]  £75.00 
 

629. Watling, D. A Guide to the Birds of Fiji and Western Polynesia. Including American Samoa, Niue, 

Samoa, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu and Wallis & Futuna. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Environmental Consultants. 2004  



 

pp.272 with fold-out Quick Reference and 16 colour plates. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. Out-of-print. Scarce.     [59311] 

 £45.00 

Contains detailed species accounts for the 173 species with confirmed records in the region and notes on a further 22 species 

with unconfirmed records. All breeding birds and regular migrants are illustrated and the guide has an up-to-date checklist for 

each of the countries covered. 
 

630. Witherby, H.F. (Ed)., et al. The Handbook of British Birds.  1st. Ed. 2nd. (Rev.) Imp. Pub. H.F. & G. 

Witherby.  1943-1944  Five volume set with colour and b/w. plates plus line drawings throughout. 8vo. Inscription 

to ffep., of Vol. 1. Fine hardbacks in nr. fine dws., lightly chipped at spine ends.    [59116]  £75.00 

Volume 1: Crows to Firecrest, Volume 2: Warblers to Owls, Volume 3: Hawks to Ducks, Volume 4: Cormorants to Crane, 

Volume 5: Terns to Gamebirds. 
 

631. Woods, R.W. & A. Atlas of Breeding Birds of the Falkland Islands.  1st. Ed. Pub. Anthony Nelson. 1997  

pp.190 with b/w. illus. and dist. maps throughout. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Illustrated by Geoffrey 

McMullan. Signed to title page by authors.     [59308]  £22.50 
 

Special Offers and New Books – all subject areas 

632. Babey, G. New Forest Painters. A Celebration of the New Forest National Park. Wildlife Art Series.  
1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2011  pp.132 with illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hdbk. in new dw. Title 

Number 23 in the series. RRP £38.00.    [54586]  £22.50 

Featuring works by Barry Peckham, Barry Miles, Janet Langford, Richard Tratt, Peter Frost and Hilary Tratt. This collection 

of superb paintings has been chosen to convey the wonderful diversity of wildlife and habitat within the New Forest 

boundaries. 
 

633. Bailey, T. & McPherson, S. Dionaea. The Venus’s Flytrap. 1st. Ed. Pub. Redfern Natural History. 2013  

pp.447 with colour photos. throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw.     [59868]  £30.00 

Comprehensive monograph of the famous "Venus's Flytrap". This insect-eating plant produces leaves with jaw-like lobes that 

snap shut when triggered. Native to only a small part of North and South Carolina, Dionaea is the most iconic plant of the 

United States, yet is often misunderstood. 
 

634. Bennett, D. Otter Shores. Wildlife Art Series.  1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2011  pp.208 with colour illus. 

throughout. Royal 4to. New hardback in new dw. Slightly off mint. Title Number 32 in the series. RRP £38.00.    

[59198]  £15.00 

Using sketches and watercolours, David Bennett portrays otters in a wide range of habitats, illustrating their world, behaviour 

and habits, and giving pointers to the would-be otter watcher on the tracks and signs to look out for. 
 

635. Bennett, David. Otter Shores. Wildlife Art Series.  1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2011  pp.208 with 

illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hdbk. in new dw. Title Number 32 in the series. RRP £38.00.     [54587] 

 £22.50 

Using striking sketches and watercolours, David Bennett portrays otters in a wide range of habitats, illustrating their world, 

behaviour and habits, and giving pointers to the would-be otter watcher on the tracks and signs to look out for. 
 

636. Bennett, David. True to Form. Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2007  pp.176 with colour 

illus. throughout. Royal 4to. New hardback in new dw. Title Number 21 in the series. RRP £38.00. Last copy.    

[56147]  £28.00 

David Bennett completed the captivating artwork in this book a few years before publication. It includes work produced 

around his home patch of North Yorkshire, as well as during many field trips to other parts of Britain's spectacular landscapes. 
 

637. Binstead, D. et al. (Eds.). Wildlife around Cardiff. Six further wildlife walks. Pub. Cardiff Naturalists’ 

Society. 1995  pp.88 with colour photographs and line drawings. 8vo. New softback.    [49318]  £12.00 

The first book ‘Cardiff’s Wildlife: six wildlife walks around the city’ was published in 1995 to celebrate the 125th anniversary 

of the society. This second book was published in response to demand for information on further walks in the area. 
 

638. Black, M.J. et al. The Barnacle Goose.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2014  pp.287 with b/w. photos and illus. New 

hdbk. in dw. RRP £50.00.    [48131]  £45.00 
 

639. Brooke, Jocelyn. The Military Orchid.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Little Toller Books. 2011  pp.150 with colour illus. 

8vo. New softback. RRP £10.00.    [59076]  £6.00 

In this delightful work, Jocelyn Brooks blends memoir, botany and satire to recount his decades long quest for the rare and 

elusive Orchis militaris. 
 

640. Brown, A. & McCallum, J. Birds in Norfolk. A National and International Perspective. Wildlife Art 

Series.  1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2016  pp.277 with colour illus. throughout. Large 4to. New hardback in 

new dw. Slightly off mint. Title Number 22 in the series. RRP £50.00.    [59196]  £15.00 



 

Norfolk is famed as the best county in Britain for year round birdwatching and this book considers the importance of the area 

from both a national and international perspective. James McCallum's watercolours compliment the text with outdoor 

paintings and sketches completed on location. 
 

641. Chatters, C. Heathland. British Wildlife Collection No. 9. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2021  pp.432 with 

colour photos. and illus. 4to. New hardback in new dw. RRP £35.00.    [60028]  £31.50 

Detailed account of  British heathlands, the ancient landscapes that support a complex of inter-related species and an immense 

diversity of habitats. They also possess a unique human history defined by the struggle between pastoralism and the competing 

demands of those who seek exclusive use of the land. 
 

642. Clement, P. & Rose, C.  Robins and Chats.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm.  2015  pp.688 with colour photos. and b/w. 

illus. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw. Very gently bumped to top corner. RRP £60.00.    [59170]  £40.00 
 

643. Cross, A. Aldrovanda. The Waterwheel Plant. 1st. Ed. Pub. Redfern Natural History. 2012  pp.249 with colour 

photos. throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw.    [59867]  £25.00 

The first comprehensive account of the rare, carnivorous "Waterwheel Plant". Known for trapping aquatic prey between jaw-

like lobes that snap shut when triggered, this plant is related to the famous Venus Flytrap and employs one of the fastest 

movement responses known in the plant kingdom. 
 

644. Dijkstra, K-D.B. & Schroter, A. Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe. Including western 

Turkey and north-western Africa. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury Wildlife. 2020  pp.336 with colour photos., illus. 

and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. New hardback. RRP £40.00.    [59232]  £36.00 

All the resident and migrant dragonflies and damselflies from the Arctic to the Sahara. Includes detailed field descriptions, 

innovative tables and keys by some of Europe’s leading dragonfly experts. 
 

645. Dijkstra, K-D.B. & Schroter, A. Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe. Including western 

Turkey and north-western Africa. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury Wildlife. 2020  pp.336 with colour photos., illus. 

and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. New softback. RRP £25.00.    [59233]  £22.50 

All the resident and migrant dragonflies and damselflies from the Arctic to the Sahara. Includes detailed field descriptions, 

innovative tables and keys by some of Europe’s leading dragonfly experts. 
 

646. Duff, Andrew G. Beetles of Britain and Ireland. Vols. 1, 3 and 4. 1st. Ed. Pub. Duff. 2012-2020  Three 

volumes with colour photographs, keys plus b/w. line drawings. 4to. New hardbacks in new dws. Volume 2 is not 

yet published.    [59033]  £305.00 

A superb work. Volume 1 : Sphaeriusidae to Silphidae;  Volume 3 : Geotrupidae to Scraptiidae; Volume 4. Cerambycidae to 

Curculionidae. 
 

647. Fleischmann, A. Monograph of the Genus Genlisea.  1st. Ed. Pub. Redfern Natural History. 2013  pp.727 

with colour and b/w. photos. throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw.    [59866]  £35.00 

The first complete monograph of all 29 species of Genlisea. Also known as corkscrew plants, Genlisea produce underground 

leaves that act as traps to capture and kill micro-organisms. Included are many obscure species never before photographed or 

documented, and one new taxon that is described and introduced for the first time. 
 

648. Fortey, Richard. A Curious Boy. The Making of a Scientist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2021  pp.x, 338 with b/w. 

photographs. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £20.00.    [60042]  £18.00 

In this delightful memoir Richard Fortey, palaeontologist and natural historian, tells the story of how as a young boy he 

became fascinated with the natural world, leading to a long life exploring its secrets. He leads a journey through botany and 

birds, fossils and fungi, using a different object to lead each chapter. 
 

649. Gale, Rowena & Cutler, David. Plants in Archaeology.  Identification manual of artefacts of plant origin 

from Europe and the Mediterranean.  1st. Ed. Pub. Westbury.  2000  pp.xiii, 512 with b/w. microscopic photos. 

Large 4to. New hdbk. in new dw. RRP £75.00.    [50922]  £60.00 

A practical guide to the identification of vegatative plant materials used in Europe and the southern Mediterranean from the 

early prehistoric to c. 1500 AD. One hundred and sixty species illustrated with over 600 photomicrographs. 
 

650. Grieve, G. and Miers, T. The Wild Gourmets. Adventures in food & freedom. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 

2007  pp.318 with colour photos., throughout. Small 4to. New hardback in new dw., a little scuffed at spine ends. 

RRP £20.00.    [59174]  £5.00 

Divided into two main sections, Part 1 considers ‘Living on the Land’ - making camp, getting wood and water, making fire and 

cooking in camp.  Part 2 then looks at ‘Living off the Land’ - the meat, aquatic life and vegetation. 
 

651. Hart, Ian. Austral Enterprises. A History of shore, bay-based and pelagic whaling and sealing in the 

Southern Ocean encompassing the Southern Whaling & Sealing Company, The Kerguelen Sealing & 

Whaling Company and their associated enterprises at South Georgia, the Antarctic peninsula, the South 

Indian Ocean and South Africa. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pequena. 2020  pp.xx, 380 with b/w. photographs and 



 

illustrations throughout. 4to. New hardback in new dw. First published in September 2020. Print run of just 400 

copies. Signed by author.    [58836]  £30.00 

There have been very few attempts to document British involvement in the whaling and sealing industry. This book describes, 

in detail, some of the major companies that undertook this trade and the profound effect this had on the whale and seal 

populations in the southern hemisphere. 
 

652. Haslen, Andrew. The Winter Hare. Wildlife Art Series. 2nd. Enl. Rev. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2012  pp.174 

with illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hdbk., in new dw. Title Number 33a in the series. RRP £38.00.     

[54579]  £35.00 

A collection of stunning artwork by Andrew Haslen covering a two-year period when he raised three orphan hares. A collage 

of sketches, studies and paintings inspired by them and the wild hares around him. 
 

653. Heatherington, C. A New Naturalism.  Planting Design. Pub. Packard. 2005  pp.46 with plans and colour 

photographs throughout. Large landscape 8vo. New softback, cover gently creased.    [60038]  £4.00 

Details the history of naturalistic planting styles and reviews current ways garden designers are applying naturalism today. 
 

654. Henderson, Paul. James Sowerby. The Enlightenment’s Natural Historian. 1st. Ed. Pub. Kew/ Natural 

History Museum. 2015  pp.331 profusely illustrated with artwork, and letter & manuscript extracts. 4to. New 

hardback in new dw.    [60039]  £35.00 

This, the first full biography of Sowerby is a fascinating artistic and historical account. Sowerby (1757-1822) was an 

outstanding artist and natural historian, renowned for his discoveries and prodigious output of beautiful, scientific books of 

plants, fungi, animals, fossils and minerals, all at a key historical time; the age of Enlightenment in Great Britain.  
 

655. Hight, Julian. Britain’s Ancient Forest. Legacy & Lore. 1st. Ed. Pub. Julian Hight. 2019  pp.302 with colour 

photos. thoughout. Small 4to. New hardback. Signed on title page by Author.    [59235]  £25.00 

Recommended. From the wildwood, through working woodlands and royal forests, enclosed deer parks and landscaped 

manorial estates to modern plantation forestry and rewildwing, ‘Britain’s Ancient Forest’ tells the tale of an evolving 

landscape shaped by its wildlife, people and their relationship with trees. 
 

656. Holyoak, D.T. The Distribution of Bryophytes in Ireland.  An Annotated Review of the Occurrence of 

Liverworts and Mosses in the Irish Vice-Counties, Based Mainly on the Records of the British 

Bryological Society. 1st. Ed. Pub. Broadleaf Books. 2003  pp.564 with CD-ROM. 4to. A new hardback. RRP 

£55.00.    [55341]  £35.00 

Accompanied by a CD-ROM which contains all of the vice-county records from the text of the book in a searchable format, 

allowing lists to be generated for each vice-county, locality, year, collector, or publication. 
 

657. Hulbert-Powell, C. The Walnut Tree. Tales of Growing and Uses. 1st. Ed. Pub. Unicorn Press. 2019  pp.192 

with colour photos., throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP 29.99    [58975]  £27.50 

The first definitive guide to growing and harvesting walnut trees. The advice offered in this book will be invaluable to anyone 

planning to plant a walnut grove, or who just wants to know about the history, folklore, and uses of the walnut tree and its fruit. 
 

658. Ing, Bruce. Biodiversity in the North West: The Slime Moulds of Lancashire and Cumbria.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. Uni. of Chester Press. 2020  pp.viii, 76 with colour photos. 8vo. New softback.    [59369]  £10.99 

A companion volume to ‘The Slime Moulds of Cheshire’, this is a detailed catalogue of all the species ever recorded in the 

region. The records date back to the nineteenth century but are mostly concentrated in the last sixty years, up to the present. 
 

659. Ing, Bruce. Biodiversity in the North West: The Slime Moulds of Cheshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Chester 

Press. 2011  pp.x,76 with colour photos. and dist maps. 8vo. New softback.    [59370]  £11.99 

A detailed catalogue of all the species ever recorded in the district. The records date back into the 19th century but are mostly 

concentrated in the last 40 years. 
 

660. Ing, Bruce. Biodiversity in the North West: The Mildews of Cheshire, Lancashire and Cumbria.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Uni. of Chester Press. 2020  pp.viii, 68 with colour photos. 8vo. New softback.    [59371]  £10.99 

A detailed catalogue of all the species ever recorded in the region. The records date back to the nineteenth century but are 

mostly concentrated in the last sixty years, up to the present. 
 

661. Ing, Bruce. The Fungi of North East Wales: A Mycota for Vice-Counties 50 (Denbighshire) and 51 

(Flintshire). 1st. Ed. Pub. Uni. of Chester Press. 2020  pp.ix, 301 with colour photos. 4to. New softback.    

[59372]  £19.99 

A detailed account of all the groups of organisms that now and in the past have been considered to be fungi, which have been 

recorded in North East Wales. The records began in the late eighteenth century but the systematic recording started in 1969, 

when the author first came to the area. 
 

662. Jefferson, Richard and Davis, John. Jewels Beyond the Plough. A Celebration of Britain’s Grasslands. 

Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2012  pp.168 with colour illus. throughout. Royal 4to. New 

hardback in new dw. Title Number 31 in the series. RRP £38.00. Last copy.    [56148]  £28.00 



 

With a foreword by Chris Packham, ‘Jewels Beyond the Plough’ is a celebration of Britain's wildflower grasslands. The 

wonderful illustrations capture the beauty of grassland landscapes with their rich flora and fauna 
 

663. Jenni, L. and Winkler, R.  Moult and Ageing of European Passerines.   2nd. Ed. Pub. Helm.  2020  pp.xii, 

322 with colour photos.,  and illus. 4to. New hardback. RRP £94.99    [57360]  £90.00 

The new, completely revised second edition of Jenni and Winkler's classic guide, updated and improved for ringers and 

ornithologists. 
 

664. Kirby, Keith. Woodland Flowers. British Wildlife Collection No. 8. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2020  pp.400 

with colour photos. and illus. 4to. New hardback in new dw. RRP £35.00.    [58643]  £31.50 

A fascinating, original account. Keith Kirby examines how woodland plants in Britain have come to be where they are, how 

they tolerate grazing, the challenges they face through the seasons and how they respond to storms, fires, droughts and floods. 

Along the way, the work of important botanists who have studied woodlands in the past is presented to the reader. 
 

665. Kirk, W.D.J. and Howes, F.N. Plants for Bees.  A Guide to the Plants that Benefit the Bees of the British 

Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA 2012  pp.311 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. New hdbk. in new dw.    [52943] 

 £35.00 

Highly recommended. 
 

666. Lampard, S. et al. Pinguicula of Latin America.  1st. Ed. Pub. Redfern Natural History. 2016  pp.vi, 350-712 

with colour photos. throughout. 4to. New hardback in new dw.    [59870]  £40.00 

Volume two in a two volume series documenting all carnivorous butterworts (Pinguicula) of the world, for the very first time 

and in superb detail. 
 

667. Lever, Christopher. The Cane Toad. The History and Ecology of a Successful Colonist. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Westbury. 2001  pp. xxvii, 230, colour plates & maps. 4to. New hdbk. in new dw.  RRP £44.00.    [50921]  £27.50 

This book describes the biology, history, ecological and socio-economic impact of a successful colonist. 
 

668. McPherson, Stuart. Britain’s Treasure Islands. A Journey to the UK Overseas Territories.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Redfern.  2016  pp.xi, 688 with many colour photos. and gate-fold maps. 4to. New hardback in dw., slightly off 

mint and gently bumped to corners. Signed by author on title page.    [59176]  £30.00 

The 17 islands and areas that make up the UK's Overseas Territories are Britain's most remote outposts. They are home to 

350,000 British people and many unique animals and plants. This visually spectacular work is a fact-filled reference volume 

looking at all the environments, their fauna, flora, people and culture. 
 

669. Madge, Steve & McGowan, Phil. Pheasants, Partridges and Grouse. Including buttonquails, sandgrouse 

and allies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm.  2002  pp.488 with colour illus. Royal 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw., with minor 

imperfections. RRP £50.00.    [51490]  £20.00 

Highly recommended. 
 

670. Measures, David. Butterfly Season. 1984.  Pub. Arlequin Press. 1996  pp.141 with 60 superb colour plates. 4to. 

New hardback in new dw. Limited edition of 1,000 copies, this copy un-numbered. Out-of-print.    [45827]  £35.00 

All of David Measures’ butterfly drawings, watercolours and field notes made during that year’s wonderful summer are 

presented in this book.  
 

671. North, Marianne and Mills, Christopher. Marianne North. The Kew Collection. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. RBG Kew. 

2019  pp.304 with more than 800 colour illus. Large 4to. New hardback. A superb work.    [56734]  £40.00 

For the first time, this unique and stunning book brings together all of Marianne North's Kew collection. The paintings are 

arranged geographically as they appear in the Gallery, and Marianne's original titles are included alongside each painting. 
 

672. Parker, S.  Museum of Life.   Pub. Natural History Museum.  2010  pp.192 with colour photographs and other 

text figs. throughout. 4to. New hardback in new dw. RRP £20.00.    [44813]  £9.50 

This fascinating work looks at how London’s Natural History Museum maintains, studies and adds to its collections and the 

work of its staff. Profusely illustrated with photographs that capture the imagination.  
 

673. Parkinson, A.  Nature’s Alchemist.  John Parkinson, Herbalist to Charles I. Pub. Frances Lincoln.  2007  

pp.335 with text illus. 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw., gently sunned on spine. RRP £25.00.    [44816]  £15.00 

Original research producing a fascinating insight into the life of John Parkinson, the extraordinary gardener and herbalist. 
 

674. Pearman, M. & Areta, J.I. Birds of Argentina and the South-West Atlantic. Helm Field Guides. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Helm.  2020  pp.480 with 199 colour plates, b/w. illus and dist. maps. 8vo. New softback. RRP £40.00.    

[59367]  £33.00 

With 1,075 species fully illustrated and described, this work includes 199 colour plates, with concise identification text on 

facing pages. The coverage includes the islands of the South Atlantic, such as the Falklands. 
 



 

675. Pearman, M. & Areta, J.I. Birds of Argentina and the South-West Atlantic. Helm Field Guides. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Helm.  2020  pp.480 with 199 colour plates, b/w. illus and dist. maps. 8vo. New hardback. RRP £60.00.    

[59368]  £50.00 

With 1,075 species fully illustrated and described, this work includes 199 colour plates, with concise identification text on 

facing pages. The coverage includes the islands of the South Atlantic, such as the Falklands. 
 

676. Porter, Michael. Welsh Marches Pomona.  1st. Ed. Pub. Marcher Apple Network. 2010  pp.95 with 31 full-

page colour plates of blossom and fruit by Margaret Gill. 4to. New hdbk. Print-run of just 2000 copies. RRP 

£25.00.     [43882]  £22.50 

This book provides information on 31 varieties of apple which originated in the Welsh Marches. Although most of these have 

been growing there for generations, several have only recently been ‘re-discovered’. 
 

677. Presant, O.V. A Perfect Friend. The Life of Cumbrian Plant Hunter William Purdom. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hayloft 

Publishing. 2019  pp.176 with colour and b/w. photos., and maps. 8vo. New softback.    [57350]  £19.50 

Purdom travelled to China where he explored many areas new to Europeans and he had a special rapport with the Chinese. To 

him they were simply friends. As well as searching for plants he carried with him photographic equipment and brought back 

unique images not only of plants but landscapes and people. 
 

678. Pullar, Polly and Brockie, Keith. Rural Portraits. Scottish Native Farm Animals, Characters and 

Landscapes. Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2003  pp.180 with colour and b/w. illus. 

throughout. Royal 4to. New hardback in new dw. with minor imperfection. Title Number 1 in the series. RRP 

£27.99. Illustrated by Keith Brockie. Last copy.    [56145]  £20.00 

Beautifully illustrated, this fine book presents a journey around Scotland encompassing every breed of Scottish native farm 

animal. The chapters evolve through meetings with characters, both young and old, involved with the breeds. It is largely their 

anecdotes, humour and nostalgia which shape this fascinating compilation. 
 

679. Rackham, Oliver.  The History of the Countryside. The classic history of Britain’s landscape, flora and 

fauna.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 2020  pp.xvi, 445 with b/w. photographs and other figs. 

throughout. 8vo. New softback. RRP £16.99    [59234]  £15.00 

This marvellous book traces the history of the British countryside from the late Ice Age to the present. It examines how 

indigenous plants and wildlife, as well as the general topography, have altered over the centuries, and how the changing 

nature of the landscape shapes our lives. 
 

680. Ratcliffe, D.A. In Search of Nature.  1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 2000  pp.xii, 249 with illus. 8vo. New 

hardback with new dw. Gently bumped on bottom rear corner. RRP £27.00.    [59175]  £6.00 

The distinguished naturalist, Derek Ratcliffe, passed away in 2005 aged 75.  Born in 1929, this book tells the tale of his life 

from boyhood, when his interest in birds, butterflies, moths and dragonflies started to develop, through to the period in his life 

before 1970. Ratcliffe took the opportunity presented by writing this book of paying tribute to some of the people who helped 

him along the way and became lifelong friends. 
 

681. Redfern, M. Insects and Thistles. Naturalists’ Handbooks 4. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1995  pp.70 

with colour and b/w., illus. 8vo. New softback. RRP £17.99.    [60040]  £10.00 

Provides key information on the natural history of insects associated with our two common species of thistle. The new edition 

features substantial revisions and updates of all species covered. 
 

682. Reid, F.A. et al.  The Wildlife of Costa Rica. A Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2018  pp.xv, 267 

with over 450 detailed colour illus., and photographs. 8vo. New softback. RRP £25.00.    [54853]  £20.00 

This full-colour field guide features all the mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and arthropods that one is likely to see in 

Costa Rica's rainforests, cloud forests, plains and coasts. 
 

683. Riddington, R. (Ed.). Birds of the UK Overseas Territories.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2020  pp.336 with colour 

photos., throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [58974]  £54.00 

Based on a series of articles in the journal British Birds, this book highlights the importance of the UK's fourteen Overseas 

Territories (dispersed mostly across the Atlantic, Antarctic and Pacific Oceans), which are home to a quarter of the world's 

penguins and a third of the word's breeding albatrosses. 
 

684. Roccia, A. et al. Pinguicula of the Temperate North.  1st. Ed. Pub. Redfern Natural History. 2016  pp.viii, 

349 with colour photos and illus. throughout. 4to. New hardback in new dw.    [59869]  £40.00 

Volume one in a two volume series documenting all carnivorous butterworts (Pinguicula) of the world, for the very first time 

and in superb detail. Volume two is ‘Pinguicula of Latin America’ and we have copies in stock. 
 

685. Sardet, E. et al. Grasshoppers of Britain and Western Europe. A Photographic Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Bloomsbury. 2021  pp.304 with colour photos., and illus. throughout. 8vo. New softback. RRP £35.00. Due for 

publication on 10th June 2021. Pre-publication orders now being taken..    [59869]  £31.50 

This is the first guide to the 261 species of orthopterans, the grasshoppers, crickets and katydids, of Britain and western 

Europe ever published. The book comes with a CD, featuring 222 orthopteran songs. 



 

 

686. Self, Andrew. The Birds of London.  1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury.  2014  pp.432 with colour photos. and b/w. 

illus. Royal 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw. Slightly off-mint. RRP £50.00.    [51484]  £20.00 
 

687. Simson, Clive. The Butterflies’ Fly-Past. with illus. by Mandy Shepherd. 1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 

1994  pp.xviii, 127 with 8 coloured illus. 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw. RRP £20.00.    [44011]  £7.50 

A fascinating book describing the author’s experiences of studying butterflies in the UK. All native British Butterflies are 

mentioned at some point in the text, which is handsomely supported by 8 watercolour plates by Mandy Shepherd. 
 

688. Stenning, M. The Blue Tit.  1st. Ed. Pub. T. & A.D. Poyser 2018  pp.320 with colour photos. b/w. figs. Large 

8vo. A new hardback in new dw., with a minor tear to rear of dw. RRP £50.00.    [59293]  £35.00 

This new book provides a definitive record of the biology and ecology of one of our most popular, intelligent and charismatic 

birds. 
 

689. Sterry, Paul.  Birds of the Mediterranean. A Photographic Guide.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm.  2004  pp.192 with 

colour photos. and dist. maps. 8vo. New softback with very minor crease to cover. RRP £19.99.    [51483]  £10.00 
 

690. Streeter, D. Collins Wild Flower Guide. The Most Complete Guide to the Wild Flowers of Britain and 

Ireland. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. William Collins. 2016  pp.704 with full-colour, comprehensive illustrations of all 

species described. 8vo. New hardback in new dw., with one small snag to rear. Highly recommended. RRP 

£40.00.    [58874]  £30.00 

This book contains an account of over 1,900 wild flowers of Britain and Ireland - the most complete, illustrated, single-volume 

guide ever published. 
 

691. The Dalai Lama, His Holiness with Alt, Frank. Our Only Home. A Climate Appeal. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury 

Sigma. 2020  pp.144. Small 8vo. New hardback in new dw.    [59366]  £10.99 

In a series of discussions with environmental journalist Franz Alt, His Holiness argues that we all need to stand up for a 

different, better and more climate-friendly world. 
 

692. Turner, A.  The Barn Swallow.   1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Poyser.  2012  pp.256 with colour photographs and text 

illus. 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw. RRP £50.00.     [50593]  £45.00 

This monograph examines all aspects of the life of this endearing bird, with chapters on its feeding habits, mate choice, 

breeding strategies, nesting, eggs and incubation, nestling rearing, survivorship, migratory behaviour and population 

dynamics. The book also considers changes in populations and behaviour in relation to intensive agriculture and climate 

change.  
 

693. Turner, A. Taxidermy.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub Thames & Hudson. 2019  pp.256 with colour photos. throughout. 

Royal 8vo. New softback in new dw.     [55621]  £16.95 

Illustrated with stunning photography that explores this rich artform, past and present. ‘Taxidermy’ is the most comprehensive 

and beautiful survey of the subject ever produced (Antiques Info). 
 

694. Upson, T. and Andrews, S.  The Genus Lavandula.   Pub. RBG Kew.  2004  pp.xiv, 442 with fine botanical 

colour illus., line drawings and other figs. With Erratum. 4to. New hardback in new dw. Out-of-print.    [60041] 

 £90.00 

Describing some 39 species, their hybrids and nearly 400 cultivars, this monograph brings together taxonomy, distribution, 

history and cultivation. With additional chapters on propagation, pests and diseases, and an overview of their commercial 

products, essential oils and chemistry.  
 

695. Vinicombe, K et al. The Helm Guide to Bird Identification. An in-depth look at confusion species. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Helm. 2014  pp.396 with over 1,250 illustrations in colour. New softback.    [47941]  £30.00 

Covers tough species identification issues by looking at tricky pairs or groups of birds, and comparing and contrasting their 

respective features. Designed as a companion to regular field guides, providing much additional information. As well as 

detailed text, the guide includes a large number of drawings for each species, showing variation in plumage and changes in 

appearance as birds age. 
 

696. Walls, S. and Kenward, R.  The Common Buzzard.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2020  pp.304 with colour & b/w. 

photographs, illus., and figs. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [57506]  £55.00 

A milestone in the Poyser series this, their 100th title is dedicated to the Common Buzzard. Seen soaring majestically on 

thermals, they are familiar to people across Europe. This new Poyser monograph brings together a wealth of research on the 

species' origins, feeding and breeding behaviour, along with information on movement and survival from the authors' own 

studies. It concludes by examining the conservation conundrums that such a successful predator raises in the modern world. 
 

697. Warren, Michael. American Birding Sketchbook. Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2012  

pp.143 with illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hdbk. in new dw. Title number 34 in the series. RRP £38.00.    

[54582]  £22.50 

In this, his sixth book, Michael Warren beautifully conveys through his art and words, the varied habitats, landscapes and 

richness of both plant and birdlife to be found within the USA.  



 

 

698. Warren, Michael. Images From Birding. Observations of an artist birder. 1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 

2007  pp.168 illustrated in colour throughout. 4to. Handsomely bound in maroon half leather over marbled boards. 

New hardback in publisher’s slipcase. Slightly off-mint. Copy No. 48 from the limited edition, signed by Michael 

Warren.    [59177]  £40.00 

In this book, Michael Warren brought together drawings from his sketch books and field notes from over twenty years of 

birdwatching in Britain and Ireland. 
 

699. Watson, Jeff. The Golden Eagle.  2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub. Poyser.  2010  pp.448 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 

Royal 8vo. New hdbk. in new. dw. Latest edition. RRP £60.00.    [51487]  £54.00 
 

 
 

Collins’ New Naturalist Series 
 

We offer a subscription service for all forthcoming titles in Collins’ New Naturalist series. 
Hardbacks, signed copies and softbacks available at 25% off the RRP. Promptly 
dispatched and carefully wrapped. Please ask for details. We can also supply copies of the 
leatherbound limited edition.  
 

Forthcoming titles (dates subject to change): 
 

No. 143 - Ecology and Natural History.  (due for publication on 29th April 2021) 
 

Peak District. A survey of unique landscapes and ecosystems that should be of great interest 

to naturalists and to the thousands of ramblers who visit the Peak District every year. 
(scheduled for June 2021) 
 

Ponds, Pools and Puddles. Ponds and pools are a common feature of our landscape – there 
are at least ten times as many ponds as lakes in the UK – and they are also important wildlife 
habitats. This book provides a comprehensive and detailed account of these freshwater 
habitats. (scheduled for October 2021)      
 

We’re taking pre-publication orders. RRP £65.00 (for hardbacks) Our price £48.75. 
 

 

 

 

 

British Wildlife Collection 
 

We also stock, and offer a subscription service for, all titles in the superb British Wildlife 
Collection.  
 

Recently published and available: 
 

No. 9 ‘Heathland’, (Pub. March 2021) celebrates the diversity and natural history of this 
distinct and vulnerable cultural landscape. RRP £35.00 (hardback) Our price £31.50.  
 

Forthcoming title: 
 

No. 10 ‘Butterflies’, (15th Apr 2021) will be a unique take on butterfly behaviour and ecology. 
RRP £35.00 (for hardbacks) Our price £31.50.  
 

 

 

 

Thinking of selling your collection of books? 
 

We are always interested in purchasing large or small collections in our specialist subject areas. 
Whether it’s a handful or thousands of books, we’re happy to chat about them, and come up with a 
mutually agreeable plan. We do travel to buy collections and we keep things as simple as possible.  
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Monday to Friday 9.30am to 5.00pm & Saturday 9.00am to Noon 

Visitors always welcome – easy parking available 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Tel: +44 (0) 1497 820 471  Email: ardenbooks@btinternet.com  Web: www.ardenbooks.co.uk 
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